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SC ENE I
Carolyn is a young Irish-American kindergarten teacher

who has been teaching for five years. The school at
which she has taught has Ipen a predominantly white,
middle-class school in a quiet neighborhood in I\IPw England.
However, because of recent redistricting, the school popula-

tion now includes children from a housing project not far
away. These children are almost exclusively poor and black.
Thus, Carolyn and the other teachers in the school are newly
faced with a population of children with whom they are completely unfamiliar.
I am working on a research project with Carolyn. She has
asked me to observe a little boy named Anthony, a five-yearold black child from -the projects,: whom she has defined as a
child with behavh.ral, learning, and language problems. She
wants to use the results of my observations to :get him help.:
In my observations of Anthony in the classroom, I have
noticed that he gets almost no positive feedback during tim
course of a day, and instead receives a tremendous number of-negative comments. I have taken Anthony out into the hallway several times to talk and play privately so as to get a better assessment of his actual abilities. The fnllowing dialogue is
taken from a transcript ot my conference with Carolyn about

m v observations. I am attempting to point out some of
Anthony's j)osit ive points to Carolyn:

11
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L: Anthony told me that he liked school and that his favorite
thing in his class was group time.

C: That's amazing, since he can't sit still in it. He just says
anything sometimes. In the morning he's OK; after nap
he's impossible.

L: He's really talking more, it seems!

C: He's probably never allowed to talk at home. lie needs
communicative experience. 1 was thinking of referring hirn
to a speech therapist. He probably never even got to use
scissors at home.

***
L: He told me about his cousin he plays with after school. IC
seems he really does have things to talk about.

C: It's unfortunate, but I don't think he even knows what
family means. Some
these kids don't know who their
cousins are and who their brothers and sisters are.

SC I'. N

11

(Tharles is a three-year-old African-American boy who likes a

little white girl in my daughter's nursery school class. Like
most three-year-olds, his affection is expressed as much with
hugs as with hits. One morning I notice that Charles has bcen
hovering around Kelly, his special friend. He grabs her from
,ehind and tries to give her a bear hug. When she protests,
the teacher tells him to stop. A short time later he returns to
her table to try to kiss her on the cheek. She pretests again and
the reacher puts him in "time-out." I comment to the teacher
with a smile that Charles certainly seems to have a little crush
on Kelly. She frowns and replies that his behavior is ''way out
of line." She continues with disgust in her voice, "Somet i mes
what he does just looks like lust.-

Introduction
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SCA Ni. III

)ne evening 1 receive a telephone call from Terrence's mother,
who is near tears. A singk parent, she has struggled to put her
academically talented fourteen-year-old African-American
son in a predominantly white private school. As an involved
parent, she has spoken to each of his teachers several times
during the first few months of school, all of whom assured her
that Terrence was doing "just fine." When the first quarter's
rt port cards were issued, she observed with dismay a report

tilled with Cs and Ds. She immediately went to talk to his
teas hers. When asked how they could have said he was doing
fine when his grades were so low, each of them gave her some
sermon of the same answer: "Why are you so upset? For him,
(:s are great. You shouldn't try to push him so much."

yeti through each of these scenarios, a familiar sense of
dread ( iosed in around me: my throat constricted, my eyes
horned, I found it hard to breathe. I have faced this fog too

many times in my caiTer in education. It is a deadly fog
tormed when the cold mist of bias and ignorance meets the
warm vital reality of children of color in many of our schools.

It is the result of coming lace-to-face with the teachers, the
psys hologists, the school administrators who look at "other
1,tople:s hildren" and see damaged and dangerous caricatures
id the vulnerable and impressionable beings before them.
Rut we cannot blame the schools alone. We live in a society
that nurtures and maintains stereotypes: we are all bombarded
(la ils, tor instame, with the portrayal of the young black mak
as monster. When we see a group of young black men, we lock
our (at doors, cross to the other side of the street, or clutch our
handb,iFs. We are constantly told of the one out of four black
men who is involved with the prison system but what about
the t hree out of four who are not? During a major storm this
past scilicet, a group of young black men in my neighborhood
sjent the day treeing cars that were stuck in the ice. When do
see t heir lives portrayed on the six o'clock news?
result of living in this society, their teachers make

xiv
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big assumptions about Anthony, Charles, and Terrence. They
judge their actions, words, intellects, families, and communi-

ties as inadequate at best, as collections of pathologies at
worst. These stories can be justifiably interpreted as examples

of racism. However valid that interpretation mily be, it is
insufficient, for it gives us no clue as to how to resolve the
problem. Indeed, these views are not limited to white adults.
In my experience in predominantly black school districts, the
middle-class African-American teachers who do not identify
with the poor African-American students they teach may hold
similarly damaging stereotypes. These adults probably are not
bad people. They do not wish to damage children; indeed,
they likely see themselves as wanting to help. Yet they are
totally unable to perceive those different from themselves
except through their own culturally clouded vision. In my
experience, they are not alone.

We all carry worlds in our heads, and those worlds are
decidedly different. We educators set out to teach, but how
can we reach the worlds of others when we don't even know
they exist? Indeed, many of us don't even realize that our own
worlds exist only in our heads and in the cultural institutions
we have built to support them. It is as if we are in the middle

of a great computer-generated virtual reality game, but the

"realities" displayed in various participants' minds are
entirely different terrains. When one player moves right and
up a hill, the other player perceives him as moving left and
into a river.
What are we really doing to better educate poor children and
children of color? Sporadically we hear of "minorities" scoring

higher in basic skills, but on the same newspaper page we're
informed of their dismal showing in higher-order thinking
skills. We hear of the occasional school exemplifying urban
excellence, but we are inundated with stories of inner-city mass

failure, student violence, and soaring drop-out rates. We are
heartened by new attempts at school improvement better
teacher education, higher standards, revised curricula even
while teachers of color are disappearing from the workforce and
liseal cutbacks i nc rease class sizes, decimate critical instruc-
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clonal programs, and make it impossible to repair the buildings
that are literally falling down around our children's heads.
What should we be doing? The answers, I believe, lie not in

a proliferation of new reform programs but in some basic
understandings of who we are and how we are connected to
and disconnected from one another. I have come to some of
those understandings through my own attempts to under-

stand my place in this country as an African-American
woman: I am the offspring of a teacher in a colored high school
in pre-integration Louisiana and a man who received his GED
dipl6ma in his fortieth year, only to die of kidney failure at the
age of forty-seven because the "colored ward" was not permit-

ted to use the dialysis machine. I am the frightened teenager
who was part of the first wave of black students to integrate
hostile white high schools. I am the college student of the
970s whose political and ethical perspectives were developed
against the backdrop of the struggle for black liberation and
the war in Vietnam. I am the panicked mother of a five-yearold soon to enter an urban public school system where I can no

longer buffer her from damaging perspectives. I am the
teacher of many diverse students from African-American
toddlers to Papua New Guinean preschoolers, and from Hispanic middle-schoolers to European-American college students, to Native Alaskan teachers.
The essays included in this book chronicle my journey into
understanding other worlds, journeys that involved learning
to see, albeit dimly, through the haze of my own cultural
lenses. In that blurred view, I have come to understand that
power plays a critical role in our society and in our educational
system. The worldviews of those with privileged positions are
taken as the only reality, while the worldviews of those less
powerful are dismissed as inconsequential. Indeed, in the educational institutions of this country, the possibilities for poor
people and for people of color to define themselves, to determine the self each should be, involve a power that lies outside
of the self. It is others who determine how they should act,
how they are to be judged. When one "we" gets to determine
standards for all "wes," then some "wes" are in trouble!

Introduction
The book is divided into rhree parts. The first contains two
articles originally published in the Harvard/ Educational Review

which stirred a great deal of controversy because they challenged aspects of popular approaches to literacy. "Process
writing- and "whole language- advocates believed me to be
attacking their "progressive- and "child-centered- methods of
instruction, while I saw myself a:, struggling to figure out why
some children ot color in classrooms utilizing these methodologies were not learning to read and write, not acquiring the
"codes of power- necessary for success in this society. These
articles also questioned why teachers and parents of color were
so seldom included in the conversations about what was good
for their children. The third essay in Part i describes another
aspect of my thinking, one that has seldom been considered in
critiques of my work: even while teachers provide access to the

"codes of power- represented by acquiring facility in "standard edited English,- they must also value and make use in
the classroom of the language and culture children bring from
home.
Part 2 tries to find the origins of some of these views in my

experiences and research, particularly through my work in
Papua New Guinea and Alaska, where I learned to see the
world through the eyes of those with very different histories.
It was in those two settings that I tirst understood the need to
step outside of myself and my beliefs in order to allow the per-

spectives of others to filter in. This part also includes a
description of the results of research on the views and attitudes of teachers of color about their teacher education and
subsequent teaching careers. With the number of students of
color increasing in our public school systems every year, even
as the number of teachers of color drops, I believe it is essential
that we go directly to these seldom-asked teachers to identify
the problems associated with their entering and remaining in
the teaching profession.
Part 3 'offers some thoughts on solutions and directions for
our future as educators. I am not immodest enough to believe
that I have the answers to the myriad problems facing educa-
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don, but I do hope rhat these essays suggest some avenues for
those working to find solutions. One piece is directed specifically to teachers on teaching literacy to disenfranchised students. Another presents recommendations to policy makers
tOr making the assessment of teachers more sensitive to issues

of cultural difference. The last part concludes with a more
general essay on multicultural education, given as the Charles
H. Thompson Lecture at Howard University, which I hope
will interest people concerned with the improvement of education for those least well served by the public education system in this country.

Other People's Children

1 c,

.1 0

Controversies Revisited

_19

Controversies Revisited

The essays in this section were written for a variety (fpurposes.
belieff about educating children
Taken together they reflect

of color. particularly African-American children, in what for
them are often alienating enz.ironments. The first two were
written u.hile I was in the throes of struggling to adapt to an
alien environment myself at the University of A laska. Fairbanks (LI AI' ). where I was involved in teacher training. It was
thtre that I first fwind myself in a completely u'hitepro/es.rzonal

setting. A /though there w,re a few students of color. Native

Alaskan and African-American. I was the only AfricanAmerican uoman faculty member at any of the three campuso of

the University of Alaska. 1 was confUsed by the positions articulated by many of my colleagues, and 1 found them fiir removed
from my own beliefs about education.
On one side tberc were the consertwite traditionalists. Thoe
Peaty members uvre often most critical of students who uvre not
a part of the mainstream. and they frequently questioned these
students capacity to become teacher+. If asked to define their own
role, these etcadlemicians would lik-ely define themselves cis the
upholders of traditional academic standards. One of these fac-

ulty members told a group of Nxive Alaskan students u.ho
wanted the //niter-tit) to provide a more cult/frail) rclel ant education that it was not the purpose of /./AF to serve the needs of
Natives so if they were interested in tlhit kithl of education,
the) bad better 3 tart their own university.
On the other ride levre the. ant hropologicall) oriented/ lbera
,Natire
111)
Identilled
litt( 1.1(nl11 member,. Id

6
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,Ilakan quit/Th. +au their loll at e'eating mole opportmutfii
jor N at/iv Alaskans to bee-ome certified to teach in their own
lage Comm/with-J. Although I certaiiilv Jell more at home with
the politics of these co//ray/c'.. I lea.' troubled that. in their

attempt to e-elebrate Native culture. many of them believed it
unnecessar) even dama(,'ing to leach Native students the
the) would need to surt.iir in the larger society.
One- Native student complained to me that SOnle (i these fi reult.) numbers were teaching Natives only about Native culture
the onl) topic in libich the professors thought the) needed to be
schooled in order to teach in Native villages. She felt that she
and her fellow Native students were not learning how to teach
math. reading. or sc.;ence. How could tillage kids compete if
tfit;r ttachc.rs didn't know In,w to had) acaclentic Subject matter,- And, she continued, taut about Native teachers who chose
not to teach in villagt c but in town, where their students would

be children of all ethnicities.; lrhat were the) learning that
tiould help them become mill cool/vent teachers in an) setting?
1 alco had cloubt U about tibat we cis a Pcult). visitors cis we
lien to the region. knew about teaching people' to teach in their
ou n oimmunities. I filt j hal beor tducattd au.di from hot(' best
1,, teach in ni) own communit.) 11) iall-meaning liberals. and I
wir thy imircoit:i at possibly replicating that injustice.

Finding noelf
u

odd,- with colleagues of both persuasions. I

full& r poi/Ir./Al /).1 what I saw &Opening to children Of

ea or and Aachen of coh/r in the Fairbanks schools. just like the

parents. teacher, and children of color in East Coast cities I
vi cited for conlerenc, Native Alaskans had little voice in
determining what should happen to their children. White confer-ratites and Nen& uerc battling each other over what was
good for these. -other people', children." ubile excluding from the
((altercation those with the most to gain or lose b) its outcome.
This drama, though plc/led out in man.) cluccitional arenas,
u a often enacted enclaves 0/ teachers who embraced a ntic
/I/Ur/kilt/mil nialuidlolog) namell. Writing process approaches
A, literati). Iparke(/ b) the work of I)onald Graves and others in
New England Bccause of no position a I/ten/0 in.ktrlictor

til Juin, if 1h, approach. and kilt!?

Controversies Revisited
man) of iti proponynt, Tlk.

I); opol,,I in pall
oi
appl Oth
that teachers shollh/ JOEWS More oil the
cognItIl'e processes
o/ writing than solel) on correctin( the products. Inspired bl
writings of Graves and others. groups of teachers all ot:cr the
count') dev('loped grass-roots Org(nizations to ad1.1111Ce the con-

cept. By the time these essais were written. there teere man) citl
or state writing projects" in which teachers took major roles in

sharing their expertise tilt!) other teachers, and a national
Organization had been founded.

I wrote -Skills and Other Dilemmas of a Progressive Black
Educator"
as a letter to a Liii ersit) of Alaska fictilt) colleague to hi.) out ni) concerns with the writing project
movement and to detail the frustrations man) teachers ("color
felt at being excluded from educational clialogue in this caie.
the dialogue about littrac) instruction.
W1/2en that .1 hurl piece was later publishul af au article in t&

Harvard Educational Review in 1986. I U a.i unprepar,d
for the intense interest and confront's) it gel/trate". U riting
project men/kit across thc countil wen. incensed. OtspitL m)
attemptt to sa) that we milq not akindon the re.) go(01 idcas
the procos approach. but must be open to modification based on
the twices of parents and ulucatort of color, the) peraiTtd mc as
unequirocall) atta(king their nork. Alan) ,yrican-Amtricans,

on th, other hand. told me I had made public baiLfs
thought no one as, shared I ru(it lettcr, from all okr
countri. African-American teachers thanked me for writing
about than experience and pink U bite tcatArl wrolt that iht
arliat helped thcm identib probleMs in !heir own classmows:
)et min) quest/anti
Motit'cition in ea la(k ing a tall -Mel 11 111,C,
Aldren at Ikart.
program that had the best interest,
Al a result of the omtroters). I Itas ask,d to give a konot,
sp,e,h at the (' niversit) Penns)lutnila's Ethnograph) Con1,roice in 1 9S". Thc Itcoild (Int id(' in thil part. -TA
Dialogut: Power and Pedagog) in Educating Oth,
tit,/
Children i, a kr.111,n of that Iptech. Thal 11 (('ould
morc contlin-cr9 than :di prultaisor might hart betn forean b)

na,tion
111/1 of I(

th, auditnc, to th, Ipt( (1.). A Mal t cp/ WhIt11/11*blIptrj chlipp'111,11 WA 11 I'll, IC 0,11,/1/ roli to la) /bat
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u a r ning to fuggest that blatk teachers u'eren't happy' 1 u as
.111I trying to qir up trouble where none existed Several of the
African-American teachers in the audience loudly and passionately challeng4 her position. When the session was ended due to

scheduling constraints, the passion continued. I found the
uoman who had challenged me sobbing in the bathroom. surrounded by a group of consoling uhite aymen. According to professolls I encounter at national conj-erences who use the article in
their classes. student response is often as volatile.

These two articles, often considered a set. are among the
twenty articles that hate, receited the most requests for reprints

in the history of the Harvard Educational Review. Even
though they were published in 1986 and 1988. the controvertits surrounding them continue. In a conversation on a computer
network brought to my attention by a graduate student. one
renowned white liberal literacy eApert recently accused me of
joining the etlucational jar right u.ith what he perceived as my
critiques of his educational agenda. Other computer conversations bale included tlefins,s of in) position by some white schol-

ars. particularly those with a great dCel o experience in
communitiej (1 color. and by African-American graduate students who seem to find it liberating to see in print positions they
held prior to graduate school but for uhich the) found little or
nn Support froM most oj- their professors.

Most gratin ing to Me bare been those letters from teachers,
u bite and black, who bare struggled to find more effectiVe leajf
(f, leach (hildren of Color bill dirCotrred current popular education practices to be inadequate. When they questioned the effiea() /Oh( new programs in universit) classrooms, in in-service
'.C.I.I ions, or in the teacher's lounge, they fillind their voices
silenced One African-American teacher Opal Davis Dawson.
wrote that in her university class she uas able to use some til- the
to force her uhite colleaguet into 41 Conl.ersaumds in the a,

triin about culture that the) had kmerl) refuced to hold. She
u roh.
t hey always feel t hey know what's
you said in VOW' all I(
beq tor everyone Well I must say I put something on their
1110,1'. For an cm ire wrilest('r, thus hail ,ditilibed me and
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I most admit not mans

spots,. ill 111C mar that night but then tilts nest r reaIlt spoke.
Extort As tor m grad( I Rtt is cc! an Al I tt It that 500
needed to know that story because you were my inspiration.

A nother graduate student at the time. .1Iargemt
wrote several 1 elf thought-ppnwking letters that u ere reprcsen-

tatite of other letters from white teachers. She detailed her
plight as a u bite student from a low-income j; mill who also
had a 11.04,11lei,. inconsistent with her universm's tak«m
u hat is the best instruction .14 poor students. She found these
articles supported her efforts to clarif.j her positions and make
them knouw.

A t flit reading. these tuo articles nut) appear at odds with
the ideas expressed in the third pita' in this sedion. -Language

Ditersit) and Lealwing.- which uas original!) published in
I

9Q( I

in a National Council ,).#1.1'eaelle) of English twlume that

focused on /aux/lap. in /Lk daSS Mom. Expheit/) stated in both
earlUr ar;i,les the cat eat that neither position neither kill,
nor process.
nor oolserlatit.e
suilicicni in find 0.i itral.
Jet inalo edueators insist on diebotomiz;ing nil ideas. making me
a propon,nt or a detractor 0.1 om. oe anothtr perspectirt.

lochil,

!hid arlIch. 1.71re to make explicit Ilk balana
actual/1 de/loc./h. 1,10 Mit demand. as one white academic said.
fbal ebIllan of color give up taut the) are to heeonk Something
tIst. Nord,/
ht- continua. "lcject the concept that liberation
for poor k ids and linguistic minorthet starts u
atliepling

their culture and language and helping them to build on it.Indeed. that ii what I do adoicate.

Skills and
Other Dilemmas of a
Progressive
Black Educator
hy do the refrains of progressive educational movements seem lacking in the diverse harmonies, the

variegated rhythms, and the shades of tone
expected in a truly heterogeneous chorus? Why do we hear so

little representation from the multicultural voices which
comprise the present-day American educational scene?

These questions have surfaced anew as I begin my third
year of university "professoring" after having graduated from
a prestigious university known for its progressive school of
education. My family back in Louisiana is very proud about all
of that, but still they find me rather tedious. They say things
like, "She just got here and she's locked up in that room with a
bunch of papers talking about she's gotta finish some article. I
don't know why she bothers to come home." Or, "I didn't ask
you about what any research said, what do you think?!"
I once shared my family's skepticism of academia. I rernember asking myself in the first few months of my graduate school
career, "Why is it these theories never seem to be talking about
me?" But by graduation time many of my fellow minority students and I had become well trained: we had learned alternate
ways of viewing the world, coaxed memories of life in our cornmur i ties into forms which fit into the categories created by
academic researchers and theoreticians, and internalized belief
systems that often belied our owi experiences.
I learned a lot in graduate schoc). For one thing I learned

that people acquire a new dialect most effectively through
interac t ion with speakers of that dialect, not through being
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constantly corrected. Of course, when I was growing up, my

mother and my teachers in the pre-integration, poor black
Catholic school that I attended corrected every other word I
uttered in their effort to coerce my Black English into sometimes hypercorrect Standard English forrns acceptable to
black nuns in Catholic schools. Yet, I learned to speak and
write in Standard English.
I also learned in graduate school that people learn to write
not by being taught "skills" and grammar, but by "writing in

meaningful contexts." In elementary school I diagrammed
thousands of sentences, filled in tens of thousands of blanks,
and never wrote any text longer than two sentences until I was
in the tenth grade of high school. I have been told by my pro-

fessors that I am a good writer. (One, when told about my
poor community and segregated, skill-based schooling, even
went so far as to say, "How did you ever learn how to write?")
By that time I had begun to wonder myself. Never mind that

I had learned

and learned well

despite my professors'

scathing retroactive assessment of my early education.
But I cannot blame graduate school for all the new beliefs I
learned to espouse. I also learned a lot during my progressive
undergraduate teacher training. There, as one of the few bl..ck
education students, I learned that the open classroom was the

most "humanizing" of learning environments, that children
should be in control of their own learning, and that all children would read when they were ready. Determined to use all
that I had learned to benefit black children, I abandoned the
cornfields of Ohio, and relocated to an alternative inner-city
school in Philadelphia to student-teach.

Located on the border between two communities, our
"open-classroom" school deliberately maintained a population of Go percent poor black kids from "South Philly," and 40
percent well-to-do white kids from "Society Hill.- The black
kids went to school there because it was their only neighbor-

hood school. The white kids went to school there because
their parents had learned the same kinds of things 1 had
learned about education. As a matter of fact, there was a wait] Ii

list of vhite children to get into the school. This was
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uniqiie in Philadelphia a predominantly black school with a
waiting list of white children. There \vas no such waiting list
of black children.
I apprenticed under a gifted young kindergarten teacher.

she had learned the same things that 1 had learned, so our
pairing was most opportune. When I finished my student
teaching, the principal asked me to stay on in a full-time
position.
The ethos of that school was fascinating. I was one of only a
few black teachers, and the other black teachers were mostly

older and mostly "traditional." They had not learned the
kinds of things I had learned, and the young white teachers
sometimes expressed in subtle ways that they thought these
teachers were how to say it somewhat "repressive." At the
very least they were "not structuring learning environments
in ways that allowed the children's intellect to flourish": they
tiwused on "skills,- they made students sit clown at desks, they
made students practice handwriting, they corrected oral and
ss ritten grammar. The subtle, unstated message was, "They
iust don't realize how smart these kids are."
I was an ex«ption to the other black teachers. I socialized
with the young white teachers and planned shared classroom
experiences with them. I also taught as they did. Many people
told me I was a good teacht:r: I had an open classroom; I had

learning stations; I had children write books and stories to
share; I provided games and used weaving to teach math and
tine motor skills. I threw out all the desks and added carpeted

open learning areas. I was doing what I had learned, and it
worked. Well, at least it worked for some of the children.
My whice students zoomed ahead. They worked hard at the

learning stations. They did amazing things with books and
writing. My black students played the games; they learned
how to weave; and they threw the books around the learning
stations. They practiced karate moves on the new carpets.
Some of them even learned how to read, but none of them as
quic kly as my white students. I was doing the same thing for
all my kids what was the problem?
I taught in Philadelphia for six years. Each year my teach-
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ing became less like my young white friends' and more like
the other black women's who taught at the school. My students practiced handwriting; I wrote on the board; I got some
tables to replace some of the thrown-out desks. Each year my
teaching moved farther away from what I had learned, even
though in many ways I still identified myself as an openclassroom teacher. As my classroom became more "traditional,"

however, it seemed that my black students steadily improved

in their reading and writing. But they still lagged behind. It
hurt that I was moving away from what I had learned. It hurt
even more that although my colleagues called me a good
teacher, I still felt that I had failed in the task that was most
important to me teaching black children and teaching them
well. I could not talk about my failure then. It is difficult even
now. At least I did not fall into the trap of talking about the
parents' failures. I just did not talk about any of it.
In 1977 I left Philadelphia and managed to forget about
my quandary for six and a half years the one and a half years
that I spent working in an administrative job in Louisiana and
the five years I spent in graduate school. It was easy to forget

failure there. My professors told me that everything I had
done in Philadelphia was right; that I was right to shun
basals; that I was right to think in terms of-learner-driven and

holistic education; that, indeed, I had been a success in
Philadelphia. Of course, it xvas easy to forget, too, because I

could develop new focal points. I could even maintain my
political and moral integrity while doing so graduate school
introduced me to all sorts of oppressed people's who needed

assistance in the educational realm. There were bilingual
speakers of any number of languages; there were new immigrants. And if one \VCR' truly creative, there were even whole
countries in need of assistance welcome to the Third \Vorld!
I could tackle someone else's failures and forget my own.
In graduate school I learned about many more elements of
progressive education. It was great. I learned new "holisticteaching techniques integrating reading and writing, focusing on meaning rather than form. One of the most popular
elements and one, I slmuld odd, which I readily and heartily

)
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embraced was the writing process approach to literacy. I
spent a lot of time with writing process people. I learned the
lingo. I focused energy on "fluency" and not on "correctness."
I learned that a focus on "skills" would stifle my students'
writing. I learned about "fast-writes" and -golden lines" and
group process. I went our into the world as a professor of literacy armed with the very latest, research-based and field-tested
teaching methods.
All went well in my university literacy classes. My student
teachers followed my lead and shunned limited "traditional"
methods of teaching. They, too, embraced holistic processes
and learned to approach writing with an emphasis on fluency
and creative expression.

But then I returned to Philadelphia for a conference. I
looked up one of my old friends, another black woman who
was also a teacher. Cathy had been teaching for years in an
alternative high school. Most of the students in her school,

and by this time in the entire Philadelphia system, xvere
black. Cathy and I had never taugl-t together but had worked
together on many political committees and for many radical
causes. We shared a lot of history, and a lot of philosophies. In
fact, I thought we were probably in agreement on just about
everything, especially everything having to do with education. I was astounded to discover our differences.
Cathy invited me to dinner. I talked about my new home,
about my research in the South Pacific, and about being a university professor. She brought me up to date on all the gossip
about radicals in Philly and on the new committees working

against apartheid. Eventually the conversation turned to
teaching, as it often does with teachers.
Cathy began talking about the local writing project based,

like those in many other areas, on the process approach to
writing made popular by the Bay Area Writing Project. She
adamantly insisted that it was doing a monumental disservice
to black children. I was stunned. I started co defend the program, but then thought better of it, and asked her why she felt
so negative about what she had seen.
She had a lot to say. She was particularly adamant about the
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notion that black children had to learn to be "fluent" in writing had to feel comfortable about putting pen to paper
before they could be expected to conform to any conventional
standards. "These people keep pushing this fluency thing,"
said Cathy. "What do they think? Our children have no fluency? If they think that, they ought to read some of the rap
songs my students write all the time. They might not be writing their school assignments but they sure are writing. Our

kids are fluent. What they need are the skills that will get
them into college. I've got a kid right now brilliant. But he
can't get a score on the SAT that will even get him considered
by any halfway decent college. He needs skills, not fluency. This
is just another one of-those racist ploys to keep our kids out.
White kids learn how to write a decent stntence. Even if they
don't teach them in school, their parents make sure they get
what they need. But what about our kids? They don't get it at

home and they spend all their time in school learning to be
fluent. I'm sick of this liberal nonsense."
I returned to my temporary abode, but found that I had so
much to think about that I could not sleep. Cathy had stirred

that part of my past I had long avoided. Could her tirade be
related to the reasons for my feelings of past failures? Could I
have been a pawn, somehow, in some kind of perverse plot
against black success? What did those black nuns from my
childhood and those black teachers from the school in which I
taught unde.stand that my "education" had hidden from me?
Had I abrogated my responsibility to teach all of the "skills"
my black students were unlikely to get at home or in a more
"unstructured" environment? These were painful thoughts.
The next day t the conference I made it my business to talk

to some of the people from around the country who were
involved in NA riting process projects. I asked the awkward
question about the extent of minority teacher involvement in
these endeavors. The most positive answer I received was that

writing process projects initially attracted a few black or
minority Lachers, but they soon dropped out of the program.
None came back a second year. One thoughtful woman told
me she had talked to sonic. of the black teac hers about their

Mo.
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noninvolvement. She was pained about their response and
still could not understand it. They said the whole thing was
racist, that the meetings were racist, and that the method
itself was racist. They were not able to be specific, she added,
but just felt they, and their ideas, were excluded.

I have spent the last few months trying to understand all
that I learned in Philadelphia. How could. people I so deeply

respect hold such completely different views? I could not
believe that all the people from whom I had learned could
poscibly have sinister intentions towards black children. On
the other hand, all of those black teachers could not be completely wrong. What was going on?

When I asked another black teacher in another city what
she thought of her state's writing project, she replied in a huff,
"Oh, you mean the white folks' project." She went on to tell
me a tale I have now heard so many times. She had gone to a

meeting to learn about a "new" approach to literacy. The
group leaders began talking about the need for developing
fluency, for first getting anything down on paper, but as soon

as this teacher asked when children were to be taught the
technical skills of writing standard prose, leaders of the group
began to lecture her On the danger of a skills orientation in
teaching literacy. She never went back.
In puzzling over these issues, it has begun to dawn on me
that many of the teachers of black children have their roots in
other communities and do not often have the opportunity to

hear the full range of their students voices. I wonder how
many of Philadelphia's teachers know that their black stu,dents are prolific and "fluent" writers of rap songs. I wonder
how many teachers realize the verbal creativity and fluency
black kids express every day on the playgrounds of America as

they devise new insults, new rope-jumping c;iants and new
cheers. Even if they did hear them, would they relate them to
language fluency?

Maybe, just maybe, these writing process teachers are so
adamant about developing fluency because they have not
really had the opportunity to realize the fluency the kids
already possess. They hear only silence, they see only immo-
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bile pencils. And maybe the black teachers are so adamant

against what they understand to be the writing process
approach because they hear their students voices and see their
fluency clearly. They are anxious to move to the next step, the
step vital to success in America the appropriation of the oral

and written forms demanded by the mainstream. And they
want it to happen quickly. They see no time to waste developing the "fluency- they believe their children already possess.
Yes, they are eager to teach "skills.Of course, there is nothing inherent in the writing process

approach itself which mitigates against students' acquiring
standard literacy skills; many supporters of the approach do
indeed concern themselves with the technicalities of writing
in their own classrooms. However, writing process advocates
often give the impression that they view the direct teaching of

skills to be restrictive to the writing process at best, and at
worst, politically repressive to students already oppressed by a
racist educational system. Black teachers, on-the other hand,
see the teaching of skills to be essential-to their students' survival. It seems as if leaders of the writing process movement
find it difficult to develop the vocabulary to discuss the issues
in ways in which teachers with differing perspectives can hear

them and participate in the dialogue. Progressive white
teachers seem to say to their black students, "Let me help you

find your voice. I promise not to criticize one note as you
search for your Own song.- But the black teachers say, "I've
heard your song loud and clear. Now, I want to teach you to
harmonize with the rest of the world.- Their insistence on
skills is not a negation of their students' intellect, as is often
suggested by progressive forces, but an acknowledgment of it:
"You know a lot; you can learn more. Do It Now!"
I run a great risk in writing this the risk that my purpose
will be misunderstood; the risk that those who subject black
and other minority children to day after day of isolated, meaningless, drilled "subskills" will think themselves vindicated.
That is not the point. Were this another paper I would explain
what I mean by -skills" useful and usable knowledge which
«mtributes to a studcnt's ability to communicate effectively

3.?
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explain that I believe that skills are best taught through
meaningful communication, best learned in meaningful contexts. I would further explain that skills are a necessary but
insufficient aspect of black and minority students' education.
Students need technical skills to open doors, but they need to

he able to think critically and creatively to participate in
meaningful and potentially liberating work inside those
doors. Let there be no doubt: a "skilled: minority person who
is not also capable of critical analysis becomes the trainable,

low-level functionary of the dominant society, simply the
grease that keeps the institutions which orchestrate his or her
oppfession running smoothly. On the other hand, a critical
thinker who lacks the -skills: demanded by employers and
institutions of higher learning can aspire to financial and
social status only within the disenfranchised underworld. Yes,
if minority people are to effect the change which will allow
them to truly progress we must insist on -skills- within the context ofcritical and creative thinking.
But that is for another paper. The purpose of this one is to
defend my fellow minority educators at the same time I seek

to reestablish my own place in the progressive educational
arena. Too often minority teachers' voices have been hushed: a
certain paternalism creeps into the speech of some of our lib-

eral colleagues as they explain that our children must be
-given voice." As difficult as it is for our colleagues to hear our
children's existing voices, it is often equally difficult for them
to hear our own. The consequence is that all too often minority teachers retreat from these "progressive- settings grum-

bling among themselves,:There they go again.: It is vitally
important that non-minority educators realize that there is

another voice, another reality; that many of the teachers
whom they seek to reach have been able to conquer the educational system hciaror they received the kind of instruction that
their white progressive colleagues are denouncing.
What am I suggesting here? I certainly do not suggest that

the writing process approach to literacy development is
wrong or that a completely skills-oriented program is right. I
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suggest. instead, that there is much to be gained from the
interaction of the two orientations and that advocates of both
approaches have something to say to each other. I further suggest that it is the responsibility of the dominant group mem-

bers to attempt to hear the other side of the issue; and after
hearing, to speak in a modified voice that does not exclude the
concerns of their minority colleagues.
It is time to look closely at elements of our educational sys-

tem, particularly those elements we consider progressive;
time to see whether there is minority involvement and support, and if not, to ask why; time to reassess what we are doing

in public schools and universities to include other voices,
other experiences; time to seek the diversity in our educational movements that we talk about seeking in our classrooms. I would advocate that university researchers, school
districts, and teachers try to understand the views of their
minority colleagues and constituents, and that programs,
including the country's many writing projects, target themselves for study. Perhaps ethnographies of various writing
projects, with particular attention given to minority participation and nonparticipation, would prove valuable. The key
is to understand the variety of meanings available for any
human interaction, and not to assume that the voices of the
majority speak for all.

I have come to believe that the "open-classroom movement," despite its progressive intentions, faded in large part
because it was not able to come to terms with the concerns of
poor and minority communities. I truly hope that those who
advocate other potentially important programs will do a better job.

{2 11

The Silenced Dialogue:
Power and Pedagogy
in Educating
Other People's Children
Ablack male graduate student who is also a special education teacher in a predominantly black community is
talking about his experiences in predominantly white
university classes:
There comes a moment in every class where we have to discuss "The
Black Issue- and what's appropriate education tOr black '.hildren. I
tell you, I'm tired of arguing with those white people, because they
won't listen. Well, I don't know if they really don't listen or if they
just don't believe you. It seems like if you can't quote Vygotsky or
something, then you don't have any validity to speak about your own
kids. Anyway. I'm not bothering with it anymore, now I'm just in it
for a grade.

A black woman teacher in a multicultural urban elementary school is talking about her experiences in discussions
with her predominantly white fellow teachers about how they
should organize reading instruction to best serve students of
color:
When you're talking to white people they still want it to be their
way. You can try to talk to them and give them examples, but
they're so headstrong, they think they know what's best for ev(r)
tOr ettr)hodli c hi ldren. They won't listen; white folks are going
to do what they want to do an)teaj.
It's really hard. They just don't listen well. No, they listen, but
they don't hear you know how your mama used to say you listen to
the radio, but you hear your mother) Well they don't hivc me.
So I just try to shut them out so I can hold my temper. You can
only heat your head against .1 hrit Is wall for so long before von draw
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blood. If I try to stop arguing with them I can't help myself from

getting angry. Then I end up walking around praying all day
"Please Lord, remove the bile I feel for these people so I can sleep
tonight." It's funny, but it an become a cancer, a sore.
So, I shut them out. I go back to my own little cubby, my classroom, and I try to teach the way I know will work, no matter what
those folk say. And when I get black kids, I just try to undo the damage they did.
I'm not going to let any man, woman, or child drive me crazy
white folks will try to do that to you if you let them. You just have
to stop talking to them, that's what I do. I just keep smiling, but I
won't talk to them.

A soft-spoken Native Alaskan woman in her forties is a stu-

dent in the Education Department of the University of
Alaska. One day she storms into a black professor's office and
very uncharacteristically slams the door. She plops down in a

chair and, still fuming, says, "Please tell those people, just
don't help us anymore! I give up. I worilt_talk to them again!"
And finally, a black woman principal who is also a doctoral
student at a well-known university on the West Coast is talking about her university experiences, particularly about when

a professor lectures on issues concerning educating black
children:
If you try to suggest that's not quite the way it is, they get defensive,
then you get defensive, then they'll start reciting research.
I try to give them my experiences, to explain. They just look and

nod. The more I try co explain, they just look and nod, just keep
looking and nodding. They don't really hear me.
Then, when it's time fin- class to be over, the professor tells me to
(ome to his office to talk mor,... So I go. He asks for more examples of
what I'm talking about, and he looks and nods while I give them.
Then he says that that's just no experience. It doesn't really apply to
most blin k people.
It becomes futile because they think they know everything about
everybody. What you have to say about your life, your hi ldren,

doesn't mean anything. They don't really want to hear what you
have to sa,. They wear blinders and earplugs. They only want to go
tin resean h thcy've read that other white people have written
It just doesn't make any sense to keep talking to them

f;
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Thus was the first half of the title of this text born: "The
Silenced Dialogue." One of the tragedies in this field of education is that scenarios such as these are enacted dailY around the
country. The saddest element is that the inclividUals that the

black and Native Alaskan educators speak-of in these statements are seldom aware that the dialogue has been silenced.
Most likely the white educators believe that their colleagues
of color did, in the end, agree with their logic. After all, they
stopped disagreeing, didn't they?

I have collected these statements since completing a
recently published article, a somewhat autobiographical
account entitled "Skills and Other Dilemmas of a Progressive
Black Educator," in which I discuss my perspective as a product of a skills-oriented approach to writing and as a teacher of
process-oriented approaches.' I described the estrangement

that I and many teachers of color feel from the progressive
movement when writing process advocates dismiss us as too

"skills oriented." I ended the article suggesting that it was
incumbent upon writing process advocates, or indeed, advocates of any progressive movement, to enter into dialogue
with teachers of color, who may not share their enthusiasm
about so-called new, liberal, or progressive ideas.
In response to this article, which presented no research data

and did not even cite a reference, I received numerous calls
and letters from teachers, professors, and even state school
personnel from around the country, both black and white. All
of the white respondents, except one, have wished to talk
more about the question of skills versus process approaches
to support or reject what they perceive to be my position. On
the other hand, all of the nonwhite respondents have spoken
passionately on being left out of the dialogue about how best
to educate children of color.
How can such complete communication blocks exist when
both parties truly believe they have the same aims? How can

the bitterness and resentment expressed by the educators of
color be drained so that the sores can heal? What can be done?
I believe the answer to these questions lies in ethnographic
analysis, that is, in identifying and giving voice to alternative
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worldviews. Thus, I will attempt to address the concerns
raised by white and black respondents to my article "Skills
and Other Dilemmas." My charge here is not to determine the
best instructional methodology; I believe that the actual practice of good teachers of all colors typically incorporates a rangf
of pedagogical orientations. Rather, I suggest that the differing perspectives on the debate over "skills" versus "process"
approaches can lead to an understanding of the alienation and
miscommunication, and thereby to an understanding of the
"silenced dialogue."

In thinking through these issues, I have found what I
believe to be a connecting and complex theme: what I have
come to call "the culture of power." There are five aspects of
power I would like to propose as given for this presentation:
Issues of power are enacted in classrooms.

2. There are codes or rules for participating in power; that is, there
is a -c ul t UR' of power.-

s. The rules of the culture of power are a reflection of the rules of the
culture of those who have power.
4. If you are not already a participant in the culture of power, being

told explic itly the rules of that culture makes acquiring power
easier.

s. Those with power are frequently least aware of or least willing
to acknowledge its existence. Those with less power are often
most aware of its existence.

The first three are by now basic tenets in the literature of
the sociology of education, but the last two have seldom been

addressed. The following discussion will explicate these
aspects of power and their relevance to the schism between
liberal educational movements and that of non-white, nonm idd le-c lass teachers and communities.'
r. Lola( (fpou r arc cilatitl in da.isroom.i.

These issues include: the power of the teacher over the stu-

dents; the power of the publishers of textbooks and of the
developers of the curriculum to determine the view of the
world presented; the power of the state in enforcing compulsory s( hoid i ng ; and the power of an individual or group to
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determine another's intelligence or "normalcy." Finally, if
schooling prepares people for jobs, and the kind of job a person has determines her or his economic status and, therefore,
power, then schooling is intimately related to that power.
2. There are codes or rules fin. participating in pou.er: that is, there is
a -culture o f power-

The codes or rules I'm speaking of relate to linguistic
forms, communicative strategies, and presentation of self;
that is, ways of talking, ways of writing, ways of dressing, and
ways of interacting.
3. The' rules of the culture of power are a reflection of the rules of the
culture of those uho hat.e pou.er

This means that success in institutions schools, workplaces, and so on is predicated upon acquisition of the culture of those who are in power. Children from middle-class

homes tend to do better in school than those from nonmiddle-class lotnes because the culture of the school is based
on the culture of the upper and middle classes of those in
power. The upper and middle classes send their children to

school with all the accoutrements of the culture of power:
children from other kinds of families operate within perfectly
wonderful and viable cultures but not cultures that carry the
codes or rules of power.
4. 1 f )(11/ are not already a participant in the culture ol pouvr being
t(1ld explicitl) the rules of that culture makes acquiring power wsien

n my work within and between diverse cultures, I have
come to conclude that members of any culture transmit information implicitly to co-members. However, when implicit
codes are attempted across cultures, communication fre-

quently breaks down. Each cultural group is left saying,
"Why don't those people say .vhat they mean?" as well as,
"What's wrong with them, why don't they understand?"
Anyone who has had to enter new cultures, especially to
accomplish a specific task, will know of what I speak. When I
lived in wveral Papua New Guinea village's for extended peri-
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ods to collect data, and when I go to Alaskan villages for work

with Native Alaskan communities, I have found it unquestionably easier, psychologically and pragmatically, when some

kind soul has directly informed me about such matters as
appropriate dress, interactional styles, embedded meanings,
and taboo words or actions. I contend that it is much the same
for anyone seeking to learn the rules of the culture of power.
Unless one has the leisure of a lifetime of -immersion" to learn

them, explicit presentation makes learning immeasurably
easier.

And now, to the fifth and last premise:
Mose with power are frequentl.) List aware j or least willing
to acknowledge its existence. Those with less power ern often mast
awan. of its existence.
5.

For many who consider themselves members of liberal or
radical camps, acknowledging personal power and admitting
participation in the culture of power is distinctly uncomfortable. On the other hand, those who are less powerful in any
situation are most likely to recognize the power variable most
acutely. My guess is that the white colleagues and instructors
of those previously quoted did not perceive themselves to have
power over the nonwhite speakers. However, either by virtue
of their position, their numbers, or their access to that particular code of power of calling upon research to validate one's
position, the white educators had the authority to establish
what was to be considered "truth.' regardless of the opinions of
the people of color, and the latter were well aware of that fact.
A related phenomenon is that liberals (and here I am using
the term -liberal- to refer to those whose belief's include striving for a society based upon maximum individual freedom
and autonomy) seem to act under the assumption that to make
any rules or expectations explicit is to act against liberal principles, to limit the freedom and autonomy of those subjected
to the explicitness.
I thank Fred Erickson for a comment that led me to look
again at a tape by John GlImperz on cultural dissonance in
toss-c tilt ural interat. thins. (The oldie episodes showed an
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East Indian interviewing for a job with an all-white committee. The interview was a complete failure, even though several
of the interviewers appeared to really want to help the appli-

t ant. As the interview rolled steadily downhill, these
-helpers- became more and more indirect in their questioning, which exacerbated the problems the applicant had in performing appropriately. Operating from a different cultural
perspective, he got fewer and fewer clear clues as to what was

expected of him, which ultimately resulted in his failure to
secure the position.

I contend that as the applicant showed less and less aptitude tiff ha,idling the interview, the power differential became

er more evident to the interviewers. The -helpful- inter% wwers, unwilling to acknowledge themselves as having
p(twer over the applicant, became more and more uncomfortable. Their indirectness was an attempt to lessen the power
ditterential and their discomfort by lessening the powerrtA ealing explicitness of their questions and comments.

When ac knowledging and expressing power, one tends
tow arck explicitness (as in yelling at your ten-year-old, ''Turn

that radio down!"). When &emphasizing power, there is a
mit% c toward indirect communication. Therefore, in the
interview setting, those who sought to help, to express their
egalitarianism with the East Indian applicant, became more
and more indirect and less and less helpful in their quest it tits and «tinments.

ln h term v instruction, explicitness might be equated with
direct instruction. Perhaps the ultimate expression of explicitness and direct,mstruction in the primary classroom is Dis'at. This reading program is based on a behaviorist model in

whit h rc ading is taught through the direct instruction of
plinnu s generalizations and blending. The teacher's role is to
n ta Imam the full attention of the group by continuous quest [(wing, eye contact, finger snaps, hand claps, and other gesores nd kv elic it ing choral responses and initiating some
sort ot award system.
When the program was introduced, it arrived with a flurry
sear( h data (hat -pro\ ed- that all children even those
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who were "culturally deprived"

could learn to read using

this method. Soon there was a strong response, first from acad-

emics and later from many classroom teachers, stating that
the program was terrible. What I find particularly interesting, however, is that the primary issue of the conflict over Dis-

tar has not been over its instructional efficacy usually the
students did learn to read but the expression of explicit
power in the classroom. The liberal educators opposed the
methods the direct instruction, the explicit control exhibited by the teacher. As a matter of fact. it was not unusual
(even now) to hear of the program spoken of as "fascist."
I am not an advocate of Distar, but I will return to some of
the issues that the program, and direct instruction in general,

raises in understanding the differences between progressive
\ehite educators and educators of color.
lb explore those differences, I would like to present several

statements typical of those made with the best of intentions
by middle-class liberal educators. To the surprise of the speakers, it is not unusual for such content to be met by vocal opposition or stony silence from people of color. My attempt here is
co examine the underlying assumptions of both camps.
liwnt the ..,anie

a); n,(.; fir elvryone ase'S Children as 1 Want1.01' 111111e.-

To provide schooling for everyone's children that reflects
liberal, middle-class values and aspirations is to ensure the
maintenance of the status quo, to ensure that power, the culture of power, remains in the hands of those who already have
it. Some children come to school with more accoutrements of
the culture of power already in place "cultural capital," as
some critical theorists refer to it4 some with less. Many liberal educators hold that the prirnary goal for education is for
children to become autonomous, to develop fully who they are

in the classroom setting without having arbitrary, outside
standards forced upon them. This is a very reasonable goal for
people whose children are already participants in the culture
of power and who have already internalized its codes.

But parents who don't function within that culture often
want something else. It's not that they disagree with the
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former aim, it's )ust that they want something more They
want to ensure that the school provides their children with
discourse patterns, interactional styles, and spoken and
written language codes that will allow them success in the
larger society.

It was the lack of attention to this concern that created
such a negative outcry in the black community when wellintentioned white liberal educators introduced "dialect readers.- These were seen as a plot to prevent the schools from
teaching the linguistic aspects of the culture of power, thus
dooming black children to a permanent outsider caste. As one
parent demanded, "My kids know how to be black you all
teach them how to be successful in the white man's world.Several black teachers have said to me recently that as much
as they'd like to believe otherwise, they cannot help but con-

cluck that many of the "progressive- educational strategies
imposed by liberals upon black and poor children could only
be based on a desire to ensure that the liberals' children get
sole access to the dwindling pool of American jobs. Some have
added that the liberal educators believe themselves to be Operating with good intentions, but that these good intentions are

only conscious delusions about their unconscious true
motives. One of the black anthropologist John Gwaltney's
informants in Drj/ong30 reflects this perspective with her

tongue-in-cheek observation that the biggest difference
between black folks and white folks is that black folks kmac
when they're lying!

Let me trv to clarify how this might work in literacy
instruction. A few years ago I worked on an analysis of two
popular reacting programs, Distar and a progressive program
that focused on higher-level critical thinking skills. In one of
the first lessons of the progressive program, the children are
introduced to the names of the letters m and e. In the same lesson they are then taught the sound made by each of the letters,
how to write each of the letters, and that when the two are
blended together they produce the word Ha.
As an experienced first-,grade teacher, I am convinced that a
child needs to be familiar with a significant number ()idlest.'
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concepts to be able to assimilate so much new knowledge in
one sitting. By contrast, Distar presents the same information
in about forty lessons.
I would not argue for the pace of Distar lessons such a
slow pace would only bore most kids but what happened in
the other lesson is that it merely provided an opportunity for
those who already knew the content to exhibit that they knew
it, or at most perhaps to build one new concept onto what was
already known. This meant that the child who did not come
to school already primed with what was to be presented would
he labeled as needing "remedial" instruction from day one;
indeed, this determination would be made before he or she
was ever taught. In fact, Distar was "successful" because it

actually taught new information to children who had not
already acquired it at home. Although the more progressive
system _was ideal for some children, for others it was a disaster.

I do not advocate a simplistic "basic skills" approach for
children outside of the culture of power. It would be (and has
been) tragic to operate as if these children were incapable of

critical and higher-order thinking and reasoning. Rather,
suggest that schools must provide these children the content
that other families from a different cultural orientation provide at home. This does not mean separating children accord-

ing to fam;ly background, but instead, ensuring that each
classroom incorporate strategies appropriate for all the children in its confines.
And I do not advocate that it is the school's job to attempt
to change the homes of poor and nonwhite children to match
the homes of those in the culture of power. That may indeed
be a form of-cultural genocide. I have frequently heard schools

call poor parents "uncaring" when parents respond to the
school's urging, sa ing, "But that's the school's job." What
the school personnel fail to understand is that if the parents
were members of the culture of power and lived by its rules
and codes, then they would transmit those codes to their children. In fact, they transmit another culture that children must
learn at home in order to survive in their communities.
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"Child-centered. whole language. aml process approaches are needed
in order to allow a democratic state of free. autonomous, empouvred

adults, and because research has shown that children learn best
through these methods.-

People of color are, in general, skeptical of research as a
determiner of our fates. Academic research has, after all, found
us genetically inferior, culturally deprived, and verbally deficient. But beyond that general caveat, and despite my or others'

personal preferences, there is little research data supporting
the major tenets of process approaches over other forms of lit-

eracy instruction, and virtually no evidence that such
approaches are more efficacious for children of colons

Although the problem is not necessarily inherent in the
method, in some instances adherents of process approaches to

writing create situations in which students ultimately find
themselves held accountable for knowing a set of rules about
which no one has ever directly informed them. Teachers do
students no service to suggest, even implicitly, that "productis not important. In this country, students will he judged on
their product regardless of the process they utilized to achieve
it. And that product, based as it is on the specific codes of a
particular culture, is more readily produced when the directives of how to produce it are made explicit.
If such explicitness is not provided to students, what it feels
like to people who are old enough to judge is that there are
secrets being kept, that time is being wasted, that the teacher
is abdicating his or her duty to teach. A doctoral student of
my acquaintance was assigned to a writing class to hone his
writing skills. The student was placed in the section led by a
white professor who utilized a process approach, consisting
primarily of having the students write essays and then assemble into groups to edit each other's papers. That procedure

infuriated this particular student. He had many angry
encounters with the teacher about what she was doing. In his
words:
I didn't kcI hu was teaching us anyt hmg. She wanted us to «irrec t
eac h other's rapers and we were there ro learn from her. She didn't
tea( h anything, absolutely not hong.
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Maybe they're trying to learn what black folks knew all the time.

We understand how to improvise, how to express ourselves creatively. When I'm in a classroom, I'm not looking for that. I'm looking for structure, the more formal language.
Now my buddy was in [a] black teacher's class. And that lady was
very good. She went through and explained and defined each part of
the structure. This (white) teacher didn't get along with that black
teacher. She said that she didn't agree with her methods. But I don't
clunk that white teacher had any methods.

When I told this gentleman that what the teacher was
doing was called a process method of teaching writing, his
response was, "Well, at least now I know that she thought she
was doing something. I thought she was just a fool who couldn't
teach and didn't want to try."

This sense of being cheated can be so strong znat the student may be completely turned off to the educational system,

Arnanda Branscombe, an accomplished white teacher,
recently wrote a letter discussing her work with working-class
black and white students at a community college in Alabama.

She had given these students my "Skills and Other Dilemmas" article to read and discuss, and wrote that her students
really understood and identified with what I was saying. To
quote her letter:
One young man said that he had dropped out of high school because
he failed the exit exam. He noted that he had then passed the GED
without a problem after three weeks of prep. He said that his high
school English teacher claimed to use a process approach, but what
she really did was hide behind filmy words to give herself permission to do nothing in the classroom.

The students I have spoken of seem to be saying that the
teacher has denied them access to herself as the source of
knowledge necessary to learn the forms they need to succeed.
Again, I tentatively attribute the problem to teachers' resistance to exhibiting power in the classroom. Somehow, to
exhibit one's personal power as expert source is viewed as disempoweri ng one's students.
Two qualifiers are necessary, however. The tea( her cannot

be the only expert in the classroom. To deny students their
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own expert knowledge is to disempower them. Amanda
Branscombe, when she was working with black high school
students classified as "slow learners," had the students analyze
rap songs to discover their underlying patterns. The students
became the experts in explaining to the teacher the rules for
creating a new rap song. The teacher then used the patterns
the students identified as a base to begin an explanation of the
structure of grammar, and then of Shakepeare's plays. Both
student and teacher are expert at what they know best.
The second qualifier is that merely adopting direct instruction is not the answer. Actual writing for real audiences and
real purposes is a vital element in helping students to understand that they have an important voice in their own learning
processes. E. V. Siddle examines the results of various kinds of
interventions in a primarily process-oriented writing class for

black students.' Based on readers blind assessments, she
found that the intervention that produced the most positive
changes in the students' writing was a "mini-lesson" consisting of direct instruction about some standard writing convention. But what produced the svond highest number of positive
changes was a subsequent student-centered conference with
the teacher. (Peer conferencing in this group of black students
who were not members of the culture of power produced the
least number of changes in students' writing. However, the
classroom teacher maintained and I concur that such activities are necessary to introduce the elements of "real audience"
into the task, along with more teacher-directed stratev,.. N /
rcalli a 3hame hut ,hc (that black, teaclier upstafro .;tm,
poor
Ills mid co tc,echer dirtelt,/
alltboruarian. loclliccl
kilt nut (.1- tttol to!), allou id to ri.all) aprisc thcir eriatit.ity. (And
I/li ,1,.10L111,11

This statement direc tly c oncerns the display of power and
authority in the c lassroom. One way to understand the difference in perspective between bloc k teachers and their progresinfluened
sive colleag,ues on this issue is to explore c
oral 'meta( tions.
'di fi /th ii ,n/t. Shirley Brice lit Ath quotes the verbal

,
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directives given by the middle-class "townspeople" teachers:"Is this where the scissors belong?"
"You want to do your best work today."
By contrast, many black teachers are more likely to say:
"Put those scissors on that shelf."

"Put your name on the papers and make sure to get the
right answer for each question."
Is one oral style more authoritarian than another?

Other researchers have identified differences in midd leclass and working-class speech to children. Snow and others,
for example, report that working-class mothers use more
directives to their children than do middle- and upper-class
parents. Middle-class parents are likely to give the directive
to a child to take his bath as, "Isn't it time for your bath?"
Even though the utterance is couched as a question, both
child and adult understand it as a directive. The child may
respond with "Aw, Mom, can't I wait until...," but whether or
not negotiation is attempted, both conversants understand
the intent of the utterance.
By contrast, a black mother, in whose house I was recently a

guest, said to her eight-year-old son, "Boy, get your rusty
behind in that bathtub." Now, I happen to know that this
woman loves her son as much as any mother, but she would
never have posed the directive to her son to take a bath in the
form of a question. Were she to ask "Would you like to take
your bath now?" she would not ha ie been issuing a directive
but offering a true alternative. G nsequently, as Heath suggests, upon entering school the cl ild from such a family may

not understand the indirect sta ement of the teacher as a
direct command. Both white and black working-class children in the communities Heath studied "had difficulty interpreting these indirect requests for adherence to an unstated
set of rules."
But those veiled commands are commands nonetheless,
representing tru,- power, and with true consequences for disobedience. If veiled commands are ignored, the child will be
labeled a behavior problem and possibly officially classified

as behavior disordered. In other words, the attempt by
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the teacher to reduce an exhibition of power by expressing
herself in indirect terms may remove the very explicitness

that the child needs to understand the rules of the new
classroom culture.
A black elementary school principal in Fairbanks, Alaska,

reported to me that she has a lot of difficulty with black
children who are placed in sonic white teachers' classrooms.

The teachers often send the children to the office for disobeying teacher directives. Their parents are frequently called

in for conferences. The parents' response to the teacher is
usually the same. "They do what I say; if you just tell them
what to do, they'll do it. I tell them at home that they have
to listen to what you say." And so, does not the power still
exist? Its veiled nature only makes it more difficult for some
children to respond appropriately, but that in no way mitigates its existence.

I don't mean to imply, however, that the only time the
black child disobeys the teacher is when he or she misunderstands the request for certain behavior. There are other factors

that may produce such behavior. Black children expect an

authority figure to act with authority. When the teacher
instead acts as a "chum," the message sent is that this adult
has no authority, and the children react accordingly. One
reason that is so, is that black people often view issues of
power and authority differently than people from mainstream
middle-class backgrounds.' Many people of color expect
authority to be (l'Irned by personal efforts and exhibited by
personal characteristics. In other words, "the authoritative
person gets to be a teacher because she is authoritative." Some
members of middle-class cultures, by contrast, expect one to
achieve authority by the acquisition of an authoritacive role.
That is,"the teacher is the authority because she is the teacher.In the first instance, because authority is earned, the teacher
must consistently prove the characteristics that give her
authority. These characteristics may vary across cuhures, but

in the black community they tend to cluster around several

abili tics. The authoritative tcacher can control the class
through exhibition of peNonal rowcr; establishes meaningful
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interpersonal relationships that garner student respect;
exhibits a strong belief that all students can learn; establishes

a standard of achievement and "pushes" the students to
achieve that standard; and holds the attention of the students
by incorporating interactional features of black cornmunicatiye style in his or her teaching.
By contrast, the teacher whose authority is vested in the
role has many more options of behavior at her disposal. For
instance, she does not need to express any sense of personal
power because her authority does not come from anything she
herself does or says. Hence, the power she actually holds may
be veiled in such questions/commands as "Would you like to
sit down now.?" If the children in her class understand authority as she does, it is mutually agreed upon that they are to obey
her no matter how indirect, soft-spoken, or unassuming she
may be. Her indirectness and soft-spokenness maY indeed be,
as I suggested earlier, an attempt to reduce the implication of

overt power in order to establish a more egalitarian and
nonauthoritarian classroom atmosphere.
If the children operate under another notion of authority.
however, then there is trouble. The black child may perceive
the middle-class teacher as weak, ineffectual, and incapable of
taking on the role of being the teacher; therefore, there is no

need to follow her directives. In her dissertation, Michelle
Rister quotes one young black man describing such a teacher:
She is (spring, boring. She tould do something ereatise. Instead she
just stands there. She ean't Lontrol die (lass, doesn't know how to
ntrol the (lass. She asked me what she was doing wrong. I told her
she 1'.ht q,111LIS I here like she's met:wit mg I told her she «mild be
medit at ing tor all I know. She says that we're supposed to know

what to do. I told her I don't knos nothin unless she tells me. She
lust L an't tontrol the lass I hope we don't lsc her next semester.' '

but tit ourse the teacher may not view the problem as resid-

ing in herself hut in the studenttnd the child may once
again become t he behavior-disordered black boy in special
edit( at ion.

What t harm teristii s do black students attribute to the
,I2,,od tea( hut' Again, Fo,ster's dissertation provides I (1110ra-
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tion that supports my experience with black students. A
young black man is discussing a former teacher with a group
of friends:
We had fun in her class, but she was mean. I can remember she used
to say, "Tell me what's in the story, 'Wayne.- She pushed, she used to
get on me and push me to know. She made us learn. We had to get in

the books. There was this tall guy and he tried to take her on, but
she was in charge of that class and she didn't let anyone run her. I
still have this book we used in her class. It has a bunch of stories in
it. I just read one on Coca-Cola again the other day.''

To clarify, this student was proud of the teacher's "meanness,"

An attribute he seemed to describe as the ability to run the
class and pushing and expecting students to learn. Now, does
the liberal perspective of the negatively authoritarian black
teacher really hold up? I suggest that although k.;I "explicitblack teachers are not also good teachers, there are different
attitudes in different cultural groups about which characteristics make for a good teacher. Thus, it is impossible to create a
model for the good teacher without taking issues of culture
and community context into account.
And now to the final comment I present for examination:
-Children have the right to their own language, their null culture.
tre must fight cultural hegemony and fight the system by insisting
that children be allowed to exprecs themselves in their own language
style. It is not Mei. the children, who must change. hut the schools. 7i,
push children to do anithing else is ripressive and reactionary.-

A statement such as this originally inspired me to write the
"Skilk and Other Dilemmas- article. It was first written as a
letter to a colleague in response to a situation that had developed in our department. I was teaching a senior-level teacher
education course. Students were asked to prepare a written
autobiographical document I-or the class that would also be

shared with their placement school prior to their student
teaching.

One student, a talented young Native American woman,
submitted a paper in whic h the ideas were lost because of
hnii al problems Iron) spelling to sentence still( ttiN' t()
t
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paragraph structure. Removing her name, I duplicated the
paper for a discussion with some faculty members. I had
hoped to initiate a discussion about what we could do to
ensure that our students did not reach the senior level without

getting assistance in technical writing skills when they
needed them.
I was amazed at the response. Some faculty implied that the
student should never have been allowed into the teacher edu-

cation program. Others, some of the more progressive
minded, suggested that I was attempting to function as gatekeeper by raising the issue, and had internalized repressive
and disempowering forces of the power elite to suggest that
something was wrong with a Native American student just
because she had another style of writing. With few exceptions,
I found myself alone in arguing against both camps.
No, this student should not have been denied entry to the
program. To deny her entry under the notion of upholding
standards is to blame the victim for the crime. We cannot justifiably enlist exclusionary standards when the reason this student lacked the skills demanded was poor teaching at best and
institutionalized racism at worst.
However, to bring this student into the program and pass
her through without attending to obvious deficits in the codes
needed for her to function effectively as a teacher is equally
criminal for though we may assuage our own consciences for

not participating in victim blaming, she will surely be
accused and convicted as soon as she leaves the university. As

Native Alaskans were quick to tell me, and as I understood
through my own experience in the black community, not only
would she not be hired as a teacher, but those who did not hire
her would make the (false) assumption that the university was

putting out only incompetent Natives and that they should
stop looking seriously at any Native applicants. A white
applicant who exhibits problems is an individual with pfoblems. A person of color who exhibits problems immediately
becomes a representative of her cultural grout,
No, either stance is criminal. The answer is to accept students hut also to take responsibility to kach them. I decided to
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talk co the student and found out she had recognized that she

needed some assistance in the technical aspects of writing
soon after she entered the university as a freshman. She had
gone to various members of the education faculty and received
the same two kinds of responses I met with four years later:

faculty members told her either that she should not even
attempt to be a teacher, or that it didn't matter and that she
shouldn't worry about such trivial issues. In her desperation,
she had found a helpful professor in the English Department,
but he left the university.when she was in her sophomore year.
We sat down together, worked out a plan for attending to
specific areas of writing competence, and set up regular meetings. I stressed to her the need to use her own learning process

as insight into how best to teach her future students those
"skills" that her own schooling had failed to teach her. I gave
her some explicit rules to follow in some areas; for others, we
devised various kinds of journals that, along with readings
about the structure of the language, allowed her to find her

own insights into how the language worked. All that happened two years ago, and the young woman is now successfully teaching. What the experience led me to understand is

that pretending that gatekeeping points don't exist is to
ensure that many students will not pass through them.

Now you may have inferred that I believe that because
there is a culture of power, everyone should learn the codes to

participate in it, and that is how the world should be. Actually, nothing could be further from the truth. I believe in a
diversity of style, and I believe the world will be diminished if

cultural diversity is ever obliterated. Further, I believe
strongly, as do my liberal colleagues, that each cultural group

should have the right to maintain its own language style.
When I speak, therefore, of the culture of power. I don't speak
of how I wish things to be but of how they are.
I further believe that to act as if power does not exist is to
ensure that the power status quo remains the same. To imply

to children or adults (but of-course the adults won't believe
you anyway) that it doesn't matter how you talk or how you
write is to ensure their ultimate failure. I prefer to be honest
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with my students. I tell them chat their language and cultural

style is unique and wonderful but that there is a political
power game that is also being played, and if they want to be in
on that game there are certain games that they too must play.

But don't think that I let the Onus of change rest entirely
with the stuck nts. I am also involved in political work both
inside and outside of the educational system, and that political work demands that I place myself to influence as many
gatekeeping points as possible. And it is there that I agitate
for change, pushing gatekeepers to open their doors to a vari.ety of styles and codes. What Fm saying, however, is that I do

not believe that political change toward diversity can be
effected from the bottom up, as do some of my colleagues.
They seem to believe that if we accept and encourage diversity

within classrooms of children, then diversity will automatically be accepted at gatekeeping points.
I believe that will never happen. What will happen is that
the students who reach the gatekeeping points like Amanda

Branscombe's student who dropped out of high school
because he failed his exit exam will understand that they
have been lied to and will react accordingly. No, I am certain
that if we are truly to effect societal change, we cannot do so
from the bottom up, but we must push and agitate from the
top down. And in the meantime, we must take the responsibility to had). to provide lot students who do not already possess them, the additional codes of-power.' '
But I also do not believe that we should teach students to
passively adopt an alternate code. They must be encouraged to
understand the value of the code they already possess as well as
to understand the power realities in this country. Otherwise
they will be unable to work to change these realities. And how
does one do that?
Martha Demientiefl, a masterful Native Alaskan teacher of
Athabaskan Indian st udents, tells me that her students, who
live in a small, isolated, rural village of less than two hundred
people, are not aware that there are different codes in English.
She takes their writing and analyzes it fm katures of what has
bum referred tu by Alak,in linguists as -Village English," and
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I ill 11 (.0% t. N halt a bullecin board with words or phrases from

the students' writing, which she labels -Our Heritage Language.- On the other half of the bulletin board she puts the
equivalent statements in -Standard English,- which she labels
-Formal

She and the students spend a long time on the -Heritage
English- section, savoring the words, discussing the nuances.
She tells die students, -That's the way we say things. Doesn't
it feel good!' Isn't it the absolute best way of getting that idea
a( ross Then she turns to the other side of the board. She tells
the students that there are people, not like those in the village,
ho ludge others by the way they talk or \\Tire.
\\ c ,st en tc, di( wa people talk, not to judge them, hot to tell
what p,111 i tht river they tome trom. These other people are tint
liku (OM
think eerybodv needs to talk like them. Unlike us,
I ht.% ha\ a hard t ime hearing t hat people say if they don't talk

like them Their wa (It talking and ss ming is (ailed

Sat t IN

onnal Inelisli
(1.'l a littlt: sou) tor them bet.ause they have only one

h

\kJ

t.tlk AC re going to learn two says to say thins:,. Isn t that

it

lit tit r' I )nt sa will be our I len taS.:( way. The nth( r svill be Formal
tichslt 1 hen. when \1.. s.to to get lobs, e'll he able to talk like
\silo 011 ?. knov. and t
really listen to one \cty.
\la\ k.ittt r st- ?...t-t the lobs ssc,..in he!p thenl to learn hoss it feels to

lem another langnap., hke ours. that feels so good. We'll talk like
hi m

ht. n %se have to. hut

Ass a,s know our Way Is ht.'s(

Martha t hen dues all sorts olactivit ies with the notions
il Formal and I leritage or intormal 12nglish She tells tile
st tit lent s,
\ one sp,
lolotm.tll most of lb& tun) wilt ss
lgalat, Ii ir sonlyt hill)... Von don't think about tt, on don
\\
.11,00t
am rules
s sort of like hom :in eat food at
t,I,
p.i1s.110. titioli 01 \slit-Ill( r
list' Inlir rill.et-rs or
..nd
No%., 1-nrmal Ftwlisli is more like a torm.d
in
It,
tic I nIt s
llt-re thi knife and Iut k
.1httlfi A II(
tide sit ..lbotlt 11M\ S liii t At I hal u .111 la
1, .11\
ti
It ci. llt,.111se it s
dre,,,, tip sometimes
!,

t
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students then prepan .1 formal dinner in tiit'i lass. tor
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which they dress up and set a big table with fancy tablecloths,
c hi na, silverware. They speak only Formal English at this
meal. Then they prepare a picnic where only informal English
is allowed.

She also contrasts the -wordy- academic way of saying
things with the metaphoric style of Athabaskan. The students
discuss how hook language always uses more words, but in

Heritage language, the shorter way of saying something is
always better. Students then write papers in the academic way,

discussing with Martha and with each other whether they
believe they've said enough to sound like a book. Finally, students further reduce the message to a -saying" brief enough to

go on the front of a T-shirt, and the sayings are put on little
Nper T-shirts that the students cut out and hang throughout

the room. Sometimes the students reduce other authors'
wordy texts to their essential meanings as well.

The following transcript provides another example. It is
from a conversation between a black teacher and a Southern
black high school student named Joey, who is a speaker of
Black English. The teacher believes it NIerV important to discuss openly and honestly the issues of language diversity and
power. She has begun the discussion by giving the student a
c hildren's book written in Black English to read.
FR: What do you think about that book!
I
Jto Y: think it's nice.
Ti

ti

I

It:

don't know. It just told about a black family, that's all.
'1'1

.\

III R: \X'as it dif ficult to read'

: No.
Ac iii n: Was the text ddlerent from what MIA have seen in

other books'
Yeah The w ruing was.
1
1

It .t I

I R: I low"
It use more of a soul hern-likc accent in t his book.
II Ac Id It: 1. Thm-hium. Do vou dunk that's good or bad'
oh. I don't think it's good for rcopk k hcwii this-

Jut

.

_
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a-way, cause that's the way they grow up talking anyway.
They ought to get the right way to talk.
TEACHER: Oh. So you think it's wrong to talk like that?

Joey: Well... { /..aughs)
TEAcit ER:

Hard question, huh?

Uhm-hmm, that's a hard question. But I think they

JoEY:

shouldn't make books like that.
TEACHER: Why?
j
E Y : Because they are not using the right way to talk and in
school they take off for that, and li'l chirren grow up talk-

ing like that and reading like that so they might think
that's right, and all the time they getting bad grades in
school, talking like that and writing like that.
Do you think they should be getting bad grades
for talking like that?
j 0 EY: I Pauje.i. an3uvrc very sloulyi No... no.
Act' E It: So you don't think that it matters whether you
talk one way or another?
Jo Ey No, not long as you understood.
TEA(HER: Uhm-hmm. Well, that's a hard question for me to
TEACH ER:

:

answer, too. It's, ah, that's a question that's come up in a lot of
schools now as to whether they should correct children who
speak the way we speak all the time. Cause when we're talking to each other we calk like that even though we might not
talk like than when we get into other situations, and who's to
say whee her its
)1A : (1 nterruptin,Q1

Right or wrong.

TEA( HER: Yeah.
j 0 FY :

Maybe they ought to come up with another kind

of...maybe Black English or something. A course in Black
English. Maybe Black folks would be good in that cause
people talk, I mean black people talk like that, so...but I
guess there's a iight way.and wrong way to talk, you know,
not regarding what race. I don't know.
TEA(
: But who decided what's right or wrong?
j EV: Well that's true... I guess white people did.
ill. 1(

(/..111,chti

r. /7.

tpc

Miff
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Notice how throughout the conversation Joey's consciousness has been raised by thinking about codes of language. This

teacher further advocates having students interview various
personnel officers in actual workplaces about their attitudes
toward divergent styles in oral and written language. Students begin to understand how arbitrary language standards
are, but also how politically charged they ate. They compare
various pieces written in different styles, discuss the impact of
different styles on the message by making translations and
back translations across styles, and discuss the history, apparent purpose, and contextual appropriateness of each of the
technical writing rules presented by their teacher. A they
practice writing different forms to different audiences based
on rules appropriate for each audience. Such a program not
only -teaches- standard linguistic forms, but also explores
aspects of power as exhibited through linguistic forms.
Tony Burgess, in a study of secondary writing in England
by Britton, Burgess, Martin, McLeod, and Rosen, suggests
that we should not teach -iron conventions...imposed without rationale or grounding in communicative intent,- but
"critical and ultimately cultural awareness.'" ' Courtney Cazden calls for a two-pronged approach:
Com inuous opportunities for Writers to rani( Irate In Conn'
authentic bit of the unendim4 comersation...thereby becoming
part of a vital community ol talkers and ss titers in a pan lc Mar

domainind
2.

Periudit , temporar lo( us on convent ions oi form, tam4lit as c ultural &omen:ions ewe( ted ii a part R ular ornimmu.-

just so that there is no confusion about what (:azden means
by a focus on conventions of form, or about what I mean by
"skills,- let me stress that neither or us is speaking bl page
after page of "skill sheets- creating compound words or identit'ying nouns and adverbs, but rather about helping students
gain a useful knowledge of the conventions of print \Ohl,:
engaging in real and useful t ommunicative activities. Kav
Rowe Grubis, a junior high school teak her ui ,1 multicultural
school, makes hsts of certain technical rules for her eighth

t) ')
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graders review and then gives them papers from a third grade
to "correct... The students [IOC only have to correct other stu-

dents' work, bur also tell them why they have changed or
questioned aspects of the writing.
A village teacher, Howard Cloud, teaches his high school

students the conventions of formal letter writing and the
formulation of careful questions in the context of issues surrounding the amendment of the Alaska Land Claims Settlement Act. Native Alaskan leaders hold differing views on this

issue, critical to the future of local sovereignty and land
rights. The students compose letters to leaders who reside in
different areas of the state seeking their perspectives, set up

audioconference calls for interview/debate sessions, and,
finally, develop a videotape to present the differing views.

To summarize, I suggest that students must be taught the
codes needed to participate fully in the mainstream of American life, not by being forced to attend to hollow, inane, de-

contextualized subskills, but rather within the context of
meaningful communicative endeavors; that they must be
allowed the resource of the teacher's expert knowledge, while
being helped to acknowledge their own "expertness" as well;
and that even while students are assisted in learning the cul-

ture of power, they must also be helped to learn about the
arbitrariness of those codes and about the power relationships
they represent.

I am also suggesting that appropriate education for poor
children and children of color can only be devised in consultation with adults who share their ccilture. Black parents, teach-

ers of color, and members of poor communities must be
allowed to participate fully in the discussion of what kind of
instruction is in their children's best interest. Good liberal
intentions arc not enough. In an insighful I 97 5 study entitled

"Racism without Racists: Institutional Racism in Urban
Schoots," Massey, Scott, and Dornbusch found that under the
pressures of teaching. and with all into, 1-ions of "being nice,"
teac hers had essentially stopped attc I opt ing to teach black
children."' In their words: "We have shown that oppression
can arise OW of warmth, friendliness, and conc ern. Paternal-
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ism and a lack of challenging standards are creating a distorted system of evaluation in the schools." Educators must
open themselves to, and allow themselves to be affected by,
these alternative voices.

In conclusion, I am proposing a resolution for the
ski' `-, process debate. In short, the debate is fallacious; the
dichotomy is false. The issue is really an illusion created initially not by teachers but by academics whose worldview
demands, the creation of categorical divisions not for the
purpose of better teaching, but for the goal of easier analysis.
As I have been reminded by many teachers since the publication of my article, those who are most skillful at educating
black and poor children do not allow themselves to be placed
in "skills" or "process" boxes. They understand the need for
both approaches, the need to help students establish their Own
voices, and to coach those voices to produce notes. that will be
heard clearly in the larger society.
The dilemma is not really in the debate over instructional

methodology, but rather in communicating across cultures
and in addressing the more fundamental issue of power, of
whose voice gets to be heard in determining what is best for
poor children and children of color. Will black teachers and
parents continue to be silenced by the very forces that claim to

"give voice" to our children? Such an outcome would be
tragic, for both groups truly have something to say to one
imother. As a result of careful listening to alternative points of
vicw, I havr" mYsrif coin(' r° a vi,thic sYnrilesis or perspectives.
But both sides do need to be able to listen, and I contend that

it is those with the most power, those ill the majority, who
must take the greater responsibility fOr initiating the process.
To do so takes a very special kind of listening, listening that
requires not only open ev .s and ears, but open hearts and
minds. We do not really see through our eves or hear through
our ears, but through our beliefs. To put our beliefs on hold is
to cease to exist as oursels es for a moment and that is not
easy. It is painful as well. because it means turning yourself

inside out, giving up your own sense of who you are, and

being willing to see yourself in the unflattering light of
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another's angry gaze. It is not easy, but it is the only way to
learn what it might feel like to be someone else and the only
way to start the dialogue.
There are several guidelines. We must keep the perspectiVe
that people are experts on their own lives. There are certainly
aspects of the outside world of which they may not be aware,

but they can be the only authentic chroniclers of their own
experience. We must not be too quick to deny their interpretations, or accuse them of "false consciousness." We must
believe that people are rational beings, and therefore always
act rationally. We may not understand their rationales, but
that in no way militates against the existence of these rationales or reduces our responsibility to attempt to apprehend
them. And finally, we must learn to be vulnerable enough to
allow our world to tUrn upside down in order to allow the
realities of others to edge themselves into our consciousness.
In other words, we must become ethnographers in the true
sense.

Teacher,. are in an ideal position to play this role, to attempt
to get all ot the issues on the tabk in order to initiate true
logue. This can only be done, however, by seeking out those
whose perspectives may differ most, by learning to give their
words complete attention, by understanding one's own power,
even if that power stems merely from being in the majority, by

being unafraid to raise questions about discrimination and
voic clessness with people of color, and to listen, no, to hiar
what they say. I suggest that the results of such interactions
may be the most powerful and empowering coalescence yet
seen in the educational realm
students they tea( h.

,111 teachers and for it// the
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Language Diversity
and Learning
Abrand-new black teacher is delivering her first reading
lesson to a group of first-grade students in inner-city

Philadelphia. She has almost memorized the entire
basal:provided lesson dialogue while practicing in front of a
mirror the n;ght before.
"Good morning, boys and girls. Thday we're going to read a story
about where we live, in the city.A small brown hand rises.
"Yes, Marti...

Marti and this teacher are special friends, for she was a kindergartner in the classroom where her new teacher student-iaught.
"Teacher, how Come you talkin like a white person' You talkin'
lust like m momma talk when she get on the phone!"

I was that first-year teacher many years ago, and Marti was
among the first to teach me the role of language diversity in
the classroom. Nlarti let me know that children, even young
children, are often aware of the different codes we all use in
our everyday lives. They may not vet have learned how to produce those codes or what social purposes they serve, but chil-

dren often have a remarkable ability to discern and identify
different codes in different settings. It is this sensitivity to
language and its appropriate use upon which we must build to
ensure the success of children from diverse backgrounds.

One aspect of language diversity in the classroom fin-nr
(the code of a language, its phonology, grammar, inflections,
sentence struc tore, and written symbols) has usually received

,

')
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the most attention from educators, as manifested in their concern-about the "nonstandardness" of the code their students
speak. While form is important, particularly in the context of
social success, it is considerably less important when concern
is lodged instead in the area of cognitive development. This
area is related to that aspect of language diversity reflected in
Marti's statement language use the socially and cognitively

based linguistic determinations speakers make about style,
register, vocabulary, and so forth, when they attempt to inter-

act with or achieve particuLr goals within their environments. It is the purpose of this paper to. address a broad
conception of language diversity as it affects the learning
environments of linguistically diverse students; it focuses on
the development of the range of linguistic alternatives that
students have at their disposal for use in varying settings.

ACQUIRING ONE LANGUAGE VARIETY
AND LEARNING ANOTHER
The acquisition and development of one's native language is a

wondrous process, drawing upon all of the cognitive and
affective capacities that make us human. By contrast, the successful acquisition ola second form of a language is essentially

a rote-learning process brought to automaticity. It is, however, a process in which success is heavily influenced by highly
charged affective factors. Because of the frequency with which

schools focus unsuccessfully on changing language form, a

careful discussion of the topic and its attendant affective
aspects is in order.
Tht AJJuin Filter in Li,Igudge. Learning

Learning to orally produce an alternate form is not principally
a func t ion of cognitive analysis, thereby not ideally learned

from protracted rule-based instruction and correction.
Rather, it comes with exposure, comfort level, motivation,
familiarity, and practice in real communicative contexts.
rhose who have enjoyed a pleasant interlude in an area where
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another dialect of English is spoken may have noticed a
change in their own speech. Almost unconsciously, their
speech has approached that of those native to the area. The
evidence suggests that had these learners been corrected or
drilled in the rules of the new dialect, they probably would
not have acquired it as readily.
Stephen Krashen, in his work on second-language acquisition, distinguishes the processes of conscious learning (rulebased instruction leading to the monitoring of verbal output)
from unconScious acquisition ("picking up'' a language through
internalizing the linguistic input-derived immersion in a new

context what happens, say, When the North American
enjoys a visit to the Caribbean).' Krashen found unconscious
acquisition to be much more effective. In further studies,
however, he found that in some cases people did not easily

_

"acquire" the new language. This finding led him to postulate
the existence of what he called the "affective filter." The filter
operates "when affective conditions are not optimal, when the
student is not motivated, does not identify with the speakers
of the second language, or is overanxious about his performance,...[causingl a mental block....(which)will prevent the
input from reaching those parts of the brain responsible for

language acquisition.'2 Although the process of learning a

-

new dialect cannot be completely equated with learning a new
language, some processes seem to be similar. In this case, it
seems that the less stress attached to the process, the more easily it is accomplished.

The so-called affective filter is likely to be raised when the
learner is exposed to constant correction. Such correction
increases cognitive monitoring of speech, thereby making
talking difficult. To illustrate with an experiment anyone can
try, I have frequently taught a relatively simple new "dialectin my work with preservice teachers. In this dialect, the phonetic element "iz" is added after the first consonant or consonant

cluster in each syllable of a word. (Teacher becomes tiz-eachi,--er and applu. iz-ap-piz-le.) Alter a bit of drill and practice,

the students arc asked to tell a partner why they clec ided
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become teachers. Most only haltingly attempt a few words
before lapsing into either silence or into "Standard English,"
usually to complain about my circling the room to insist that
all words they utter be in the new dialect. During a follow-up
discussion, all students invariably speak of the impossibility
of attempting to apply rules while trying to formulate and
express a thought. Forcing speakers to monitor their language
lor rules while speaking, typically produces silence.
Correction may also affect students' attitudes toward their
teachers. In a recent research project, middle-school, inner-

city students were interviewed about their attitudes toward
their teachers and school. One young woman complained bitalways be interrupting to make you 'talk
terly, "Mrs.

correct and stuff. She be butting into your conversations
when you not even talking to her! She need to mind her own
business."
In another example from a Mississippi preschool, a teacher

had been drilling her three- and four-year-old charges on
responding ro the greeting, "Good morning, how are you?"
with "I'm fine, thank you." Posting herself near the door one
morning, she greeted a four-year-old black boy in an interchange that went something like this:
TrA(.1-11:It : Good morning, Tony, how are you
TONY: I he's fine.
TEAt I I R : Tony, I said, How au you!

ThN1: (with raised yolte) I he's/ine.
11.-1( 11 I: : No, Tony, I said lultr an jou
MN V: (angrily) I done told you I hi 'ipnt and I ain't telling
you no more!

Tonv must have questioned his reacher's intelligence, if not
sanity. In any event, neither of the students discussed above
would be predisposedis Krashen says, to identify with their
teachers and thereby increase the possibility of unconsciously
acquiring the latter's language limn.

t)
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Etimu Identior and Language Pojo. mance

Issues ot group identity may also affect students oral production of a different dialect. Nelson-Barber, in a study of phonologic aspects of Pima Indian language found that, in grades
1-3, the children's English most approximated the standard
dialect of their teachers.' But surprisingly, by fourth grade,

when one might assume growing competence in standard
forms, their language moved significantly toward the local
dialect. These fourth graders had the competence to express
themselves in a more standard form, but chose, consciously or
unconsciously, to use the language of those in their local envi-

ronments. The researcher believes that, by ages 8-9, these
children became aware of their group membcrship and its
importance to their well-being, and this realization was
reflected in their language. They may also have become
increasingly aware of the school's negative attitude toward
their community and found it necessary through choice of
linguistic form to decide with which camp to identify.
A similar exainple of linguistic poformance (what one does
with language) belying linguistic competence (what one is capable of doing) comes from researcher Gerald Mohatt (personal

communication), who was at the time teaching on a Sioux
reservation. It was considered axiomatic among the reservation staff that the reason these students failed to become competent readers was that they spoke a nonstandard dialect. One

day Mohatt happened to look, unnoticed, into a classroom
where a group of boys had congregated. Much to his surprise
and amusement, the youngsters were staging a perfect rendi-

tion of his own teaching, complete with stance, walk, gestures, and Standard English (including Midwestern accent).
Clearly, the school's failure to teach these ;:hildren to read was
based on factors other than their inability to speak and under-

stand Standard English. They could do both; they did not
often choose to do so in a classroom settin!4, however, possibly

bucause they chose to identify with their community rather
than with the s(
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APPRECIATING LINGUISTIC DIVERSITY
IN THE CLASSROOM
What should teachers do about helping students acquire an
additional oral form? First, they should recognize that the lin-

guistic form a student brings to school is intimately connected with loved ones, community, and personal identity. To
suggest that this form is "wrong" or, even worse, ignorant, is
to suggest that something is wrong with the student and his

or her family. On the other hand, it is equally important to
understand that students who do not have access to the politi-

cally popular dialect form in this country, that is, Standard
English, are less likely to succeed economically than their
peers who do. How can both realities be embraced?

Teachers need to support the languap that students bring
to school, provide them input from an additional code, and
give them the opportunity to use the new code in a nonthreatening, real communicative context. Some teachers accomplish
this goal by having groups of students create bidialectal dictionaries of their own language form and Standard English.

Others have had students become involved with standard
forms through various kinds of role-play. For example, memorizing parts for dm :la productions will allow students to "get

the feel" of speaking Standard English while nor under the
threat of correction. Young students can create puppet shows
or role-play cartoon characters. (Many "superheroes" speak
almost hypercorrect Standard English!) Playing a role eliminates the possibility of implying that the child's language is
inadequate, and suggests, instead, that different language
forms are appropriate in different contexts. Some other teachers in New York City have had their students produce a news
show every day for the rest of the school. The students take on
the persona of some famous newscaster, keeping in character
as they develop and read their news reports. Discussions ensue
about whether Walter Cronkite would have said it that wav,
again taking the focus off the child's speech.

A.

Controversies Revisited
ACTIVITIES FOR PROMOTING
LINGUIsTIc PLURALISM
It is possible and desirable to make the actual study of language diversity a part of the curriculum for all students. For
younger children, discussions about the differences in the

ways television characters from different cultural groups
speak can provide a starting point. A collection of the many
children's books written in the dialects of various cultural
groups can also provide a wonderful basis for learning about
linguistic diversity, as can audiotaped stories narrated by individuals from different cultures.4 Mrs. Pat, a teacher chronicled
by Shirley Brice Heath, had her students become language
"detectives," interviewing a variety of individuals and listen-

ing to the radio and television to discover the differences
and similarities in the ways people talked.5 Children can
learn that there are many ways of saying the same thing, and

that certain contexts suggest particular kinds of linguistic
performances.
Inevitably, each speaker will make his or her own decision

about the appropriate form to use in any context. Neither
teachers nor anyone else will be able to force a choice upon an
individual. All we can do is provide studencs with the expo-

sure to an alternate form, and allow them the opportunity to
practice that fbrm in ontexti that are nonthreatening. hare a real
purpol, . and are intriniically enjoyable. If they have access to

alternative forms, it will be their dycision later in life to
choose which to use. We can only provide them with the
knowledge base and hope they will make appropriate choices.

ETHNK. IDENTITY AND STY I.

I.:

01: 1)ISC01.1(SE

Thus far, we have primarily discuswd differences in grammar
and syntax. There are other differences in oral language of--

which teachers should be aware in a multicultural context,
part lc ularly in discinirse style and language use. Mk haels and
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other researchers identified differences in children's narratives

at "sharing time."6 They found that there was a tendency
among young white children to tell "topic-centered" narratives - stories focused on one event and a tendency among
black youngsters, especially girls, to tell "episodic" narratives
stories that include shifting scenes and are typically longer.
While these differences are interesting in themselves, what is
of greater significance is adults' responses to the differences.
Cazden reports on a subsequent project in which a white adult
was taped reading the oral narratives of black and white first
graders, with all syntax dialectal markers removed.- Adults

w ere asked to listen to the stories and comment about the
c liddren's likelihood of success in school. The researchers were

surprised by the differential responses given by black and
hite adults.
In responding to the retelling of a black child's story, the

s lute adults were uniformly negative, making such comments as "terrible story, incoherent" and "f n)ot a story at all in

the sense of describing something that happened." Asked to

ludge this child's academic competence, all of the white
adults rated her below the children who told "topic-centeredstories. Mmt of these adults also predicted difficulties for this
c lii ld's future school career, such as, "This child might have
trouble reading," that she exhibited "language problems that
affect sc hool achievement," and that "family problems" or
'emotional problems" might hamper her academic progress.'
The black adults had very different reactions. They found
this child's story "well formed, easy to understand, and interCNC lug, with lots of detail and description." Even though all
Use of till se adults mentioned the "shifts" and "associations"
nonlinear" quality of the story, they did not find these feat ores dist rat ting. Three of the black adults selected the story
as the best of the five they had heard, and all but one judged
the c hr ld as exceptionally bright, highly verbal, and successful

When differences in nairative style produce differences in
n t erj 'mat ion of compete, ice, the pedagogical implic at ions
hlunt it r luldren who produce stories based in differing

uci
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discourse styles are expected to have trouble reading, and
vieWed as having language, family, or emotional problems, as
was the case with the informants quoted by Cazden, they are

unlikely to be viewed as ready for the same challenging
instruction awarded students whose language patterns more
closely parallel the teacher's. It is important to emphasize that
those teachers in the Cazden study who were of the same cultural group as the students recognized the differences in style,
but did not assign a negative valence to those differences.
Thus, if teachers hope to avoid negatively stereotyping the
language patterns of their students, it is important that they

be encouraged to interact with, and willingly learn from,
knowledgeable members of their students' cultural groups.
This can perhaps best become a reality if teacher education
programs include diverse parents, community members, and
faculty among those who prepare future teachers, and take
seriously the need to develop in those teachers the humility

required for learning from the surrounding context when
entering a culturally different setting.
Que.,tioningStjles

Leath has identified another aspect of diversity in language
use which affects classroom instruction and learning. She
found that questions were used differently in a southeastern
town by young black students and their teachers. The stu-

dents were unaccustomed to responding to the "knownanswer" test questions of the classroom. (The classic example
of such questions is the contrast between the real-life questioning routine: -What time is it?" "Two o'clock." "Thanks."
and the school questioning routine: "What time is it?" "Two
o'clock." "Right!' ) These students would lapse into silence

or contribute very little information when teachers asked
direct factual questions which called for feedback of what had
just been taught. She found that when the types of questions

ash-d of the children were more in line with the kinds of
questions posed to them in their home settings questions
probing the students' own analyses and evaluations these
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children responded very differently. They "talked, actively
and aggressively became involved in the lesson, and offered
useful information about their past experiences."' The author
concludes not only that these kinds of questions are appropriate for all children rather than just for the "high groups" with
which they have typically been used, but that awareness and
use of the kinds of language used in children's communities
can foster the kind of language and performance and growth.
sought by the school and teachers.
Ora/ St)les in Community Lift.'

I would be remiss to end this section without remarking upon
the need to draw upon the considerable language strengths of

linguistically diverse populations. Smitherman and many
others have made note of the value placed upon oral expression
in most African-American communities.' The "man (person)
of words," be he or she preacher, poet, philosopher, huckster,
or rap song creator, receives the highest form of respect in the

black community. The verbal adroitness, the cogent and
quick wit, the brilliant use of metaphorical language, the
facility in rhythm and rhyme, evident in the language of
preacher Martin Luther King, Jr., boxer Muhammad Ali,
comediene Whoopi Goldberg, rapper L. L. Cool J., singer and

songwriter Billie Holiday, and many inner-city black students, may all be drawn upon to facilitate school learning.

Other children, as well, come to school with a weal:h of
specialized linguistic knowledge. Native American children,
for example, come from communities with very sophisticated
knowledge about storytelling, and a special way of saying a
great deal with a few words. Classroom learning should be
structured so that not only are these children able to acquire

the verbal patterns they lack, but they are also able to
strengthen their proficiencies, and to share these with classmates and teachers. We will then all be enriched.
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T 1-1 E DEMANDS OF SCHOOL LANGUAGEORALITY AND LITERACY

There is little evidence that speaking another dialectal form per
se, negatively affects one's ability to learn to read.': For corn-

monsensical proof, one need only reflect on nonstandarddialect-speaking slaves who not only taught themselves to
read, but did so under threat of severe punishment or death.
But children who speak nonmainstream varieties of English do
have a more difficult time becoming proficient readers. Why?

One explanation is that, where teachers' assessments of
competence are influenced by the dialect children speak,
teachers may develop low expectations for certain students
and subsequently teach them less.' A second explanation,
which lends itself more readily to observation, rests in teachers' confUsing the teaching of reading with the teaching of a
new dialect form.
Cunningham found that teachers across the United States
were more likely to correct reading miscues that were dialect
related ("Here go a table" for "Here is a table") than those that
were nondialect related ("Here is the dog" for "There is the

dog..)."' Seventy-eight percent of the dialect miscues were
corrected, compared with only 27 percent of the nondialect
miscues. He concludes that the teachers were acting out of
ignorance, not realizing that "here go" and "here is" represent
the same meaning in some black childr,:tis language.
In my observations of many classrooms, however, I have
come to conclude that even when teachers recognize the simi-

larity of meaning, they are likely to correct dialect-related
miscues. Consider a typical example:
Ti:x.i: Yesterday I washed my brother's clothes.
STUDENT'S K I. ND1TION: Yesterday I wash my tirovver close.

The subsequent exchange between student and teacher
sounds something like this:

Cowl
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T: Wait, let's go back. What's that word again? [Points at
uwsherl.]

S: Wash.

T: No. Look at it again. What letters do you see at the end?
You see "e-d." Do you remember what we say when we see
those letters on the end of a word?
S:

T: OK, but in this case we say washed. Can you say that?
S: \X'ashEd.

T: Good. Now read it again.
S: Yesterdy I washed my bruvyer...
T: Wait a minute, what's that word again? [Points to brotherI
S: Bruyver.

T: No. Look at these letters in the middle. [Points co
Remember to read what you see. Do you remember how
we say that sound? Put your tongue between your teeth
and say .th

The lesson continues in such a fashion, the teacher proceeding
to torrect the student's dialect-influenced pronunciations and
grammar while ignoring the fact that the student had to have

comprehended the 'sentence in order to translate it into her
own dialect. Such instruction occurs daily and blocks reading

development in a number of ways. First, because children
become better readers by having the opportunity to read, the
overcorrection exhibited in this lesson means that this child
will be less likely to become a fluent reader than other children who are not interrupted so consistently. Second, a complete focus on code and pronunciation blocks children's
understanding that reading is essentially a meaning-making
process. This child, who understands the text, is led to believe

that she is doing something wrong. She is encouraged to
think of reading not as something you do to get a message,
but something you pronounce. Third, constant corrections by
the teacher are likely to cause this student and others like her
to resist reading and to resent the teacher.

Robert tkrdim reports that, after observing the kind of
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teaching routine described above in a number of settings, he
incorporated the teacher behaviors into a reading instruction
exercise that he used with students in a college class. He put
together sundry rules from a number of American social and
regional dialects to create what he called the "language of
Atlantis." Students were then called upon to read aloud in this
dialect they did not know. When they made errors he interrupted them, using some of the same statements/comments
he had heard elementary school teachers routinely make to
their students. He concludes:
The results were rather shocking. By the time these Ph.D. candidates in English or linguistics had read i 0-20 words, I could make
them sound totally illiterate. By using the routines that teachers use
of dialectally different students. I could produce all of the behaviors
we observe in children who do not learn to read successailly. The
tirst thing that goes is sentence intonation: they sound like they are
reading a list from the telephone book. Comment on their pronun.dation a bit more, and they begin to subvocalize, rehearsing pronunciations for themselves before they dare to say them out loud.

They begin to guess at pronunciations....They switch letters
around for no reason. They stumble; they repeat. In short, when I
attack them for their failure to conform to my demands for Atlantis
English pronunciations, they sound very much like the worst of the
second graders in any of the classrooms I have observed.

They also begin to fidget. They wad up their papers, bite their
fingernails, whispermd some finally refuse to cont intr.:. They do all
the things that children do while they are busily failing to learn to
read. Emotional trauma can result as well. For instance, once while
conducting this little experiment, in a matter of seconds I actually
had one of my graduate students in tears.'

The moral of this story is not to confuse dialect intervention

with reading instruction. To do so will only confuse the
child, leading her away from those intuitive understandings
about language that will promote reading development, and
toward a school career of resistance and a lifetime of avoiding
reading. For those who believe that the child has to "say it
right in order to spell it right," let me add that English is not

a phonetically regular language. There is no particular
difference between telling a child, "You may cay 'bruvverf,

fr
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but it's spelled b-r-o-t-h-e-r," and "You say /corn', but it's
spelled c-o-m-b."

For this and other reasons, writing may be an arena in
which to address standarc1 forms. Unlike unplanned oral language or public reading, writing lends itself to editing. While
conversational talk is spontaneous and must be responsive to
an immediate context, writing is a mediated process which

may be written and rewritten any number of times before
being introduced to public scrutiny. Consequently, writing is
amenable to rule application one may first write freely to get
one's thoughts down. and then edit to hone the message and
apply specific spelling, syntactical, or punctuation rules. My
college students who had such difficulty talking in the "iz-

dialect, found writing it, with the rules displaved before
them, a relatively easy task.

Sok, ofLiterao
There are other culturally based differences in language use in
writing as well. In a seminal article arguing for the existence
of "contrastive rhetoric," Robert Kaplan proposes that different languages have different rhetorical norms, representing
different ways of organizing ideas.' 9
Such style differences have also been identified in public

school classrooms. Gail Martin, a teacher-researcher in
Wyoming, wrote about her work with Arapaho students:
On«,f our major concerns was that many of the stories children
wrote didn't seem to -go anywhere': The stones just ambled along
with no definite start or finish, no climaxes or conclusions. I decided
to ask Pius Moss (the school elder] about these stories, since he is a
master Arapaho storyteller himself. I learned about a distinctive difference between Arapaho stories and stories I was ace ustomed to

hearing, reading, and telling. Pius Moss explained that Arapaho
stories ar not written down, they're told in what we might call serial form, «nu limed night after night. A -good- story is one that
lasts seven nights....
When I asked Pius Moss why Arapaho stories never seem to have
an -ending,- he answered that there is no ending to life. and stories
ate bout Arapaho life, sl ) there is no need for a conclusion. My (id-

1,
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leagues and I calked about what Pius had said, and we de( ided that
we would encourage our students to choose whichever type of story
they wished to write: we would try to listen and read in appropriate
ways.-

Sim 'lady, Native Alaskan teacher Martha Demiertieff has
discovered that her students find "book language" baffling. To
help them gain access to this unfamiliar use of language, she
contrasts the "wordy,- academic way of saying things with,the

metaphoric style of Athabaskan. The students discuss how
book language always uses more words, but how in Heritage
language, brevity is always best. Students then work in pairs,
groups, or individually to write papers in the academic way,
discussing with Martha and with each other whether they
believe they have said enough to -sound like a book." Next
they take those papers and try to reduce the meaning to a few
sentences. Finally, students further reduce the meSsage to a
"saying- brief enough to go on the front of a T-shirt, and the
sayings are put on little paper tee shirts that the students cut
out and hang throughout the room. Sometimes the students
reduce other authors' wordy texts to their essential meanings
as well. Thus, through winding back and forth through orality
ard hteracy, the students begin to understand the stylistic differences between their own language and that of standard text.
Eh ntlion3 (1Print

Print may serve different functions in some communities than
it does in others, and some children may be unaccustomed to
using print or seeing it used in the ways that schools demand.

Shirle Brice Heath, for example, found that the black children in the community she called Trackton engaged with
print as a group activity tor specific real-life purposes, such as

reading food labels when shopping, reading fix-it books to
repair or modify toys, reading the names of cars to identify a
wished-for model, or reading to participate in church. There
was seldom a time anyone in the community would read as a
solitary recreational itctivity; indeed, allVorle who did so was
thought to he a little strange.
'
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The children in Trackton, in short, read to learn things, for
real purposes. When these children arrived in school they
faced another reality. They were required, instead, to "learn to
read," that is, they were told to focus on the pwess of reading

with little apparent real purposes in mind other than to get
through a basal page or complete a worksheet and much of
this they were to accomplish in isolation. Needless to say, they
were not successful at the decontextualized, individualized
school reading tasks.
Researchers have identified other differences in the use of
language in print as well. For example, Ron Scollon and

Suzanne Scot Ion report chat, in the Athabaskan Indian
approach to communicative interaction, each individual is

-

expected to make his or her own sense of a situation and that
no one can unilaterally enforce one interpretation. Consequently, they were not surprised when, in a story-re-.elling
exercise intended to test reading comprehension. Athabaskan

children tended co modify the text of the story in their
retellings." The school, however, would be likely to interpret
these individually constructed retellings as evidence that the
students had not comprehended the Aory.
TA l. K A C. R
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A debate mer the role of language diversity in mathematics
and science education was fueled recently by the publication
of a book by Eleanor Wilson Orr titled Twice as Los: Black
English and the Poformance q. 13 lack Stitlents in Mathematics and
Scitnce. Orr is a teacher of math and science who, as director

of the elite Hawthorne School, worked out a cooperative
program with the District of Columbia to allow several Washington, D.C., public high school students to attend the prestigious school. Orr and her colleagues were dismayed to find
that despite their faithfully following time-tested teaching
strategies, and despite the black D.C. students high motivation and hard work, the newcomers were failing an alarming
percentage of their math and science courses.
Noting the differences in the language the black students
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used, Orr decided to investigate the possibility that speaking
Black English was preventing these students from excelling
in math and science. In a detailed argument she contends that
rhe students' nonstandard langauge is both the cause and the
expression of the real problem their "nonstandard perceptions..." She cites student statements such as "So the car traveling twice as faster will take twice as less hours- to support her
thesis, and suggests that it is the difference between Black
English and Standard English forms in the use of prepositions, conjunctions, and relative pronouns that is the basis for
the students' failures.

It is important to critique this position in order that the
failures of those responsible for teaching mathematics and sci-

ence to poor and black students not be attributed to the students themselves, that is, so that the victims not be blamed.
There are many problems with the Orr argument. One is her
assumption that black students, by virtue of speaking Black
English, do not have access to certain concepts needed in
mathematical problem solving. For example, she makes much

of the lack of the "as
as" comparison, but I have
recorded Black Englishspeaking six- to eleven-y ear-olds
frequently making such statements as, "She big as you- and -I
can too run fast as you.-

A second problem is that Orr compares the language
and performance of low-income, ill-prepared students with
upper-income students who have had superior scholastic
preparation. I contend that it was not their language which
confused the D.C. students, but mathematics itself! Any students with a similar level of preparation and experience, no
matter what their color or language variety, would probably
have had the same difficulties.

The most basic problem with the Orr argument, however,
is Orr's apparent belief that somehow mathematics is linked
to the syntactical constructions of standard English: "[Tihe
grammar o( standard English provides consistently for what is
true matheniaticall)."'" What about the gramr,-,r of Chinese or
Arabic or German:. Orr's linguistic naïve determinist position
can only lead to the bizarre conclusion that speakers of other
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languages would be equally handicapped in mathematics
because they, too, lacked standard English constructions!
Even though Orr asserts that the cause of the problem is the
speaking of Black English, she seems unaware that her pro-

posed solution is not linked to this conceptualization. She
does nor recommend teaching Standard English, but rather,
teaching math through the use in instruction of irregular
number systems which forc.2 students to carefully work out
concepts and prevent iheir dependence on inappropriate rote
memorized patterns. One can surmise that as students and
teachers work through these irregular systems, they create a
shared language, developing for the students what they truly
lack, a knowledge of the content of the language of mathematics, not the form.

Interviews with black teachers who have enjoyed longterm success teaching math to black-dialect-speaking students suggest that part of the solution also lies in the kind and

quality of talk in the mathematics classroom. One teacher
explained that her black students were much more likely to
learn a new operation successfully when they understood to
what use the operation might be put in daily life. Rather than
teach decontextualized operations, she would typically first
pose a "real-life- problem and challenge the students to find a
solution. For example, she once brought in a part of a broken
wheel, saying that it came from a toy that she wished to fix for
her grandson. To do so, she had to reconstruct the wheel from
this tiny part. After the students tried unsuccessfully to solve
the problem, she introduced a theorem related to constructing a circle given any two points on an arc, which the students
quickly assimilated.

Another black math teacher spoke of putting a problem
into terms relevant to the student's life. He found that the
same problem that baffled students when posed in terms of
distances between two unfamiliar places or in terms of numbers of milk cans needed by a farmer, were much more readily
solved when familiar locales and the amount of money needed
to buy a leather jacket were substituted. I discovered a similar

phenomenon when my first-grade inner-city students did

kl
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much better on "word problems" on standardized rests when I
merely substituted the names of people in our school for the
names in the problems.

All of these modifications to the language of instruction
speak to Heath's findings in Trackton: some youngsters may
become more engaged in school tasks when the language of
those tasks is posed in real-life contexts than when they are

viewed as merely decontextualized problem completion.
Since our long-term goal is producing young people who are
able to think critically and creatively in real problem-solving

contexts, the instructional

and linguistic

implications

should be evident.

CONCLUSION

One of the most difficult tasks we face as human beings is
communicating meaning across our individual differences, a
task confounded immeasurably when we attempt to communicate across social lines, racial lines, cultural lines, or lines of

unequal power. Yet, all U.S. demographic data points to a
society becoming increasingly diverse, and that diversity is
nowhere more evident than in our schools. Currently, "minority" students represent a majority in all but two of our twenty-

five largest cities, and by some estimates, the turn of the
century will find up to 40 percent nonwhite children in
American classrooms. At the same time, the teaching force is

becoming more homogeneously white. African-American,
Asian, Hispanic, and Native American teachers now comprise
only tO percent of the teaching force, and that percentage is
shrinking rapidly.
What are we educators to do? We must first decide upon a
perspective from which to view the situation. We can continue to view diversity as a problem, attempting to force all
differences into standardized boxes. Or we can recognize that
diversity of thought, language, and worldview in our classrooms cannot only provide an exciting educational setting,
but (an also prepare our children for the richness of living in
an increasingly diverse national community. (Would any of us
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really want to trade the wonderful variety of American ethnic
restaurants for a standard fare of steak houses and fast-food
hamburgers?)

I am suggesting that we begin with a perspective that
demands finding means to celebrate, not merely tolerate,
diversity in our classrooms. Not only should teachers and students who share group membership delight in their own cultural and linguistic history, but all teachers must revel in the

diversity of their students and that of the world outside the
classroom community. How can we accomplish these lofty
goals? Certainly, given the reality of the composition of the
teaching force, very few educators can join Martha Demienri-

elf in taking advantage of her shared background with her
culturally unique students and contrasting "wir Heritage language- or "the way we say things- with -Formal English.- But
teachers who do not share the language and culture of their
students, or teachers whose students represent a variety of cultural backgrounds, can also celebrate diversity by making lan-

guage diversity a part of the curriculum. Students can be
asked to "teach" the teacher and other students aspects of their
language variety. They can -translate- songs, poems, and stories into their own dialect or into -book lani,,uage" and compare the differences across the cultural groups represented in
the classroom.
Amanda Branscombe, a gifted white teacher who has often
taught black students whom other teachers have given up on,
sometimes has her middle school students listen to rap songs
in order to develop a rule base for their creation. The students

would teach her their newly constructed -rules for writing
rap,- and she would in turn use this knowledge as a base to
begin a discussion of the tules Shakespeare used to construct
his plays, or the rules poets used to develop their sonnets.'
Within our celebration of diversity, we must keep in mind
that education, at its best, hones and develops the knowledge
and skills each student already possesses, while at the same
time adding new knowledge and skills to that base. All stu-

dents deserve the right both to develop the linguistic skills
they bring to the classroom and to add others to their repel--
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toires. While linguists have long proclaimed that no language

variety is intrinsically "better" than another, in a stratified
society such as ours, language choices are not rmitral. The
language associated with the power structure "Standard
English"
is the language of economic success, and all
students have the right to schooling that gives them access to
that language.
While it is also true, as this chapter highlights, that no one
can force another to acquire an additional language variety,
there are ways to point out to students both the arbitrariness
of designating one variety over another as "si.andard," as well
as the political and economic repercussions for not gaining
access to that socially designated "standard." Without appearing to preach about a future which most students find hard to
envision, one teacher, for example, has high school students

interview various personnel officers in actual workplaces
about their attitudes toward divergent styles in oral and writ-

ten language and report their findings to the entire class.
Another has students read or listen to a variety of oral and
written language styles and discuss the impact of those styles
on the message and the likely effect on different audiences.
Students then recreate the texts or talks, using different language styles appropriate for different audiences (for example,
a church group, academicians, rap singers, a feminist group,
politicians, and so on).
Each of us belongs to many communities. Joseph Suina, a
Pueblo Indian scholar, has proposed a schematic representation of at least three levels of community membership. He

sets up three concentric circles. The inner circle is labeled
"homedocal community," the middle circle is "national community," and the outer circle represents the "global communitv.' In today's world it is vital that we all learn to become

active citizens in all three communities, and one requisite
skill for doing so is an ability to acquire additional linguistic
«ides. We can ignore or try to obliterate language diversity in
the classroom, or we can encourage in our teachers and students a "mental set fOr diversity." If we choose the latter, the
lasroom can become a laboratory for developing linguistic

r
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LliersitN Those who have acquired additional codes because
their local language differs significantly from the language of

the national culture may actually be in a better rosition to
gain access to the global culture than "mainstream- Americans whols Martha says, -only know one way to talk.- Rather
than think these diverse students as problems, we can view
them instead as resources who can help all of us learn what it
feels like to move between cultures and language varieties,
and thus perhaps better learn how to become citizens of the
global community.

Part 2

Lessons from Home
and Abroad:
Other Cultures and

Communities

:),1

Lessons from Home
and Abroad:
Other Cu1tur2s and
Communities

When I consider the origins of ni) viewc. I realize that my personal history, by necessity. c-ontributes considerably to my current belief systems. I write from a life lived in many margins.

/rurally while struggling to approach the center of whichavr
page of my life is unfidding at the moment. It has been that
struggle to understand and adapt to various contexts that has
led me on the personal journey of discolvringother realities.
,Ify journey began early. Although I grew up in a segre-gated
Southern community. secure as a }wing child that the rich tapestr) 0/0/fr African-American lives uas not merely beautiji but

the only sensible way offunctioning in the u.orld. that tapestrl
unraveled (juicily. When I enrolled/ in a newly integrated/ high
school in the i vóos. suddenly man) of the -sensible- ways of
doing things no longer seemed acceptable. A I) je. llou black class-

mates and I had to cope not will with the overt racism /Alt pre-

ceded our arrival, but with the subtle racism. infinitely more
insidious, that det.cloped when aspects of our culture language. interactional styles. belief Systems &came targets for
remediation at best. and el idence for our inability io learn at
worst. It was then that I decided that any system that, in the
name of education, dill so much harm to so many children hal to
bc changed/Those cyperiences also left me with a desirc to underitand how the world could look 10 chile Rill through the 0e; of
others.

3ClItIbdItiCS with the obviAll atc min to nCollf..lh
al I laid
(nil di/lc-rout:I I taw around nic u ere
mon of IA worhl. It mil not until I uorkldl in two settings molt
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Americans would consider exotic that I came to understand some
of what uas happening back at home. I spent a year conducting

research in the villages of the South Pacific country of Papua
New Guinea. I lived and uvrked with students, parents, teachers, and community members. Later in 1984. I took my first
academic job at the University o f Alaska in Fairbanks, where I
taught teacher education courses to white students who had
moved to the far north, and to Native Alaskan students from
villages' and urban areas. I also spent a lot of time in remote vil-

lages visiting communities and schools. Both Papua New
Guinea and Alaska forced me to approach the uvrldt'ery differently. I was no longer grounded in the familiar: all ().1.
assumptions about how the uvrld u.as structured didn't uvrk.
My experiences in these geographically diverse settings um:

some of the most important of my lift. I was very much the
-other-: I had no opportunity to see myself reflected in those
around me. I mkt. such circumstances, one learns to see much
more dead) the assumptions one makes about the world. and to
see that 1l.70 are just that assumptions. Some people in similar
circumstances. I have discovered, hold on to their worldt iew
with great tenacity, insisting that al l qf the others are urong.
peadiar umleveloped. heathen. or uncivilized. I found that no

survival doudcd on no being willing and able to learn from
no new acquaintances and no new 3etling. to see the world
through other ele,.
The uvrldl.teus of many in our society exist in protected cocwons,

ke an adjustment from
l'hese
have neirr bad to
. as their public lit.es and the institutions
home lite to public
hale encountered merely reflect a -reedit)" these individuals have been schooled in since birth. When these privileged
individual( and they are privilegul, whether tho realize i; or
not ,ee OtIkrc who operate from a different worldview. they can
cvmprehend them on/y a.t deviants, patbologicall) inferior

ecrtainl.) in need of 'fixing.- Even when individuals believe
,

themv.elves to hate good intentions, their Own biases blind them
from Cuing thc real people before them.
Thoce u In, hal e been on the kcal in,c,end of such Ida,es lender-
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slam/ akin well I have had the opportunity to work with many

teachers of color. Native Alaskan. Hispanic. and AfricanA merican. Listening to the stories of these women and men has
made Inc even more sensitize to the ways in which most institutions in our society are created to reflect the realities of a particu-

lar cultural group

mainly the white, academically oriented

mieldle class. Their stories have contributed, as well. to molding
my virus about what is needed to expand our educatuwal t 'is ion
to embrace the diversity that is this counto.'s reality.
In this section I share some of the experiences that have shaped

my beliefs. The first article, a research report of my work in
Papua New Guinea, is derived from my dissertation and from
reports I submitkd to the Papua New Guinean government. In
it. I describe the attempts of a people to make use of their own
culture and language to educate their children. Their struggle
has great relevance to my present work with African-American
parents who push urban school systems to include African and
Ali-it-an-American content in the curricula offered to their children. Thc controversy over a so-called Afrocentric curriculum
may be vieued with less heat and more clarity libel) it is c.onsidered in an international context.

I recently u.rote -Hello, Grandfather.- the essay on Alaska.
s I revieu.ed my personal journals. notes. and letters written
during my hilir-year stay in the state. Perhaps because I am still

internalizing the proAund changes in worldview that my
tenure there provided. this is the first piece I have written .bcus-

ing specificalli on Alaska. It can only begin to describe hult
haz log learned to ,ee uith other eyes I7as permantrid) changed
uhat I am able to see.
Initially presented as a paper to the Holmil Group (an education refiou p-oup of colleges of education). the third piece in
this section reports On a research project I undertook in 198" to

firmallt collict the it ii ofteecJeis of color on their teacher
education experiences and their subsequent teaching lives. .11)

work at the time in teacher cc/neat/on at the Ii nircrsit.1 of
A laika /ll'lln'td me that we need to rethink our uay., ofeclu,atine,

their nunAri

cedor if lee are to have in3 hope of increcning
u orI force. The ?lama/ILI (hal IA 1u/cher)
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rhared and the pain the.) relit.ed a the) ihared them cannot but
help to focus attention on how education fin-

recolitruited.

g-7 P\

teachers must he
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The Vilis Tokples Schools
of Papua New Guinea

While in an Alaskan Eskimo village. I heard a )(dung
Eckimo leader speak. He had visited another area of the
state uhere the elders of that village ask-ed him. -Who
are jou?" He gave them his name. expecting that they uvuld recognize

it. as he was a gentleman of some political repute in other regions.
The) responded/. "Yes. but who are jou?" Once again he offi,red his
name, and added his position title. They responded once more u'ith
civil greater adamance. "Yes. but uho are Jou?" Finall). he provided/
an account of his ancestr) his fund). his tribe, his clan placing
himself in the context of all those who had come before him. The elders
were finally sati.s.Ind. The young leader then explained how his educa-

tion had kft him ill-prepared to answer the elders' question. Had he
not gone back to his on n village to spend time with his grandparents
after being schooled outside. he said, he u.ould hale been bewildered by

thc persistent questioning to the point of being unablc to provide an
a nstivr

That titcoulatr rentinekil me q-,iipects of my own upbringing.
When I return honic. I aw not a university professor: I am daughter.
granddaughter. sister. aml aunt. Unlike the academic uwrlei in which
I spot,/ most 0.1111) thlle. 111 1113 home world. heritage

not title and

ingition 13 (entral to identity. 'Fo be disconnected from that identit.)
means losing not onll the abilit) to explain one's essena to ('thers but
also an.) potential for sellIknou ledge as uell.
lie'pcop/e 0fodor1111/31 seek to find our own essence, Ina did must also
edwicalli examlne thd es fellee of Colleeph il't lial e been taught to acycpt

id ilbout qucstiou. cud) as "ddlication- and -litcracy- (an wi adtunic
I ha I tilt ct, linchpins of tht. "gum' Illt" art: ahl ap a boon ti, our ddldlop-
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melt as a people? The process. context. and content of education or literac) instruction ma) be designed to destroy the heritage. the essence of uho

and what a people are, to destroy their knowledge ("themselves. Education. literac) for whom. fin- what purpose. toward what end? These
are the questions that another people of color. Papua Neu. Guineans of
the South Pacific. asked and ansuvred u.hen I spent a jear in their count') on a travel researc h .1-ellowship from Harvard 11 nirersit.).*

Papua New Guinea, the eastern half of the second largest
island in the world, is a country of astonishing contrasts, both

human and geographical. The mainland and some six hundred smaller surrounding islands create a total land mass of
almost three hundred thousand square miles, or over four
times the total area of the six New England states. The land is
so diverse that one creation myth holds that the Creator ran
out of material to make an entire island, so he took a bit of
every land already fashioned and formed this microcosm of the
earth. The people, geographically divided into a profusion of
land-locked tribal and cultural groups, live in village commu-

nities on islands, on the coast, in swampland and deltas, in
upland valleys, and in the mountains. Mainly Melanesian,
with some Polynesidn ancestry, they vary in appearance from
the curly-haired, light-complexioned, small-boned Trobriand

Islanders, to the short, muscular, brown-skinned Highlanders, to the stately, sometimes blond Bougainvillians of the
North Solornons Province, who may have the blackest skin of
any human beings on earth.

The most widely known aspect of Papua New Guinea's
diversity, however, is its multilingualism. With a little over
three million people, there are over seven hundred different
indigenous languages. As a fOrmer colony of Australia, the
official language is English, but only about 25 2,0 percent of
the country's population has a truly functional knowledge of
the language. The lingua franca spoken most widely in the
livcd Ill thc

ot a pros ol«. of Papua Ness Gtonca, from January

982 wink I rescara lied the die( ot a rum licr-ologoclocilnoo ova rio lii ic.cl proyram iii s Ill 411-a ()mouton rclationOlip, mad
coo( mac c cs,, c tilt oral c flange, and litera( duvc lopmcor I Aso «Indut icd
lii cs tutu uccu ol clii flogranl IOF lilt' lot al gosertirocnt
1 98 1-Mart Ii
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country, as most people's second language, is Tok Pisin. This

pidgin language had its roots in -blackbirding,- something
closely akin to the slave trade, when Australians sometimes
coerced (and often stole) Pacific Islanders away from their
homes to work on Queensland plantations in the late 18cos
and early I 9(:(Ds.2

Although most widely spoken, this language has been
rejected as the main language of schooling, and therefore of
literacy instruction, for several reasons. Because the language
has mainly been used as a trade language, in many areas it has
a limited grammatical structure and vocabulary. Yet even
where the language has become more developed, it maintains
a connection to the country's colonial past: masta is the Tok
Pisin term for white man, pikinmi for child, mank-i for young
man, and Air for indigenous workman.

With the exclusion of Tok Pisin as an option, the educational language choice in Papua New Gumeais in many other
Third World countries, has been subjected to two conflicting

forces: on the one hand, serving the needs of a developing
nation-state ss ith a modern exchange economy, and, on the
other, serving the .xellare, development, and cohesion of local,

predominantly rural village communities. The needs of the
former suggest English as the language of instruction and literacy, whereas the needs of the latter suggest a local language.

Another strong influence 00 schooling in Papua New Guinea
is the region's history of literacy. BefOre schooling was instituted in t hese colonies, missionaries were surprised to d isCO% er a widespread interest in literacy. The source of that

interest has been keenly debated among anthropologists.
Papua New Guineans typically associated ample harvest,
good fishing, and general good fortune with the ceremonial
rites and rituals used to honor the spirits of ancestors. According to some aCColints, in their early days of contat t with Europeans some assumed that the relative riches the missionaries
brought with them came from similar soorces. Consequently

when workers were sent with hills of lading to the do k to
pi( k up the missionaries' supplies from slups, hR \ 1,0,11111ed

Lit)
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that it ,vas the writing on the paper, ac ting as a sort of charm,

that caused the missionaries ancestors to send such good
-cargo.- Later, -cargo cults- as anthropologists called them
developed in some areas; briefly put, sect members regarded

the learning of reading (usually the Bible) and writing,
among other Western practices, as necessary to acquire from
Papua New Guinean ancestors the goods enjoyed by the missionaries.'
There are stories of newly literate Papua New Guineans
poring over their newly acquired Bibles in search of the secrets
to obtaining the "cargo.- These new literates, so the tales go,
often left beaches strewn with crumpled Bible pages as they

angrily accused the missioraries of having removed the
important parrs before handing over the texts so as to keep all
the cargo for themselves.
Other researchers claim that Papua New Guinean interest
in reading and writing stemmed not from a belief in charms

but from a rational understanding of a new currency connected to very desirable material goods. Whatever its source,
local interest in acquiring literacy was so high that sernt- comtook to attracting new converts
pering missions in the
by staging competitive spelling bees of the previously converted. The mission whose conv;:rts won the spelling bee won
the allegiance of the previously pagan onlookers. Clearly, the
goal of the converts was not so much to find religious salvation
as to attach themsely es to the organization most likely to provide them with a skill they valued: literacy.
Sch000ng was first introduced by the missionaries in local
lan,mages, partially as a result of local interest and partially as
a mcans for more efficient proselytizing. The missionaries'
educational aims were not to impart secular knowledge; they
wanted to teach literacy skills -so that converts could read the
Bible in their village setting or be trained for the role of the

pastor-teacher and care( lusts to spread the gospel in new
places.The colonial government, on the other hand, was more «tn-

erned wit h til!' stirs is al Ur till colony and the plantation
et (mom that supported it. Ac hieving this goal required an
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indigenous population with whom plantation managers
could successfully communicate and who were schooled sufficiently in the ways of the West co agree to the government's.
taxation and development.schemes. Thus, when the government took over the role of providing education for the colony,

the language of instruction changed, in most instances, to
English." Subsequently, literacy was taught almost exclusively in English from the I95os on. Although at the time of
independence in 1975 there was an increased interest in using
local languages :n schooling, the education system was run
largely by Australian expatriates who questioned the practi-

cality, and often the worth, of instruction in the medium of
the mother-tongue. Consequently, English remained as the

only nationally sponsored language of instruction in the
nation's public schools.-

By the late 1970s, several concerns about schooling and
school language policies had arisen notably the cry from
government officials that literacy and mathematics standards
were dropping.' This was alternately attributed to a massive
increase in the number of students served or to the recent indi-

genizat ion of the teaching force. Instead of Australian and
American teachers, local Papua New Guinean teachers were
fiirced to instruct in English, a language they barely spoke and
their students understood not at all. Furthermore, most of the

country's children were being educated in village settings
where they %vete unlikely ever to hear English spoken outside
of the school classroom.''

As an increase in research on village-level thinking surfaced, a second concern about schooling arose from the residents of the villages. What researchers bepn to note was that
even where parents actively welcomed a transforming English- and Western-fot used role for the school, 'seeing it as a
means to bring direct social and L.conomic benefits to the community, they were unable to anticipate the disruption to social

relations between young and old in rural communities that it
Lould entail. Traditional ustoms, belief's, values, and pract it es were devalued, leading to a sense of powcrlcssness,

vis the s(hool.' Su( Ii feelings Were pnignantly expressed in
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the title of one study by an indigenous writer, -Education Has
Robbed Me of My Child,' and in a quote of an old Huh man
in the Southern Highlands:
When the Whitemen came we thought they were our ancestors
returning. so how could we question their ways? They put our dlildren inside buildings so how could we teach our forefathers knowledge to our children when they were shut up inskle and we had to

stand on the outside?'

Even educated Papua New Guineans were feeling the tension
between the pull to English associated with the modern economy, and the attachm.:nt to their own local language, reflecting their local cultural roots and values.
Yet even with this outpouring of concern about an educational language policy that was perceived as destroying the
very cultural fabric of local communities, the national education system was at a loss to address the concern. With seven
hundred local languages, only two hundred or so with written
orthographies, how could mother-tongue education be pro-

vided for the nation's children? Once again, at the national
level the educational language policy remained unchanged.

What did change was the policy of one of the country's
decentralized provinces. As a result of a 1980 study conducted
in the North Solomons Province, the new and innovative Vi I is

Tokples Pri-Skul* scheme was established in the Luka and
Buin regions of the North Solomons. The program had three
goals: to teach children to read, write, and count in their native
language before transferring to English literacy; to give children the foundations of an education in the t. ustoms, culture,
and acceptable behaviors of their community; and to teach children the basic preschool skills needed for suc«-ss, in a \Vest ern
sense, in the English-medium primary school.' The planners
hoped that the bilingual, bicultural process of educatio I would
prepare children who valued and could function in both t he
traditional world and the newer technological world."
When I arrived in the North Solomons in i 98i, there were
'1 he literal translat ion from -Ink
ot-the-plate pre-st

to I

v.ould ht

illayt tilL
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thirty Vilis Tokples Pri-Skul schools serving approximately
one thousand children in the Buka and Buin regions. Instruction was provided in the largest of the twenty-four language
groups of the province. There were plans for phasing in all of
the remaining languages by 1994.

grt
Separated from one another by only a shallow, half-mile
strait, the tropical islands of Bougainville and Buka form a
single, lush landmass that, along with a number of outlying
atolls, comprise the North Solomons Province. Six hundred
miles from the nation's capital, the main island is about 150
miles long and about thirty-nine miles across at its widest
point. About half the land area is very hilly or mountainous,
with rivers winding throughout.
The people of Bocyainville-Buka can be identified by their

extrenlely black skin, which distinguishes them from the
lighter-skinned mainland Papua New Guineans whom the
former refer to as "redskins." At the time of my research in
the area, the population of the province numbered about
3c,Doo, with about 82 percent of the population residing
outside of the major urban areas of ArawaiKieta and Panguna
in rural , t rad it ional villages.

The province was one of the richest in the country as a
result of revenues from the large Bougainville Copper Mine at

Panguna. The mine brought both wealth and independence
to the province, along with a considerable amount of social

unrest and the difficulties inherent in the institution of a
large-scale Australian-operated enterprise in a traditional
rural setting.
Educationally speaking, the North Solomons was one of
the most advanced areas of the country. The province placed
second on the list of provinces ranked by enrollment ratio,

promotion rate, participation rate olgirls, and enrollment
growth. Sti II, about two thirds of the province's children
completed formal sc hooling at grade six when qualifying
examinations were go:cm to &tumult. promotion. The
provini c also had thc dist int t ion of being the first to make
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substantial use of educational decision-making powers it
acquired through decentralization.
The indigenous people of the province were culturally and
linguistically diverse. There were twenty-one different languages in the province, further divided into some forty-six
sublanguages and dialects. A few old men remembered some
German or Japanese expressions from the early German colonial period or from the japanese occupation (luring the war,
and a few of the younger men returned from other areas of the
country with some knowledge of other indigenous languages,

but English and Tok Pisin were the only languages not
indigenous to the province that were in daily use. Most residents gained whatever knowledge they had of English front
schooling, although outside of the urban areas this language
was rarely spoken. Tok Pisin was known and spoken generally
throughout the province, except by older people, women, and
young children, who were less likely to speak
There was some amount of distrust between inhabitants of
different areas of the province, but this had been overshadowed by an even greater dislike of outsiders the Australian
"expats," and most vehemently, the "redskins," most of whom
had arrived in connection with the workings of the copper
mine and copra plantations.
Buka and Buin, the two regions of the North Solomons
Province where the Vilis Tokples Pri-Skul scheme had thus far

been initiated, were similar in their rural village lifestyles.

The people's mainstay was subs;stence agriculture, but
recently added cash crops provided money for school fees and
participation in the modern sector cconomy. Each area had its

own form of traditional leadership that coexisted with the
modern system of "community governments- set into place
shortly after independence. There was also a system of village
courts to handle local-level disagreement., according to a not
fully articulated blend of modern and traditional law.
The people of the Buka and Buin regions were also similar

in their attitudes toward language. They believed it important that ( hildren knew their pd ph (the mk PRi n word for
indigt turll'I language) and that they learn to read and write it
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so as to get along well in their s illages, share knoss ledge with
ot r llage members artic ulateb participate adequatek
in the N. Illage court sN stern (w here oral language abilit
rice letters to I riends and CC lames it- the\
m po r Ca

left the village, and write about the cornrnunity's cultural
traditions in Pik plcs books. One community member in
Buin believed that learning to read and write in their own
language would allow children to become better thinkers, to
-work out things in an intelligent, clever way as wise people
do.- Another Buka parent, a former teacher, believed that
children should learn to read and write in tfik phs because, as
things presently stood, many children completed community

school without having gained literacy in English. If they
learned to read and write in r,k, pA 1. at least they'd be literate
in some language.

Most people believed English to be more important as a
ii language for village life.
raitn language than as a
Many said that for children who remained in the villages,
the ability to speak English was of little value, except when

English-speaking foreigners might visit. Spoken Englkh
became important only for those young people who would
leave the village to study or Co Seek employment. The ability
to nal and trrth English, however, could be of great value in
the village, for example, to get new information from books,
newspapers, and magazines, and especially to engage in business act iVities such as learning how to set up a trade store
order goods, and keep inventory.
Attitudes toward Mk Pisin were mixed. Frequently it was
discussed as an almost necessary evil among village dwellers,
and many saw it as valuable tor communicating with countrymen from other language areas. As such, it was a unifying
force for the nation. It was also useful as a means of getting
news from othel areas through Radio North Solomons. Still,
illage people of ten saw 'Ink Pisin as less precise than either

poi plt, or English, and hence a less Useltil language than
either. -It's tint a real language. YOU Illst can't say whac voll
want to III 'Ink Pism,- W.I.: a Irecillcni nrnplaim. The Tok
Pism used in rural areas was indeed less de\ eloped. its Sot abli-
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larv was more limited than that used in urban centers so the
complaint was probably justified.

People in general did not want Tok Pisin to be taught in
the schools. "They learn it anyway, so why bother?" was the
comment most frequently made. Some added that if children
learned to read and write in rok ples. they would automatically
gain literacy skills in Tok Pisin. (This was born out by the
testing I did in Buifl and Buka.'-) The most damning attitude
toward Tok Pisin, however, was the widely held belief that the
prevalence of Tok Pisin was destroying the local tok Nes. The
board of management of a Buin school made the strongest
statement: "Pidgin is not our language. The children lea'rned
Pidgin and they forgot our traditions.There was a strong sense of community in the villages of
Buin and Buka. Except for stricter sex-segregated activities,
many of the organized social events would hardly seem out of

place in a tightly knit suburban community in the United
States. There were men's soccer and rugby teams and women's
basketball and volleyball teams which competed with teams
from neighboring villages every Sunday. Every Thursday in
one village was Community Dav, when all able-bodied people
were to report to a central location wliere they were assigned

tasks determined by elected committee leaders: building a
cupboard for one of the teachers, cutting the grass around the
school, making a new roof for a family whose house was dam-

aged by a storm. Many people were active in the Catholic
(:hurch, both in attending services and participating in parish
Social activities.

Yet despite the activities introduced by missionaries which
were so familiar to Western eyes, there were dramatic underlying differences. Beneath their surface appearance, the vil-

lages were deeply steeped in their own traditions. Garden
c mops were encouraged to produce abundantly with age-old
charms; tuna-fishing boats were carried in a strictly specified
manner and blessed with elaborate and secret ceremonies and
sac rifices before setting out to sea Extensive rituals for deaths,
births, marriages, the building of men's c ustom houses, and
other major events were conduc ted with great care and proper
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attention to tradition; and traditional leaders maintained an
important role in village affairs.
These rites of the past coexisted With the rites of the modern era as the community went about its everyday living. Yet
in other areas of existence there appeared to be a synthesis of
old and new. In the area of health, for example, people seemed
to trust the combined effects of the local Western-style clinic,
with its injections and tablets, and the highly respected skills
of the traditional healer who worked through secret charms,

rituals, and local plants. In sport, as well, some young men
utilized traditional "magic- in addition to daily practice sessions to ensure victory in a rugby game.
It was within this culturally integrated context chat North
Solomons people made it perfectly clear to a group of research( rs
from the University of Papua New Guinea in 1979 that wl at
they wanted for their children was an education that prepared
them to live within two cultural worlds one that would be
appropriate for those children who would stay in the village, for
those who would go away and soon return, and for those who

would spend most of their lives in towns and cities. They
wanted ''what was good from the old- so as to have children feel
the security of a strong cultural base, and the -best of the new"
so as to allow them to enter the changing world of towns and
technology. Most of all, though, they seemed to want the privilege of making those all-important selections themselves.

Thus began the Vilis Tokples Pri-Skul scheme. In the tokplo
school, children began with two years of preschool education
at age seven. They entered first grade in English-medium primary school ar nine years of age and completed the six-year
primary program around age fifteen.
In the tokp/ef school, children learned to read, write, and
count in their mother tongue and, at the same time, received a
basi«-ultural education in the customs, values, and acceptable behavior of their community. They were prepared, as
well, in the 'Western sense of preschool i ng for their priniary
education. Their teachers were not regularly trained teachers
but instead were c hosen by the local villages as best represent-
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ing the values of that community and given short-course
training in literacy education.
When I conducted my evaluation in 1981-82, stories about
the academic and linguistic achievements of Vilis Tokples PriSkul children abounded. The parents and other residents of the
village communities were delighted with both the program
and the children's academic development. They were said to
have learned a "pure- form of their local language. Several com-

munity members laughingly related how children sometimes
corrected their parents speech, which had been influenced by
Tok Pisin. The children were also thought to be advanced in

the skills necessary for primary school. One mother was
delighted that her daughter, who had not yer entered first
grade, looked closely at the family radio one night and successfull sounded out "Pa-na-so-nic.- Some parents also claimed

that children were better behaved, more willing to help in
chores around the house, and more knowledgeable about and
interested in traditional ceremonies than were their older children who did not attend Vil is Tokples Pri-Skul.

Interviews with English-medium Grade One teachers
revealed that the Vilis Tokples Pri-Skul children were learning
English more quickly than children in past years whc had not
attended Vilis Tokples
The testing I conducted during
my research supporte
,:ory that children learn to read
only once, and if t
_a.11 to read in a language they already
understand orally, they become literate much more quickly and
effectively than do those who learn in a foreign language.
Even more important to parents, however, Were the social

benefits of the program. Parents felt that this program
allowed their children "to get along in the village.- They
might go on to learn English literacy and other outside
knowledge, but h first !earning their own language and their
own cultural values, they would always "know how to live at
home.- One parent expressed this notion in a speech to the
Parents and Citizens Board of his village:
nldrcn p) to st 11001, they I.:), to an alien plat e, I hey Ica\
ORA! pm III.. the% lea\ t t 11(.11 t.4,11(11.11%, the\ leave hetr twine,: the\

le,t

t hot
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they learn things that have nothing to do with their own place.
Later, because they have only learned other things, they reject their
own. They don't want to dig kau kale [sweet potatoes), they say it's
dirty: they don't want to help their mothers fetch water. They look
down on these things. There are big changes in children now. They
don't obey their parents, they become ra.wals [juvenile delinquents).
And this is because they have gone to school and left the things that
are ours.
Now my child, he is in tok plo school. He is not leaving his place.
He is learning in school about his customs, about his way of life. Now,
he can write anything he wants to in tok ples. Not just things he can
see, but things he thinks about, too. And he writes about his place.

I le writes about helping his mother carry water, about digging kali
kan. about going to the garden. When he writes chest things they
become important to him. He is not only reading and writing about
things outside, but learning through reading and writing to be proud
of our way of l ife. When he is big, he will not reject us. It is important

to teach our c hi ldren to read and write, but it is more important to
tea( Ii i hem to be proud of themselves, and of us.

PARE:\
LAITARO VII.1 AGE
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These and other such statements expressed a strong feeling

on the part of many parents and community members that
academic education was tine and to be desired, hut what really
concerned them was social and moral education the education that trains youngsters to become good people, who care

about, participate in, and are proud of their communities.
They saw Vilis Tokples Pri-Skuls as a means to provide that
kind of education.

When I finished my research, the Vilis Tokples Skul
scheme was unquestionably alive and well. It was achieving
most of its immediate aims and showed promise of meeting

long-range goals. The program planners and the people
affected by the scheme were, by and large, happy with the
results. Further, it proved that a Third World people, a black
people. need not give up their culture and language to succeed
in the v(r'estern world. Linguist 3 oshua Fishman put it well:
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"The quest is for modernity...and authenticity, simultaneously, for seeing the world. but 'through our own eyes,' for
going to the world. but 'in our own way." It further proves
that, given the opportunity, a people has every desire and
capacity to participate in the planning of its future. There is
never a guarantee that a particular language or educational
policy will "work,- but when that policy reflects the goals of
the people it is to affect rather than those of either foreign
missionaries or a colonial government, and when it reaffirms
rather than negates a people's knowledge of its culture and
heritage, then there is,no better prospect for its success.
_
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"Hello,Grandfather":
Lessons from Alaska
Much scholarly research and writing focuses on disconnection. Traditional bastions of academe distance
people from one another as they create power relation-

ships whereby one group maintains the power to "name" the
other. They decontextualize people as their research subjects
are scrutinized and analyzed outside of their own lives. As one
American Indian friend says, "I wonder how many people, as
they tell stories around their campfires, know that their lives
are sitting far away on someone's shelf gathering dust."
Connections and context. I learned a lot about research and
I learned a lot about myself while I was in Alaska. One of the
monumental lessons 1 learned was to reconsider my role on the
earth, to understand that I could not be a distanced observer
and controller of the world as academic research would have
me believe. Rather, I was but one component of the world,

connected to and no more important than all other parts.
Om e, when I was going to Denali National Park to sightsee
(Denali is the Indian name for Mt. McKinley), an older Aleut
friend said. "When you see the mountain, say 'Hello, Grandfather.'" That statement stopped me in my tracks: I had been
going, as the superior human, to look at the lifeless, inanimate
mountain. She reminded me in that brief lesson and it was a
lesson that the mountain and 1 were Nrt of the same world,
that it had lived infinitely longer than 1, that it would "see"
me, even as I thought I was looking at it, and that I must then
approac h this grandfather with due respect, a respect deserved
tor all that it had seen.

-9
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This lesson was only one of many I received on learning to
be a part of the world rather than trying to dominate it on
learning to see rather than merely to look, to feel rather than
touch, to hear rather than listen: to learn, in short, about the
world by being still and opening myself to experiencing it. If
I realize that I am an organic part of all that is, and learn to
adopt a receptive, connected stance, then I need not take an
active, dominant role to understand; the universe will, in
essence, include me in understanding. This realization has
proved invaluable as I, an educational researcher, pursue
learning about the world.
These lessons were not entirely new to me, for I come from
a culture steeped in connectedness. Learning them, however,
did push me to make explicit to myself aspects of my home
culture, which previously had been an unexamined backdrop
for everyday living.
My years of growing up fostered connectedness, as well as
an understanding that things are never as they seem at any one
"level of analysis.- I learned early that Miss Pat, of Romper
Room no matter how much I looked into her magic mirror
and no matter how good a "Do-Bee- I was would not let me
join her television classroom. "That's only for white kids," my
mother explained. Things weren't as they seemed on television. She had to explain the connectedness of things initially
beyond the grasp of my four-year-old, home-centered mind:
somehow my "nappy- hair and my family's brown skin (I had
yet to understand that my own "lighter- skin was irrelevant as
long as it was embedded within a brown family) was connected to the workings of the larger world in ways that prevented me from sitting in Miss Pat's circle or from going to
the bathroom while shopping downtown and prevented my
mother from trying on hats in a department store or from getting a teaching job closer to our house.
I also learned early on that my fate was irrevocably connected to that of other black people: if ever, heaven forbid, an
act
or imagined crime was commit ted by a black person
against a white person, then the well-being of all black people
w,k at rkk, often serious physical risk. We children in our seg-
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regated schools were comtantly admonished about being
proper -representatives of the race." The white population
saw us as one undifferentiated mass, and so, perhaps, we
learned to see each other that way as well. On the positive
side, we therefore learned to feel like one family whether we
knew each other or not, to take responsibility for caring for
one another, and to take great pride itfthe accomplishments of
our race. The sociologists and the anthropologists call it -fictive kinship"; we just called it living right. Alaska taught me
to understand what I had lived.
Another lesson I learned in Alaska was the importance of
context. In cducat jolt, we set about solving educational problems as if they exist in a vacuum. We isolate the problem and
then seek.technical solutions. I was a professor of literacy in
Alaska, so I was well aware of the tradiCional solutions for the
"literacy problem" among people of color and people in the
Third World. Children and adults in Alaskan villages were
spoken of in much rhe s, me way as children in inner-city communities: illiteracy was oigh among adults, children weren't

reading on their grade level (indeed, they weren't reading
much at all outside of school ), there was a "literacy crisis" that
had to be addressed. The call for technical solutions abounded

"change the instructional methodologies": more phonics;
less phonics; flood households with books, magazines, and
newspapers; teach adults to read; teach parents to read to their
children; en«mrage children to read to their parents; and so
on, and so on, and so on.

Certainly some of those solutions might promote reading
and writing, but I knew from my own experience that

the -problem" might be deeper, related ro more than the
tec hnical skills of literacy. Understanding the nature and
importance of context was helpful to me not only in terms
of shedding new light on the "problem-; it also helped
me to understand some of the underpinnings of the Western
worldview.
In ollr Western academic worldview, we assume that litercy is unequivocally good, and that everyone should aspire to
be literate Mo,-,f uf us 11,11c not taken the time to think about
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possible drawbacks or political implications of this ideolog
Literacy can be a tool of liberation, but, equally, it can bc a
means ot control it the prc ss s are controllcd by thc adversaries of a community, then reading can serve as a tool of
indoctrination. Governments may: want more people literate
so that they can be held accountable for upholding laws
whether or not those laws are in the best interest of a particular community.
The practice of literacy, typically a solitary endeavor in
academically oriented Western societies, can also promote
alienation in communities that value collaboration and interaction. Growing up, I remember being admonished to -put
that book down and go outside and play with your friends.Alaskan villages similarly value interaction and community
more than individualism and solitary pursuits.
Sometimes, when I visited village classrooms I saw such con-

flict enacted before me. The then-accepted -best practice- in
reading instruction was to abandon what many of us grew up
with, -round-robin reading- haying each child read aloud in
turn from a text. The savvy Anglo teachers frequently adopted
these newest methods and had children read silently instead.
The Native Alaskan* teachers usually adopted strategies their
progressive administrators thought were outdated: they continued to have children read texts aloud as a group. Since my
role as literacy instructor was to update teaching techniques,
several school principals suggested that I try to get the Native
teachers to change their instructional practices.
lay ing learned, however, the necessity oflearning from the
people I was supposed to teach, I presented my -suggestionsby initiating a discussion. The comp-lents of the Native teach-

ers were enlightening. They let me know that in order to
engage their Native students and to ensure understanding of
what was often a text about foreign concepts, they found it
y it al to read as a group. They: believed that students could
event 0 ally be led to reading on their own, but that first they
'Nati e ,Niaskan and -Alaskan Nativt.' an. tt.rtn',
nod fir tht.
indtgcnow.
td Alaska tic rupa.scnt I licnist.1%(.k.,r, a cIci Ka] group
ih I Ind hint. lit,...utiatittn,, \ lilt the ltdt
emt ,ifint nt

,
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needed to introduce them to the new skill and the new concepts in contexts they already found familiar, namely, interactions with people rather than with books. Connectedness was
an issue once again.

Their insights reminded me, too, of work of sociolinguists
and educational anthropologists such as Shirley Brice Heath.
who observed a distinction between many African-American
communities and middle-class white communities.* In the Litter. a baby's crying resulted in someone bringing a toy for the
baby to play with. In the African-American communities studied, where households tended to be more people-rich than toyrich, someone would inevitably pick the baby up. Thus, the
Ain in-American babies early on expected people to solve
their problems, while the white middle-class babies grew to
connect appeasement, at least in some contexts, with objects.

When I found myself wondering how to pUNI.le investigating whether that preference might persist as babies grew up. I

asked a teacher of a multicultural group of middle-school
Children in Fairbanks to have her students answer a brief sur-

vey on how they would most like to learn something new.
They were to rank learning from ,1 teacher they liked. learning
from a book. learning from a friend, learning from a teac her
they didn't likeInd learning from a computer. Sure enough,
in that classroom, a higher percentage of white children preferred learning from computers and books while the Afric anAmerican and Native Alaskan kids preferred human rt:achers.
Although the sample was too small and the procedures too
unscientific to come to any real conclusions. I did find the
results intriguing, especial,ly ni w. in light of recent recommendations to improse education in inner-c Iry schools by
shifting completely to computer-based instruction. V'e risk
failure in our educational reforms by ignoring the significance
of human connectedness in many conimunit les of color.
migp..st till all v. hitt ccorIc or all
Awn« ithin an group
Ha( k pocplc..lic I hi same. .1 hurc Is .1
In no ,%,1

',hunk!

lor \amplk, Atrit.m-Anit rh cii tamilit-, hip.,t. Myst% It-, arc iimrt sornil,cr
1.1t lt is 1110\Ow( ictilcI is Iii cdci 11,1 rywr«,I
ti, nuddlt
11,11I111: I1.1,

t.)
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Spending time in Native Alaskan villages and talking with

Native Alaskan teachers brought me face to face witn the
question of just what it takes to be successful in Westernoriented schools. How do academically oriented families train
their young u, be successful? How do schools reinforce and
sustain what academically oriented families teach their children at home? Through readings about literacy and through

nw Alaskan experiences, I caine to what were for me some
breakthrough insights. To explain, though. I must take a
rather circuitous path.
Many scholars who have studied literacy (including David
Olsen, Walter Ong, Ron and Suzanne Scol ion, Jack Goody
and Dan Watt) have contrasted literacy with orality. Literacy
communicates a message solely through a text, through the
tow,/ Orality, by contrast, has available to it other vehicles for
communication: not only is the message transmitted through
words (the text), but by factors such as the relationship of the

individuals talking, where the interaction is taking place,
what prior knowledge andior understanding the participants
bring to the communication encounter, the gestures used, the
speaker's ability to adjust the message if the audience doesn't
understand, intonation. facial expressions, and so forth the
on. (meaning "with,") in context.

Think about the difference between learning to play chess
from your grandfather or learning from a book. The best part
about learning from a grandfather is that there is presumably
a relationship to build the learning on and, because he is there
with you, he can adjust the instruction according to what he
es that you need. The problem with depending on a grandr her is that you might not have one when you need one. A

book, on the other hand, transcends the necessity of the
"teacher" sharing your time and space: you are in control of
when you learn, even from a teacher who might be long dead.
Gi en the hectic lives we lead in most industrialized societies,
books are much easier to schedule than grandfathers.
As we pursue the increased demands and the often scheduled isolation of the modern world, there are more and more
foi«.s Nilling away from sharing t ime and spa«. with those

\J(
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we might want to learn from or communicate with. The
"modern consciousness,- as the Scollons would say, and its
move toward greater and greater dependence upon literate
communication. inevitably moves us toward a focus on "text"
rather than on "context," on words rather than on all the phenomena surrounding the words.
David Olsen suggests that when children are taught to read
in school, they learn both to read and to treat language as
"text." Over the years, they learn, in other words, to rely less
and less on contextual data and more on the decontextualized
word. Jenny Cook-Gumperz says that teachers have even
developed on oral style to guide children to becoming literate.
By teaching children to pay attention to exact wording more
than to contextualization cues in following instructions, they
work toward developing skills in decontextualization that are
perceived as necessary to literacy. (Even such seemingly pointless rituals as taking points off for putting one's name in the
upper-left corner of the paper instead of the upper-right corner has a purpose when viewed in this light.) In schools, then
some would say in the "modern world" the decontextualized word reigns supreme.
Not so in communities like Alaskan villages, which are
more "con rwcted" than our modern communities, and less
dependent on literate means of communication. Grandfathers
are usually nearby, so learning from them is more practical
than learning from books. Schedules, far from isolating individuals, bring community members into frequent contact.
People who work together never have to resort to memos to
communicate. And news spreads from household to household without the need of newspapers.
In such communities, the context of a message is at least as

important as, and often more important than the text of the
message. It's not just what is said, but who says it, who is present when it is said, the intonation of the speaker's voice, how
he or she looks when it is said, what else is happening at the
same time, what happened yesterday or last week or last year.
These two contrasting communicative styles became quite

evident in my own life when I moved from a predominantly
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white university to an historically black institution. At the
white university, people tended only to listen to what you
said: you could feel quite confident that no one would be the
wiser if you expressed an entirely different message through
thcial expression, body language, or intonation. At the historically black university, however, I had to relearn quickly how

to behave exactly as I had in my home community. People
watched what was said as much as they listened to what was
said. As a child, I could get punished for saying "yes, ma'am"
while subtly "rolling" my eyes. At this institution, any ges-

ture, any change in intonation, 'my slight facial expression
could communicate to an audience an entirely different message than my words would suggest. Like Native Alaskans,
African-Americans placed the value of context far above that
of decontextualized "text."
Looking at what happened with Native teachers and children in classrooms, where the expected and approved instruction often ran counter to community expectation, helped me
better understand some points of classroom cultural conflict.
Jerry Mohatt, a psychologist who has worked and conducted
research in many Native American communities, has captured
on videotape an interesting set of interactions contrasting an
Anglo teacher in a classroom of Native children, and a Native
American teacher in a similar setting. What's interesting to me
is the frequency with which the Anglo teacher's words do not
match his actions: he frequently directs the children to do
something while he is physically engaged in a completely different task himself. For example, he says, "copy the words from

the board" while he is away from the blackboard looking
through his desk for something or other. The Native teacher,
by contrast, almost always matched her words with her actions:
if she says, "copy the words," she is at the blackboard pointing.
The Anglo teacher asks that the children attend to what he 405,

not what he does; the Native American teacher, on the other
hand, supports her words in a related physical context. What
gets done is at least as important as what gets said.

It would be easy to suggest that the Anglo teacher should
be more consistent, but in truth he may well be unconsciously

u
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preparing children for their future schooling where they will
be expected to attend to the words and not the surrounding
context. Yet, if they learn what he teaches, they could find
themselves in conflict with what they learn at home.
A Native Alaskan teacher commented to me that one of the
most senseless rituals of schooling was the roll call: "We ask
the children if they are here while looking at them!" But, of

course, that conforms to the decontextualizing rituals of
school: we insist that children assert their existence through
the word. their actual presence is insufficient.
This teacher, however, developed a different kind of ritual:
What I do is to greet all the children in thy morning and talk to
tht2m. I ask them how they slept and what they had fOr breakfast. I
also ask them what they saw on the way to school. "Did you see any
clouds? Was the ground wet? ()oh, was it really cold out ?- Every day
I ask them about what they saw and pretty soon they begin to notice
more and more because they know I'm going to ask. Then I can lead
them to make connections to learn that when a certain kind of feel
is in the air then it will snow, or that when a certain kind of cloud is
in the sky then the weather will change. They'll learn to learn from

everything around them; they'll learn how to live in their place. And
since I'm talking to them anyway. I'll mark them present!

Another example of the decontextualizing ritual often
enacted in schools is our insistence that children verbally
mediate any action. The action itself is not evidence of its existence it must be put into words. Native teachers often told

me that one of their greatest frustrations was to have one of
their instructors in school insist that they explain how they
solved a problem. Doing it was not sufficient; unless it was
accompanied by words, it didn't count. How many times do
we insist that children talk through some problem they have
already solved? We think we are "checking for understanding," but could we merely he helping children to learn to
ignore context? Could we be asking them to ignore knowledge they've acquired through a variety of nonverbal sources
and to limit their understanding of the world to the word?
Ron and Suzanne Scollop, in their book Narrative. Literacy.
Face in lnterethnic Communication, talk about their surprise
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in discovering how they had programmed their own daughter
to focus on the decontextualized word.' As many linguists do,

they had begun chronicling on audio tape their daughter's
language development from her infancy. When they listened
to the tapes they were more surprised by what thq said than
what she said. At one point, when the baby falls down and
begins to cry, her dad scoops her up to comfort her with the
words, "Aw-aw poor kid...What tripped you, did you see
what tripped you?" Although the little one is not yet able to
talk, she is already being taught implicitly that crying, or any
reaction for that matter, is inappropriate unless it is accompanied by a verbal explanation. The Scollons discuss how so
much of what just seems ordinary to academically oriented
parents is really training children to respond to the world in
very specific ways. While these modes may be reinforced in
school, they are fbreign to many children growing up in families not of part of an academic culture.
Along with valuing context, Native Alaskan communities

value children in ways that many of us would find hard
to fat horn. We non-Natives tend to think of children as
unformed future adults. We hear about the birth of a child
and ask cpestions like, -What did she have?" "How much did
it weigh?" and "Does it have any hair?" The Athabaskan Indians hear of a birth and ask, -Who came?" From the beginning,
there is a respect for the newborn as a full person.
I often heard Anglo teachers in villages complain that parents don't care about their children. Nothing could have been
further from the truth, yet these teachers could not see how

care was manifested. They complained that parents didn't
make their children come to sChool, yet parents believed so
strongly in the necessity of respecting children's thinking that

they would say that if the child did not want to come to
school, then the school must not be a place that welcomed the
child. The teachers said that parents didn't make the children

do homework, but the parents believed that if the teacher
could not present the work so that the child understood its
value, then the work must have had no value. In the parents'
view, c hildrefl were not to be coerced with authority, but well'

IOI
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to be treated w ith the respect that provided them with ratio-

nales, stated or unstated, to guide them to make decisions
based on their own good sense.
During my first few years in Alaska, I was confused by a
statement I heard over and over in many villages. When parents found I really wanted to hear what they had to say, they
would tell me in a tone of quiet desperation, "They're making
our children into robots." I accepted what they said and tried

to be as sympathetic as I could while trying to understand
exactly what they meant.
It wasn't until I came back to the university and talked to

Eliza Jones, a gifted Athabaskan linguist, that I began to
cared, although not in the forunderstand. Eliza, wise and
mal. schooled sense, told me 4. story the Athabaskan way of
teaching that I learned to cherish.
A little boy went out with his grandfather and other men to hunt
bear. After capturing a bear and pia ing it in a pit for skinning, the
grandraher sent the boy tor water to assist in the process. As the boy
mos ed away from the group, his grandfather called after him, -Run,

run. the bear is atter your The boy tensed, started to run, then
stopped and calmly continued walking. Ills grandfather called
again, kidder. "Run, run I say! This bear is going to catch and eat
sou!" Rut the boy continued to walk. When the boy returned with
he water, h is grand1;ither was vet), happy. fie had passed the test.

The test the boy passed was to disregard the words of
another, even those of a knowledgeable and trusted grandfather, if the information presented conflicted with his own
perceptions. When children who have been brought up to

trust their own obsersations enter school, they confront
teachers, who, in their estimation, act as unbelievable tyrants.

From the children's perspective, their teachers attempt to
coerce behavior, even in such completely ivrsonal decisions as

when to go to the bathroom or when to get a drink of water.
'Fhe bell ringsgo to lunch: the lights blink, put your work
away, whether you are finished or not. Despite the rhetoric of
American education, it does not teach children to be independent, but rather to be dependent on external sources for direction, for truth, for meaning. It trains children both to seek

-a.
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meaning solely from the text and CO seek truth outside of their
oWn good sense concepts that are foreign and dangerous to
Alaskan village communities.
I wonder, too, about the effect that this dependence on the

decontextualized word has had on our general society. The
word has the potential for becoming more and more disconnected from its surrounding context, more and more disconnected from actions. Sometimes it sees that we are moving
closer and closer to the "doublespeak" of Orwell's 1984. in
which the Ministry of Love conducts war and the Ministry of
Truth creates propaganda. During recent administrations the
Department of Environmental Protection was led by toxic
waste producers, and an era that was supposed to result in a
"kinder and gentler nation" ended with more people homeless
than I had ever seen in my lifetime.
In DnIongso. a collection of life stories from "ordinary black
folks," one of the informants says to author John Gwaltney,
"How can white folks talk so good and do so bad?" The informant goes on to tell a story about how a group of white cops

accosts him and beats him silly. Afterward, one of them
announces, -We have to get this man to the hospital." Not
only is he injured and mad, but now he has a 51o9.5o hospital
bill he can't afford to pay!'
I do not wish to suggest by these stories that children from

communities of color cannot or should not learn to become
literate. Rather. I propose that those of us responsible for

teaching them realize that they bring different kinds of
understandings about the world than those whose home lives

are more similar to the worldview underlying Western
schooling. I have found that if I want to learn how best to
teach children who may be different from me, then I must
seek the advice of adults teachers and parents
the same culture as my students.

who are from

D., a Native teacher, told me a story about being a bilingual aide in an Anglo te tcher's classroom. The teacher wanted

to bring the children's culture into the class. She asked I). to
write the directions for making an animal trap on the blackboard so the children «mild make traps in ( lass during their
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activity period. D. told me she had a hard time writing up the
directions, but struggled through it. The kids, however, were
the ones who really had a hard time. They found the directions

impossible to follow. Finally, in utter frustration, D. went
home and got a trap. She took it apart and let the children
watch as she put it back together. Everyone made his or her
Own trap in no time.
Learning solely through the decontextualized word, partic-

ularly learning something that was so much a part of their
home culture, was simply too foreign for the children to grasp
without careful instruction about how to make the transition.
Another Native teacher told me that she handled making this
transition by having the children practice writing directions
to go to or from a certain place in the village. When the children finished, she rook the class outside. Of course, the stu-

dents wrote in ways that assumed a great deal of insider,
contextual knowledge. This teacher had them laughing and
trying harder and harder to be more explicit as she pretended
that she was an outsider, a gussak (white
frying to get
her knowledge solely from the text. They soon unc:erstood
that they had to use words in a different way in order to get
t he i r message across.

She repeated the exercise with other familiar activities over
the year, such as having the children write down how to make

different Native foods and then having them watch her
attempt to follow the directions. After a while, the children
learned that they could make use of decontextualized literacy
when they needed to. They did not learn, however, that they
had to give up their own contextual way of experiencing the
world.

Other Native teachers made literacy learning a group
rather than a solitary endeavor. There was much time spent
talking and discussing what was read, particularly when the
text presented concepts fbreign to the children's physical setting or to their background knowledge. Many Native and
sensitive Anglo teachers also devised reading and writing

activities that would in some way contribute to the wellbei ne of the cornmunity. Some had students write letters to
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senators about the Native Land Claims Settlement Act or to
the Fish and Game Department about some new ruling that
was adversely affecting the village subsistence economy. In

short, the successful teachers of Native Alaskan children
found ways to contextualize the literate endeavors and to celebrate, rather than to limit, the sense of connectedness which
the children brought to school.
Unfortunately, most Native Alaskan children do not have

Native Alaskan teachers, just as most children of color
throtighout this country do not have teachers from their own
cultural group. A young Athabaskan Indian boy once looked
at his teacher and asked, "When are we going to die?" The
teacher to whom he addressed the question was surprised, but
answered. "Well, none of us know when we are going to die,

that is for a power beyond us to decide." The young boy
looked away and said softly, "Well, if we don't know when we
are going to die, then why do we have to go to school? Why

can't we just be happy?" That Native Alaskan teacher later
said to me with tears in her eyes, "Why can't we figure out
ways to make that child happy in school?"

Touched by thosc comments, I have carried around the
question of that child and that teacher for many years. Why
do we have such a hard time making school a happy place for
poor children and children of color? A few years ago, I asked
Oscar Kwageley, a friend, teacher, Yupik Eskimo scientist,
and wise man, what the purpose of education is. His response
startled me and opened my eves even more: he said, "The purpose of education is to learn to die satiated with life." That. I
believe, is what we need to bring to our schools: experiences
that are so full of the wonder of life, so full of connectedness,
so embedded in the context of our communities, so brilliant

in the insights that we develop and the analyses that we
11-1-1

devise, that all of us, teachers and students alike, can learn to
live lives that leave us truly satisfied.

)
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Teachers' Voices:

Rethinking
Teacher Education
for Diversity
Thene can be no doubt that issues of diversity form the
crux of what may be one of the biggest challenges yet to
face those of us whose business it is to educate teachers.

I n the wake of reports proposing the complete reformation of
teacher education has come a groundswell of concern about
the effects of reform-related activities on the participation of
ethnically and culturally diverse teachers in the workforce.'
Concern k not misplaced; conservative estimates suggest
that black, H i spa n i c , Asian, and Native American children
presently comprise almost 30 percent of the school-age population, and "minority" students represent a majority in all but
two of our twenty-five largest cities. Furthermore, by some

estimates the turn of the century will find up to 4o percent
nonwhite children in American classrooms. Yet the current
number of teachers from nonwhite groups threatens to fall
below to percent, and the percentage of education degrees
conferred onto members of these groups decreased by more
than 6 percent between 1981 and 1985; additional data sug-

gest a continued downward trend.' Patricia Graham, then
dean of Ilarvard's Graduate School of Education, put it succinctly: "Most teachers who teach today's children are white;
tomorrow's teaching force will be even more so.'4
Researchers have cited many reasons for the decline of
minority part ic ipation in the teaching force among them,
the overall decline of the numbers of college-bound students
from ethnic groups, t he widening of professional opportunit l e s for people of «flor, the increased prevalence of compe-

4
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tency examinations, the lack of prestige for teaching as a pro-

fession, low salaries, and less than optimal working conditions. Numerous recommendations have been made to try to
remedy the situation: providing increased financial aid to students of color, recruiting nontraditional college students (for
example, military retirees), providing "test-wiseness" instruction to increase the passing rates on various state or institu-

tion-mandated examinations, raising teacher salaries, and
restructuring schools to provide teachers with more autonomy and more opportunities for career advancement. While
many of these recommendations have proven useful, the problem still exists.

In the course of defining the problem and seeking viable
solutions, we in the research community have seldom looked
to teachers themselves as major sources of guidance. When
ethnically diverse teachers are asked to reflect on -the problem,- additional dimensions come to the fore. The following
personal statements were collected in the course of conducting research about the attitude of educators of color toward
their preservice and in-service teacher education, and their
subsequent teaching lives:
An African-American elementary teacher on her teacher
education experience in a predominantly white institution:
My teacher education was just a joke. I did everything I was supposed to do, but they weren't impressed. I was just too confident and
outspoken. So I said to myself, "I guess I have to play their game.- I
had to shuffle my feet; Lisa, I literally had to grin and bow! And then
I got an A. This was my freshman year. I was the only black person

in th L lass. ( oming from the inner ity, where at least teachers
would treat you kind of fair. I thought these people t. ould give me
«instructive criticism. That's all I ever asked for. I know I'm not
perfeLt. White people I guess it's goaig to sound racist but white
people want blaL k people to he humble, to be grateful they gave
them a little ha of time. Usually I just L an't do it, but I should have
gotten the AL adem!, Award for my performant e lint eacher eduLatnm
Llassesl! So to me, the joke started then and went on for finir years.

A Native Alaskan teacher is talking about her teacher training
experiences:
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must !lase heard this so many times, that Native kids are low
achieers. It used to frustrate me to hear that, and here I used to
think, u hat tho don't knou. What I thought was that these "educators" have never really been out there. They just went by what they
learned from books.
I had a k.ng-up about this for a long time. I used to try to strike
back without realizing what I was saying. Finally I started to say to

myself, "In order to get through this thing, I have to pass this
course, even though they're talking about me.This is happening in my graduate classes right now. They're talking about Native kids. and I relate it to me "low achievers," "high
dropouts," "they don't function well academically." We are labeled
right from the beginning. I hear these things about my people and I
get so frustrated.

An African-American woman who left teaching talks about
her cooperating teacher:
She thought all black children were poor, but the kids in that school
weren't poor. She kept talking about how we couldn't expect too much
from them because they were poor. She even thought / was poor. She
kept asking me questions like, "Is your titther unemployed a lot

A Native Alaskan teacher speaking on what she learned in
teacher education courses:
I only learned how to teach white kids. I didn't learn one thing
about te.u.hing Native kids. It n different, you know. But I don't
think they even thought about that.

Clearly, in some sense, these educators feel themselves to be

victimized by the institutions that seek to educate them.
They believe their voices to be unheard, their concerns
unheeded. The intent of the ongoing research described
herein is to collect those voices and concerns in order to assist
those of us in teacher education to better address the needs of

preservice and in-service ,:achers of color. It is my hope as
well that the findings will provide insights into how to better
prepare those from the larger culture to teach the increasingly
diverse student bodies they are likely to face in the course of
their careers.

A.

0
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The data were collected in twelve in-depth, two-hour
ethnographic interviews with six African-American and six
Native American teachers or former teachers (see page 193 of
the Notes section for the open-ended interview schedule),
supplemented by five shorter telephone interviews with black
teachers, and a group meeting with Native Alaskan teachers.'
What do people of color have to say about their experiences

as preprofessional and professional educators? Despite the
diverse ethnicities and backgrounds represented in the sample, the teachers interviewed showed surprising consensus on
several points:
,iccounts
r. ilIost of- the black and Natii.e teachlrs interviewal
of- their own experiences are not validated in teacher education programs or in their subsequent teaching

A Native teacher who graduated in 1985 said that at the
university there was no communication between the other
non-Native students and herself or between her instructors
and herself, "except to tell me that I did something wrong. I
never felt I could say anything." She added that her sister,
whom she described as usually assertive, quit the university
because "no one would listen to her." This teacher also complained about courses outside the education department, particularly about history courses which she believed presented a
one-sided view of the world:
Those history books Jo:: said, -The Russians set up camp in Rubyfan Alaskan village]. Nowhere did they talk about how they killed
Nat ives tOr sport or stole women from their families and for«.d

was one of those
them to get married. My own A ollt
women. They (the professors and students) just couldn't see the
other side. Mal ly, in all my L lasses I just gave up and (lei ided to
learn what they said to learn, so I Lould get out. It they said 2 2 5.
1 learned that. If they said C:hristopher Columbus discos ered America. I regurgitated it hack to them.

A not her Native teacher, who completed teacher education
in 197 ,, but never entered the teaching profession, reported

that during her teacher education she always thought she
110111(1 -shut up and forget ahout it" when people said things
die knew were wrong:

....

J
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Bur then I started saying, "tiow come we can't say anything Then,

ss hen I tried to talk, they always said I didn't make sense. I kept
hearing, -Could you explain yourself more''
Later, I began to think I must be a radical or a racist or something
beLause ilio always said, -Everything's great, why make a fuss.- I'd
say,

it', riot

Students of color are doubly disadvantaged in trying to get
their voices heard, particularly in the university classroom.
First, the university does not as a rule value personal narratives as having a legitimate cognitive function. Discourse in
the university setting is more valued if it reflects independence of context, analysis, and objectification of experience.
Such a style is more associated with written text, and consequently an oral mode that calls upon the written for validation
(that is, citing previously recorded research) is more valued.
Because these students' experiences have not, in general,
been so codified, they typically have no written text available
upon which to call. Furthermore, they are often members of
cultural groups for which narrative is the preferred means of
information transfer.' Thus, students find themselves feeling,
as one African-American said, that the university professors

and students "only want to go by research they've read that
other white people have written,- and that "if you can't quote
Vygotsky..., then you don't have any validity to speak about
your intli kids.- Cazden paraphrases an Alaskan Tlingit Indian
woman in graduate school at Harvard:
\X'hen someone, even an undergraduate, raises a question :hat is
based on what some authority says, Professor X says, -That's a great
quest IOW expands on it , and incorporates it into her following
comments. But when people like me talk from our personal experience, our ideas are not acKnuwledged. The professor may say, -I Imhm,- and then proceed as it we hadn't been heard.-

A second reason that the stories of students of color may go
unheard or unvalidated is that as some scholars suggest, true
performance of narrative is conne,.ted to such factors as similar
background and a shared sense of hie fltity. Therefnre, narra-

t ives ars most likely to be "heard- or considered Hinman..
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when they are shared amorg people who consider themselves
in some way comembers ola group." To the extent that people
of color (or students in general. for that matter) are not consid-

ered comembers of the university professor's group, ir is
unlikely that their personal narratives will be valued. Additional evidence suggests that, indeed, teachers of color do not
feel that in the university or in their subsequent teaching lives
their own CIA It oral groups are considered to be of equal status
with the dominant culture. This Is further discussed with the
next generalization gleaned from the interviews.
2. 174.- tcachcrs intcrt ietal frcquciall oleo/two-el lit-gat/re andlor
tc-rtlityliccirl cultural ,ald racial e

itIaliCs t/ireat'd tote,ircl thcili.ccitcs

winorm childroi luring thuir hacher education

and If/tided
anil.whmephwl

Every one of the teachers interviewed related experiencing
some form of what they considered to be racial bias. Three

interviewees who left the teaching profession entirely cite
these experiences as their major reasons for leaving:

A forty-one-year-old black man who completed his
math 'science education degree in 1969, spoke of leaving
teaching after two years in a junior high school in Alabama:
I

lett teaching bei atm. I gol totally dissatisfied ssith the system I Wah

a part (IL The staff \Aa... nt.t percent white and 2 pereent bid( k. Near

the end ot the first year. I realized that I was the ortl stall [number

interested ill helping itzan; prugn Na.,, not in nisi overing the
otirse material. I found I had to teat. II reading ketore I (mild teat h

s,iume I started asking (west ions: Achy hadn't the Lit. tiltt taught
the basics, [sentually. I started telling tat ulty the weren't doing
their lob
The hI, k kids st ere bussed as a astilt <11dt:segregation- TheY,eof

ihe kids there. all right, hot nobody t ared about them once hc
,got there I' malb I lett be, dust. it was too mut It to handle. I i oultIn't

get throuyll If, ilit stalf

tIi

Si re hurting Lids People n

didn t art-about him k kids. wlictlier they learnt d or not There was
so mut h
(plain \ Mat k kids lust ssercit.t pull the at1 t. nt ion the
d.
The other teat heis anti the tlerart nit nt heat I thought m.t. I he and
r

k

,

Ii i

i

hi 11 \\ tat

ilhl,

ither,. Ise. JIM sut- 1s1 r(
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pushing them to really teach black kids. ...In a way, I'm sorry I quit,
but then I probably would have gotten tired anyway.

A Native woman who completed teacher education in
1973, decided not to enter teaching after graduation. To be
sure, part of her decision was based on another job offer, but
she declared that her primary reason for leaving was her exPerience in student teaching:
fa boarding school hir Nati\ e students) had
Tlie teat hers at
r he attitude that the students were hard to teat h. Some told me that
they didn't think the (Native-I kids knew /tf.0 to think. One teacher

told me he'd give me a million dollars if I cotlId figure out how to
tea( h rheSe kids. Now I know that there is .1 Way, I should go back
and tollec t! It wasn't that the kids touldn't think, it was that [those
teat hers] muldn't tea( h. ..
From student teat. long, I realized what kind of treatment I'd get
from thc other teachers they wouldn't even let me Us(' the Xerox
macltinc. I expected that if I went into teaching, the other teachers
would all tell !He es erything I %%as doing wrong It was just too discouraging.

She added that, based on her own experience and her children's experiences in village schools, she knew that the teachers always separated themselves from the village people. "I'd
have to choose sides either with the teat hers or with the village and I'd choose the village. It would be too hard being in
the middle like that."
The third nonteaching education graduate, a black woman

who completed college in 1964 but decided not to begin a
tea hing career, also cites her student teaching experience as
the reason she chose not to enter the profession:
--- I igh
The st hool ot whit h I did my student teat lung,
St hool in Del NM, was in transition I rom middle-t lass .Jewish to
I

Hack. 1 he st Iwol was ir,n ked. The highest trac k was all white, die
middle track NA as mixed, and die lowest ira k st as all Hat k....There
[MIN tO understand blat k c loldreo. to reat h these c lol
W.I., HU
dren EU" EU make imsit INT edut at ional experient es tor them. They
would lust tolerate them at bcst
st as
My oopurat mg ECM her was VINE ruoiiltis for 111,11k
.I no notion of how to
.1! I
Ha, k L I

ruinous tor low-a, Inc%

I
.

I
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build self-esteem, or even that she shoukl. In her opinion, the bright
kids deserved attention, and she was there to prove that the others
couldn't learn.
Al ter that one semester of student teaching. I felt I just couldn't
work in the public school system. The system was corrupt, and I'd
be fighting and fussing the whole time. No, the system was murderous. It didn't exist to educate children. I realized ir was bigger than
me, and I had to leave.

Other interviewees encountered attitudes of bias that can be
organized into four categories: bias toward children of color by
nonminority teachers; bias against the interviewee by parents
and/or children in a predominantly white School; bias toward

the interviewee by other teachers; and bias toward the interviewee or stereotypic attitudes directed toward his or her cultural group by the university curriculum, professors, or fellow
students. None of the interviewees reported experiencing bias
in all four categories, but all cited experience in at least one.

Several comments about negative attitudes expressed
toward children have been cited above. Another black teacher

complained of a white teacher who loudly chastised two
Athabaskan Indian children in the hallway, referring to them
as "wild Indians.Four teachers commenteJ that white children and/or par-

ents sometimes questioned their authority. A Native junior

high school teacher reported that during her first year of
teaching some white children would ask derisively, "Who
hired you!" One black and two Native teachers said that
white parents were more likely to seek conferences with them
than with their white colleagues, were more likely to wish to
observe their teaching (in some instances, even when they did
not have children in the interviewee's classroom!), and were
more likely to complain about their teaching.

Five teachers felt discriminated against at one time or
another by their white colleagues, ranging from stereotyping
(ime black teat her complained that during student teaching
her cooperating teacher wanted to know if her Camily was on
welfare) to feelings of isolation (a Native teacher reported that
she hung around the teachers hump.. fur weeks in a large pre-

13
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dominantly white high school, without getting to know even
one other teacher).
Perhaps the most poignant story is from a young Native
woman who was in her first year of teaching. She was the only
Native teacher at an elementary school with a black woman
principal. She said that some of the other teachers resented her
because they perceived the African-American principal as
providing her with preferential treatment:
It's difficult being the only Native here. I was an aide here before I
received my degree, and everyone was very nice. Now I get a lot of
resentment from the staff. I think it's because they resent the fact
that a Native was hired fin a tight job market); they think it should
have been a white person.

They don't give my degree as much credibihty. Two teachers set
up a meeting with me after school and told me I wasn't doing my
job. They said I was the principal's favorite so she's not telling me all

the things I'm doing wrong. It's people like that who intimidate
me. I went home feeling bad about myself, feeling so incompetent.
I even think some teachers pick on m: students because they're
my kids. I feel so excluded. They don't share anything with me. I

found my own material, developed my own style to show them I
could do it.

Finally, six teachers cited the fourth kind of biased behavior
in their experiences in the university during their teacher education. Negative attitudes in the university appear to be

expressed in two ways: directly toward the student, and/or
more generally toward the student's cultural group. This bias
can be classified, according to Benokraitis and Feagin's
scheme of discrimination, as "overt" (most blatant), "covert"
(clandestine, maliciously motivated), and "subtle" (unequal
treatment that is visible but so internalized as to he considered routine in bureaucratized settings)."
Two of the teachers reported overt discrimination from
their professors, who implied they were not sufficiently competent to complete the university program, One black teacher
was told, for example, "You're not really capable of doing this
work. You're only here because somebody paid your way."

Another black teacher talked about what she perceived as

4
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covert discrimination when, during her teacher education, a
group of professors met (without her knowledge) to discuss
how to get her to resign from the program.
The most common experience of bias at the university falls
into the category of subtle discrimination. The interviewees
refer to such discrimination when they complain of the lack of

credence given to their words and opinions. In addition,
Native interviewees particularly complained that some of
their instructors exhibited what Mehrabian has labeled "low
immediacy" behaviors when interacting with them: "colder"
voice tone, less eye contact, and distanced body orientation. ' '
One of these educators commented that such behavior "made
me feel like I wasn't there." Another said that she felt like the
professor wanted her to "just disappear."
Several interviewees criticized professors, students, and the
curriculum for perpetuating stereotypes about people of color.
This kind of discrimination is exemplified by the comments

of a Native woman who objected when a fellow student
declared in class that one could not expect Native children to
speak in a classroom "because they're just not like that, they're
very silent." The people from her region, she counters, "are
very vocal, and children are taught to be vocal, too." She continued:
I resented those kinds of stereotypes about Native children. I
remember in a reading class there was a discussion. The generalization was made that Native children coming from a village are a lot

slower than white children living in town, and that you've got to
expect this and you've got to expect that. And really, when everybody knows the clout of teacher expectations, people who say that
really burn me up. They develop a very narrow view, a stereotype of
how a Native child is. They don't really look at that child as a person, but as a Native. That was one thing I struggled with as well,
people supposing things about me hefbre getting to know me.

Another Native teacher said that "reading all those studies
about 'the plight of Native students made me feel like part ot
a group of people who were failures and I was the one exception. Why do they (10 that.? I guess that's one way for a dominant culture to maintain dominance nor to recognize an\ oi

)
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the strengths of another group." (It is sobering to realize that
most of what concerns these teachers was probably added to

the curriculum in an attempt to address issues of cultural
diversity.)
Several researchers have observed that there are large numbers of nonwhite teachers who are certified to teach but are not

teaching.

Consequently, those who seek to increase the

numbers of teachers of color cannot only recruit new minority

students to teacher education programs; they must identify
why .-eachers leave the profession. If these interviews are in
any way representative of the larger population, in order to
recruit and retain teachers of color, schools of education must
find means to address what these teachers perceive as racial
discrimination during teacher education and beyond.
It is not easy to fulfill such a charge, in part because racial
discrimination in present-day America is less likely to be the
overt, blatant bigotry of the past. In a review of the survey data
on racial attitudes gathered from 1942 to 1983, for example,
another group of researchers has documented that there have
indeed been major changes in white stereotypes of blacks and
in abstract principles applied to racial issues: in 1942 only 42
percent of those whites surveyed believed that blacks had the
same intelligence as whites. By 1956 that percentage increased

to 8o percent, where it remained until the study was conducted. Again, in 1942 only 42 percent of whites surveyed
thought blacks "should have as good a chance as white people
to ger any kind of job"; by 1972, 97 percent did so.'s
However, despite change in the stated beliefs of the white

population, recent studies depict their actions as reflecting

other values. Researchers have found that the reactions
of whites to people of color display subtle discriminatory
behavior: less assistance, greater aggression, overt friendliness

coupled with covert rejection, avoidance, and assessment
inconsistent with actual work performance. Furthermore,
whites are seldom conscious of this "modern prejudice," even
as they practice it. Pettigrew and Martin discuss the ramifications of modern prejudice fOr black professionals:

6
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Precisely because of their subtlety and indirectness, these modern
forms of prejudice and avoidance are hard to eradicate. Often the
black is the only person in a position to draw the conclusion that
prejudice is operating in the work situation. Whites have usually
observed only a subset of the incidents, any one of which can be
explained away by a nonracial account. Consequently, many whites.
remain unconvinced of the reality of subtle prejudice and discrimi-

nation, and come to think of their black coworkers as "terribly
touchy" and "overly sensitive.' to the issue. For such reasons, the
modern forms of prejudice frequently remain invisible even co its
(3k). perpetrators.'

Furthermore, the issue is apparently not just one of biased
expectations and evaluations. Some researchers have demonstrated that bias can actually cause lowered performance for
those who are its victims, possibly as a result of unexpressed
anger, alienation, low morale, and other mental and physical
symptoms of stress.' It is easy to anticipate how such lowered
performance can readily lead to even greater stereotyping and
bias, thus increasing the minority person's sense of alienation
and frustration. And in an age of proliferating competency
examinations, perhaps actually lowering achievement potential as well.
The teachers interl'ieu.ed report significant differences from their
white colleagues in classroom pedagogy and discipline. saying that
their teaching styles are most influenced by their own experiences as
learners, their rylections about their students, and from the culture
.3.

bearers in their community.

In an informal survey of a class of graduate students, fourteen of fifteen white teachers named external sources as having
-

the most influence on their present teaching styles: either a
role model (typically a childhood teacher or a cooperating
teacher during student teaching) or an in-service education
class (such as a writing project). This is in line with other find-

ings which suggest that the majority of teachers tend to
model their teaching on methodological orientiqions taught
in teacher education or on other practicing teachers they have
encountered. '"

.A
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This is in sharp contrast to the teachers, of color interviewed. All but one of these teachers cited internal sources of
knowledge as a primary basis for their own teaching: reflections on rheir own experiences as learners or their own ability
to assess and create. When an external source was cited, it
was typically a nonformally-educated culture bearer in the

teacher's community. In response to questions about what
influenced their teaching style most, teachers' statements
reflect these perspectives:
I tried to remember ho%. I learned. I reach the war I learned, not the
way I was taught.

I created my teaching from my OWn personal concerns
iniNrtant to improve the condition of black people.

what was

I knew how to teach Native children bec Masc.' I \\ ent through the
same frusttations they went through.

and then I did

I brought to Mind remnants from how I was taught
the Opposite.

My own experiences as a student influenced me the most

Nly own self-determination - my abilit to monitor, adiust, make
things interesting.
I knew my culture and that's what helped me to know how to teach.
I spent time with community people, particularly my morn and
she brought to mind what I had learned.

Mv mother. I think about how she raised her. c. hildren and try to
treat my students hke that. She has Minim( ed my style the most.
even though she nes er went to college

The One teacher whose comments (lid not ht into this general pattern was ,1 black man whose own education, from elementary school through college, was in all-black settings. He
spoke of his black teachers as role models: -I learned to teach

from them: sometimes you have to see a master at work. I
taught science the way I was taught science.With the ex«.pt ion tit this one man, a primary reason for

)
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the lack of external models for those interviewed may be the
perception of a significant difference between themselves and
other teachers in what constitutes good teaching. To summarize their responses, the teachers interviewed believed that
what they encountered in their own careers as students, preservice teachers, and in-service teachers, was not often good
teaching in their estimation. By contrast, they declared that:
t

. Good teachers care whether students learn. They challenge all
students, even those who are less capable, and then help them to
meet the challenge.

2. Good teachers are not time-bound to a curriculum and do not
move on to new subject matter until all students grasp the cur;.

rent concept.
;mid teachers are not bound to books and instructional materials, but connect all learning co -real life.-

.4. Good teachers push students to think, to make their own
decisions.

Good teachers communicate with, observe, and get to know
their students and the students' cultural background.

Black and Native teachers alike expressed similar beliefs.
Interestingly, although the question was not framed in racial
terms, when asked how their teaching differed from the other
educators around them, almost all the teachers responded by

contrasting their conception of good teaching with that of
white teachers (probably because the teachers interviewed
taught in predominantly white settings). In order to clarify
the distinctions they made, the teachers often called upon
their experiences as learners:
,1

k firm, /pa/

/n, laugh) multi?'

t lit c

fiir 1u4ir

White feathers tnllow the curt.n olum in books and don't make it relesant . Tlicy apply it to the tutire to ss hat they'll need in college.
But m,m kid,. don't goon to college. f low can they use it now'

.1 ',lad fit/ti f ludic tidy. I think everybody should be dialIrnyed. We work hard, but it's not boring. When the other tea( hers
c hild who's a little slower they just let them sit there. I refuse
to let ecen (me fhdd vegut t Hi my room.

p..t

I

t
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In high
school I had only one Native teacher who taught American History.
She made us think. She let us do all the talking. She used to say, -If
you don't talk, who's going to talk for you; if you don't think, who's
going to think for you?" I was surprised she told us we had to think.
No other teacher had ever said that to us.
A Name woman who decided not to teach aft& becoming certified:

A Nattt e teacher who ,Qraduated in 1 9 8 5 and taught fin- two _Item: The

books were alien to me, so I figured they'd be alien to the kids. I
taught differently from the white teachers. I put a lot of Alaska into
it. I taught the books, but I always put it in the present tense
showed the kids how what we read about was connet red to me and
Some of the white teachers were very nice; it's just that
to them
they are so into the books, books, books.
I had a
really second-rate education in junior high and high school. Most of
my teachers were white. Their approach was to pat us on the back
and tell its we were fine. Nothing was required. They just gave up on
us....Once I had a black teacher who was really tough but I loved
her because she cared She even dared to flunk people. She made us do
difficult tasks, made us think hard about what we were doing. The
others thought we didn't need schooling because we'd never be anything anyway, so there was no need to worry about teaching.
A black uoman u ho dccultd not to tcaa, after beconung certified:

You have to just:fy what you wam
kids to learn. You have to show them how they'll use it. I got interested in math because my grandfather used to be a carpenter. He'd
show me how to do all the cakulations to build things. I showed my
students how eat h thing I asked them to learn was useful to real I
White teat hers want to get through the book, but I think it's more
important to re.a//) learn a fin things than to not learn a lot of things.

A black nttred mathemati(, teacher:

A black

IL aCht

r U Jo

taught pr tic cc.) ievi and

the prolccitoo 10 I ;)--

Other staff felt that the most important thing was to get through
the book. We [he and a blac k coworker} didn't try to cover the book.
numThe department head said you have to cover die material
ber or pages in the semester. We saRI, why leave a c hapter until it's
fully covered and everyone understands the basic con( cpw She
wanted us to move on, thou,glit we weren't teat hing properly. ....
like to hallenge kids. Somet Imes you open up an area and kids get
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excited. I think you should let kids explore a topic. I'd stay on it for
a week, ask them what they wanted to do with it, where they think
we should go.... My (black] science teacher always asked questions.
You had to !hulk in his class. He was always asking questions. He
wouldn't just give it to you, you had to think and be creative. That's
how I reach.
,\atiil liacl.nr of two )tarn: If there's someone who doesn't understand what I'm teaching, I try to understand who they are.
A

A kla:i cicmcntan principal a ho taught for Jcl'<n:itarJ: MY philosophY

is, if it's boring to me. It's boring for the kids. I tried to make things
hm, but realistic, rooted in the kids' real lifestyle. Then I integrated

skills into all of that. Minority teachers bring in realistic things,
hite teachers arc more superficial, more book-oriented. Minority
teachers expect kids to make their own decisions; white teachers tell

kids everything to do. Minority teachers say, "What do put think
you need to dos- The kids have to make the decision.

A aid. fracAr a hi, nou a ork in an ainiintaraiiir ,-entral naiit
With my black elementary teachers you had to talk just like in a
Baptist church. You have to talk to the preacher. There's got to be a

dialogue. If you don't feel comfortable with your students, you
won't do this. My instructors [in a black college] knew what you
knew bet ause they talked to you. They ,E Oa/ the students. That's
really the only way to teach ....Teaching is all about telling a story.
You have to get to know kids so you'll know how to tell the story.
on can't tell it lust one way. Von can tell if you're on the right track
by ssatching the kids. If their facial expressions aren't right, change
the story.
men
Yoll have to know the kids They teat h
mt how co teach them. The may be from all kinds ot backgrounds
tell you how to
and cultures. but if you realh listen to them, t

A Nati- hacho-

teat h them.
A

middle -,11,/ Nam( hachei

ho ha, 1,111,5jn in a

lor tun tear,:

They lwhite teat hers in t he school] keep waiting tor some program
on a white horse to ride in and sase them. I focus on the kids, think
about what I didn't know at their age and teat h

I
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A first-9ear Natuv teacher in a multiailtural urban setting: I believe that

the curriculum guides aren't the Bible. I'm teaching kids, not
books. The teachers move through the books whether the kids get it
or not, so I end up getting minority kids who can't read.... I use the
curriculum guide, but move beyond it. I make the story connect to
the kids' real lives.
A :Cathy nacher who taught z,;a Iillagefilr three )ears and then molvd into
e duea

t on administration: You have to have high expecta-

tions. If you challenge kids, they'll do what you want. Tell them
they can all get As, then tell them how to do it. They'll work for you
if you challenge them and help them get there.

In addition to these highly consistent statements about pedagogy, the Native teachers also observed that their disciplinary
styles were different from those of dominant culture teachers.
They told of getting into trouble with their admilistrators for

not forcefully demanding obedience from their pupils. The
teachers seem to believe that it is unnecessary and exceptionally
rude to shout at students or to use other coercive means to control behavior. They preferred to allow students to have oppor-

tunities to vent frustrations or to disagree with stated rules.
When it was necessary to change behavior, they sought to do so

by appealing to affiliation rather than authority. "Our people
don't act like that" was often the unstated message.
Given the teachers' perspective that their own ideas about
teaching are so different from what they consider to be the

mainstream norm, it is not surprising that most of those
interviewed spoke of teacher education as just something "to
get through" rather than as something to learn from. When
t he teachers spoke of learning anything during the experience, it was likely to be subject area knowledge or the more
technical or more superficial aspects of the profession, for
example, writing lesson plans, giving tests, learning the jargon, gaining an understanding of mainstream values, learning "how to act like a teacher" and, as one teacher put it,
"learning to bullshit." This lack of true involvement in the
teacher education experience can only have been exacerbated
by the final generalized factor to be discussed.
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4. The teachers intervieuvd often felt isolated from instructors and .
other students during their teacher training.

Because of the communication difficulties between instructors and students, many of the students of color felt that they

were not able to talk to many of their white professors. The
Native teachers, in particular, found communication with
professors and other students difficult. Four dropped out of
college (although they later returned), in part because they
felt so isolated in the dormitories and in classrooms:
You get awfully lonely when no one can or will communicate with

you. A lot of Native students run home and never come back.
Others turn to drugs and alcohol just to fill the emptiness. Many
don't make it, but those that go through have to learn to find
companionship.

Six of the interviewees found professors of color to provide
that companionship, and in several instances, these individu-

als became the interviewees' only motivation to remain in
school. These professors established what the students perceived to be a human and caring relationship in a generally
indifferent environment, and also served as role models for
what they might become:
l had one Native teacher in college, and this is where I relaxed and
where I didn't have to feel pushed. My colleague, a Native from
Kiana, and I used to just sit in there and.say, "Oh what a relief to
come to this class where we're not being threatened by so many
things academically, by words, all those uppity words. h iere we
can really talk to the reacher and we're able to t..Ik our own language
and work toward something we enjoy."

, at the University, was a role model for me just
to see a Native tea( hi ng. I always looked forward to going to his
classes. I never went up to him to talk, but just seeing him made me
Professor

want to go on. There was one black professor who was also a friend. I

could talk to that professor about my frustrat ions. That's the only
way I made it through.

One teacher had been enrolled in a special field-delivered,
village-based teacher education program in which there was

:

'
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strong focus on using the village as a source of knowledge and

in which the professors established individual tutoring relationships with the students. She reported that these white
male professors were primarily responsible for her completing
the program:
Those teachers were just bothersome. It seemed like they knew
when I was on the verge of quitting and they just showed up at my
dwr. They spent so many hours with me. I started thinking that if
rho thought I could do it, then I could do it. They really cared. I
really finished for them it's like I owed it to them.

It is clear that the interviewces' difficulties are complicated
by issues of cultural background, class, and individual differences, but if we wish to address the problem, we must give
cred ibi i ty to these educators' perceptions of the problem.

How can teacher education programs be expected to do
that? First, given these teachers' response to the presence of
filculty of color (that is, a reduced sense of isolation and alienation, an increased comfort level, and a sense of having an ally
and/or role model), we would do well to seek to diversify our

faculties. Members of a diverse faculty can also assist each
other in understanding the needs of and avoiding unintentional slights or insults to diverse students; no individual
can be expected to understand the intricacies of every culture
without the assistance of members from those cultures.
Until schools of education can reach that apparently elusive

goal of an ethnically representative faculty, however, the
results from one interview suggest that nonminority faculty
can also serve to reduce the sense of isolation. A Native village

woman lbund great support from her white male instructors
who provided individual attention and encouragement. This
suggests the establishment of special, institutionalized mentori ng relationships between university professors and students of color, a relationship chat has shown positive results in
other settings.' Another means of reducing isolation might
be organizing students into cohorts, teams, or support groups.
Such a structure may also help to reduce the negative repercussions of what has been called "token"' or "solo' status, a
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condition occurring when a single individual is viewed as a
representative of a low status group, often accompanied by
assumptions of incompetence by majority culture members.
But there are larger problems at issue here, dilemmas not
only for people of color but for all of us in teacher education
specifically and for society in general: How can we structure
education to encourage the active participation of students of
color, and, for that matter, of all students? How can we best
prepare our "mainstream" students to teach in the pluralistic
society to which they will matriculate? How can we improve
the education of the "minority" children who are likely to
soon comprise the majority of children in our public schools?
How can we lessen the "modern prejudice" that pervades our
society, alienating and disempowering large segments of our
population? I believe a reconceptualization of how we structure teacher education may provide the beginnings of a solution for all these issues.

The interviews quoted herein contain a gold mine of
knowledge about how to educate not only teachers but children of color. From the interviewees' own learning experiences
and from their knowledge of their own cultural backgrounds,

they have developed models for educating children of their
own cultural groups. Yet, judging from their reports, often
this knowledge is barred from teacher education classes and
not even formally explored with other teachers of the same
culture. In short, we are, by virtue of our own pedagogical
practices, excluding a great source of knowledge from our
education curricula.

What might be the result if we restructure education
classes so that all students are not merely allowed but encouraged to bring in their prior knowledge, their past experience,
their own stories? The idea is not new. John Dewey advocated

such a stance in 1904. In an article on the relationship
between theory and practice in teacher education, he asserts
that the "greatest asset in the student's possession the greatest, moreover that ever will be in his i.ossession [is} his own
direct and personal experience."'
Dewey recommends that students he encouraged to bring
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their personal experiences to bear upon subject matter presented in the classroom. Doing otherwise, he warns, prevents
teachers from developing and using their own independent
intelligence and reinforces their "intellectual subserviency.
Dewey further advises that failure to allow students to explore

their past experiences in light of theoretical constructs will
produce only a mindless imitation of others' practice rather
than a reflection on teaching as an interactive process and it
will leave teachers prime targets for any educational publisher's grand, new, state-of-the-art magic potion.
This is indeed how the interviewees viewed the mindsets of
their white colleagues when, as one teacher put it, these teachers seemed to be too hook- or curriculum-bound, or, worse,
'waiting for some program to ride in on a white horse and save

them.- It is interesting to note that although most teacher
educators would heartily agree with the conceptions of good
teaching espoused by these teachers of color, the teachers did
not perceive their teacher education to have been based on
such conceptions. Rather, they perceive teacher educators to
be much like the classroom teachers they describe: whereas
the classroom teachers are book- and curriculum-bound, the
teacher educators "have never really been out there,- but only
go by "what they learned from books,- or "only want to go by
research they've read that other white people have written.- In
teacher education, "if you can't quote Vygotskv- then your
words are not valid. If these teachers perceptions are accurate,
then Dewey's admonitions are doubly important to take to
heart: not only might we not be allowing students to bring
their critical intelligence to bear upon the teaching task, hut
we as teacher educators rnay be modeling behavior that is just
the opposite of that which we wish to engender.
It sec ms likely that restructuring classes so as to build upon
students' past experiences would appear to assist all potential

teachers. Some teachers may need assistance in bringing
reflection and critical thinking to the teaching role, thereby
paining encouragement to look beyond the books, the curriculurn, and the experts to get ifl touch with their own "independent intelligence.- Other teac hers, particularly tea( hers of
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color, who may already have plenty of practice bringing their
critical intelligence to bear upon the teaching task,' need co
feel that their experiences and words are validated.
But the benefits of -story sharing- go beyond developing
individual competencies or a sense of well-being. It is insufficient to allow students merely to make connections to their

own pasts without exploring those pasts through multicultural lenses. Without such critical examination, we risk narrowing the student's perceptions and reducing his or her
ability to understand diversity

so it is vitally important that

the connections be examined, that the education professor
highlight the narratives of the students of color and ask them
to serve as resources for bringing to the fore differences in
worldview, learning style, social organization, language, and
so forth.

This could be accomplished by having small, culturally
diverse teams of students observe -children in classrooms,
interview parents, or, through some other activity, collect data

in order to develop potential strategies for working with
diverse groups of children. The students should be encouraged to look to the -expert- in their group, the student or students from the same cultural group as the children observed,
for advice and guidance in completing their assignments."
This structuring effort can have several benefirs. The educational problem posed by the professor is the group's to solve,
but when a student (if color is acknowledged as a source of

valuable infOrmation, the group becornes dependent on
his:her contributions. This can help to dispel any notions held

by students (and faculty) about minority incompetence.
Furthermore, during the informal interactions of the team
members, common interests may become evident and possibly promote more interaction outside of the classroom across
ethnic lines.'" The students of color may find their experiences
both admissible and valued in the classroom, which, along
with the increased opportunity for interaction, may help to
reduce their feelings of isolation from the university and their
white classmates and professors.
On the other hand, white students will be encouraged to
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search t'or solutions to educational problems rather than co
depend on books and curriculum guides for answers. They
will also gain valuable insight into people of color and ways of
teaching diverse students, and learn ways to talk across differences in discourse styles and interactional patterns lessons
that will serve them well in their future teaching careers. In
addition, all students will havc gained a model for organizing
their own classrooms. Several researchers have demonstrated
that this structure is successful in encouraging full participation and student success in multicultural classrooms of
younger students.2Finally, organizing the university classroom so that all stu-

dents stories are heard and all opinions valued may make
inroads into that persistent scourge of American society, racial

prejudice and discrimination -modern- or otherwise. As
white students and faculty learn to listen to and respect the
words of people of color, perhaps they will carry these new
attitudes of openness and acceptance of difference to other
aspects of their lives, and certainly to their future teaching.
The interviews quoted herein are just an initial attempt to
hear the voices of diversity represented in the field of education. They have much more to tell us.

Looking to the Future:
Accommodating
Diversity

Looking to the Future:
Accommodating
Diversity

In the first two sections ("this book I have described some of my

thoughts on educating children of color, and have traced their
origins through my experiences in this and other countries. I
hail, proposed that in order to resoll'e the monumental problems
we flee in providing a quality education for poor children and
children Of color. we must open ourselves to learn from others
with whom we ma) share little understanding.
Yet how do we use these insights to change what actually
happens in the field of education? The path to accomplish this
task is a long one: the essays in this section only begin to address
the question.
The first essay, "Cross-cultural Confusions in Teacher Assessments,- critiques some of the new teacher assessment Models being
designed in the present era of educational reform and offers some
alternative approaches. Former models of assessment, prthiaril)
zarious forms of multiPle choice tests, hatt, been criticized as not
capturing uhat teachers are actually able to do in the classroom.
A version of this essay was originally presented to the staff of the
Stanfilrel Teacher Assessment Project (TAP) in 1987. The TAP
grew out of a larger initiative to establish a National Board fir

Profi,ssional Teaching Standardc (NBPTS). The idea behind
the NBPTS is that, like doctors or lawyers. teach, rc should IA,
certified nationally by a board governed by other teachers. The
'IAP staff res/wiliblc fin. z loping a prototype old nen kind of
perfilrmana-based teacher assessment, had invikel a group (,/'
upiny to
erno/, /Ada is siis S (it 7d1/11.1/
(OA
projsa
ii,
lah,
("mount on
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I had many concerns, particularly with a notion that seemed
to permeate the project's work that good teaching looked the

same in any context or cultural setting. I was also concerned

that the "one right way" philosoph) would jeopardize the
chances of teachers of-color or teachers of any ethnicity. who did

not work- in the settings the assessors uere familiar with: in
other words, those who worked in schools not populated by
middle-class white children, The criticisms of the TAP project
are just as valid for other new assessment schemes, from that of
the Educational TestingService. to the models now under design

for th( NBPTS. Just as students of different culture's may be
unlairlv judged by assessments designed for those from the
"mainstream." teachers ().1 dijferent cultures Mel) be equal/1
handicapped.
I later detvloped my comment, to that group into a paper pi.t-

tented at the I 988 Confirence of the American Educational
Research Association. Shortly thereafter. Sharon NelsonBarber a colleague of African-American and Native American
ancestry. who u'orked on the TAP stall but held concerns simi-

lar to mine about the project, collaborated with me on yet
another version of the paper The iersion presented in this tolume
a lieu. combination of all of the previouf papers.

The second ess,t). "The Politicc of Teaching Literate Discourse." filcuses on concerns that doeloped as el reSII I of II.orkin,t;

with well-meaning liberal and even radical white teachert tif
English and language arts. Many teachers are reluctant to

hach "standard English" to linguisticalli diverse studenti
&cause the) believe that to do so eleialuei the itudents' home languaget. Further these teachers have come to belien that, because
of the intell-erence of their students' home language and 115
Connedion to their identities, the students itouilti not lit
abh to LOW Iht slelIlddrer form, even if it were taught.

This ts,a) ad(lreises m) concern that such attitudes touard
initroction handicap eltienl-ranchiitd ft/atilt+. and then proalitrnative U cm to think- about the problem. Tht.firct
rtri ton cif MO paper lecli pith/Li/it'd
Vict'l,1
Theory into Practice, edited by
Caliden and deloted

to litiracy-rtlated itiiii.i

aice

,

i

allel (OM.' T

I
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Ple3(.11tCd htre was tint ginall) published in the book Freedom's

Plow, edited bl James Fraser and Theresa Perri.'
he final essa) in this section. "Education in a Ala/tic/11Gil:ate(/' Challenge,
modified text of a speech presented at Hou and Unfrunsitj for
their 1991 Charles H. Thompson lecture. I cm/ teitl.7 this piece

tura/ Societ..1: Our Future

because it summarize( much uhat I beliet'e needs to be changed
to impron; cc/i/cat/on/or poor children am/ for childrm of color
we are to succeed in this quest. we must recognize and address

the poutr differentiate that exist in mil- swim between schools
and communities, beta ern teachers and parents. between poor
and teell-to-do. between whites and people color Futhe, . ue
must anderstaml that our I.lew of the a odd is Ina one of matt).
that others fet things in other wajs.
During the writing of this book a small town in Alabama
two-thirds whiff and one-thin/ black) aws verl much in the
news. Tb, while principal of the high school created a national

interracial
dating. and allegall told a biracial 3tillt111 that her birth uas
stir when he. threatened to ceincel the prom because.

"a mistake." T'here aws a black brocott of tht school. marches.
demonstrations and national calls for the principal's ouster.
Six months ,r,tier tlk alleged comments, the school war torched h)
the handç nl" an arsonist. The tuwn was in shock.

fascinating about the entire incident Was Mil
What
principal'S elalon5 there are alicap individuals in this
countr) a ho arc mot maul bl racial passions but th,
responses to the episode hi black and white nralcut., the
Accordin...; to a new( stor.I covering the :lire and the.

hich led up to it. the white population could no
that th,lr roan could be at the heart of such a con.

if.

.

tasent.)-3ix )carc

Thom. tchiu mu:1Thu td3au the princiPal
who helped out both black
,1.% .1 kind and jair ma 11, .one

and U bite ctudent,. The black residents inter? Aired sail
On, coo/multi
tic( prtnctpal ln a complacli diffirolt
prillopal Icc iptci ci iot ol black ctulcoh
dr,11.1 that firs,
oat. he "helped them right out 01 the whoa.- Tlk artich cm,
on to report that the principal "is behel eel 19 man) «

ho cc, hini a, a al,e dice/lc/Marian. Yet he lc apparent 11
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loathed by many blacks who say they have horne the brunt of
his punishment."
Even beyond the events surrounding the school incident, the
community seemed distinctly divided. The white community
believed there were no racial tensions in the town, a sentiment
voiced by a prominent businessman and former teacher in the
high school "Do you see a problem?We get along in this tou.n."
Yet black residents claimed that the apparent calm uas just a
manifistation of the black community's Inking no pouer and no
mice. In the words of a black minister. "If you walked into this
town six months ago...you would hate ualked into i 95o. You
saw et.etyone get along well as long as you saw black people stay
in their place." Two groups of people living side b) side, smiling
and greeting each other et'ery morning and et,ening. yet. holding
completely different views of the realities surrounding them
one group never conceiving of the other's sense of po uvrlessness
and rage.
This combination of pourr and otherness is what this book is

all about. Black, white. Indian. Hispanic or Asian. we must
all find some way to come to terms with these two issues. When
we teach across the boundaries of race, class, or gender indeed
when we teach at all we must recognize and overcome the
power differential. the stereotypes. and the other barriers which
prevent us from seeing each other. Those efforts must drive our

teacher education, our curriculum development. our instructional strategies. and eves) aspect of th educational enterprise.
Until we can see the world as others 'e it. all the educational
rOms in the uwrld will come to naiq t.
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Cross-cultural Confusions
in Teacher Assessment
One of the most difficult tasks we face as human beings
is trying to communicate across our individual differences, trying to make sure that what we say to someone is interpreted the way we intend. This becomes even more

difficult when we attempt to communicate across social dif-

ferences, gender, race, or class lines, or any situation of
unequal power.

The assessment of teachers is a prime arena in which to
examine these barriers to effective communication. Not only
are teachers responsible for communicating to increasingly
diverse students and their parents, but teachers themselves are
a diverse lot whose assessment by examiners from other social
groups can be fraught with serious misinterpretation. When
intentions are misinterpreted, actions may be misinterpreted
as well. As historian Jay Featherstone puts it, -If people read
what you're doing entirely differently, then what you're doing
will be entirely different."'
In recent years, much attention has been paid to the assessment and certification of teachers. New ways of looking at
teaching, coupled with advances in measurement technology,
have placed conventional tests and widely used observation

procedures under close scrutiny by research groups, state
licensure agencies, teacher education programs, and the test
developers themselves. Research groups responding to the
increasing national dissatisfaction with the quality of teacher

testi.ng include the Holmes Group; the now-completed
Tea( her Aw,sment Project (TAP), formerly hoowd at Stan-
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ford University; and more recently the Educational Testing
Service, which has announced plans to replace the traditional
National Teachers Examination with its own performancebased measures.
These efforts are attempting to establish technical and theoretical bases for the more realistic kind of teacher assessments

called for by the recently formed National Board for Professional Teaching Standards. Central to the work of the board is
the creation of a system of standards of excellence for classroom teachers that captures the knowledge and reasoning
required in teadiing as well as the uses to which that knowledge and reasoning are put. This new attempt is promising
because, in focusing on what teachers need to know and do in
real classrooms, it is intended to minimize biases and to highlight strengths of culturally diverse teachers which niight not
be revealed through existing tests.
It is easy to assume, when we attempt to develop a fair and
culturally sensitive means to assess teachers, that anything
must be better than what we have typically used in the past
the National Teachers' Exam. a "fill in the blank- test much
like the SAT or an's,- other standardized test. However, this
may riot be the case. Those who are thoughtful and fairminded have long understood that the traditional National
Teachers' Exam is ethnically and culturally discriminators'.
contributing to wholesale elimination of people of color from
the teaching force. If a new assessment process is developed
that purports to be sensitive to cultural differences, then the

general expectation will be that this is indeed true. If, in
actual practice, that assessment eliminates nonmainstream
cultural groups at the same rate as previous "nonsensitiveassessments, then the general public can only conclude that
something is wrong with teachers of-color for, after all, these
assessments were designed to account for cultural differences.

Thus, the more "sophisticated- assessment can result in

a situation worse than the status quo, one that creates
even more ncgat lye stereotypical assumptions about the
people of-«)lor it purports to help. My grave concern about
this possibility leads me to pose the following issues for dis-
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cussion among those who seek to create new assessment tools.
First, I'll offer an extended metaphor to clarify the concept
of culturally influenced teaching styles. Reformers of educational policy have often looked to law, business, and medicine
to develop models for improving the training and assessment

of teachers. After trying to identify points of intersection
between these professions, I've realized that teaching does not
closely resemble any of them. The more I pondered their lack
of similarity, the more I have been drawn to the resemblance
of teaching to another profession preaching. This may seem
an unlikely comparison at first blush, but consider this: ministers are the only professionals who, like teachers, see their
clients in a group. Further, they must not only present subject
matter, but must also convince clients to incorporate that subject matter into their lives. In teaching as well as preaching,
there are components of both content and motivation, of val-

ues and technique. Most intriguing about this particular
comparison is the help it might provide in identifying cultural factors so sorely missing in current teacher assessment
practices.
There are variaus styles of preaching. If the preacher's message is to be heard, however, it must relate to the cultural style

of the constituencies being addressed. This is not the forum
for an extended analysis of speech styles, but some examples
quickly come to mind. The Southern black Baptist style is
intricately connected to context, with a dependence on -paralinguistic- katures. Rhythm, intonation, gesture, emotion,
humor, use of metaphor, indirect personalized messages to
individuals, and audience participation are crucial to communication in the black churc h, features which are but slightly
modified reflections of secular black communication style.'
By contrast, I have had occasion to visit the services of a
white Episcopalian minister in Harvard Square. As opposed
to the context-boundedness of the black Baptist style, the
Episcopalian sr% lc was syntactically hound: the meaning was

to he found solely in the words, not in the context, the gestures or rhythm. The key to the sermon was logical struct.ire
rather than emotiimal time or nmaphorical allusions. Humor

'
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was the exception rather than the rule, and messages were
directed to the entire congregation, never to individuals.
These aspects of style are closely aligned with the middleclass, academic cultural style of this particular Cambridge,
Massachusetts audience.4
Suppose we set out to evaluate and certify ministers nation-

ally. What questions might we ask? A good start might be to
question their knowledge of the subject matter; in this case,
probably the scriptures. However, someone knowledgeable
about scriptures but lacking the ability to communicate this
knowledge to his congregation is not going to be successful at
preaching, even less at moving the congregation to incorporate that knowledge into their daily lives. So we can say that
subject matter knowledge is necessary. but insufficient.
If we attempt to move beyond assessing knowledge of subject matter, what could we do with the plethora of cultural
styles of preaching? Can we try to evaluate, for example,
Bishop Sheen, Billy Graham, and Reverend Ike (a Southern

black Baptist minister) within the same conceptual construct? Or would we be better off asking what good preaching
looks like in different cultural settings and for different audiences? After all, Bishop Sheen, would not be much of a hit in
most black Baptist churches, and Reverend Ike would not be
likely to impress the denizens of Harvard Square.
The issues of assessing teachers are analogous to the problems of assessing preachers. Whereas many thoughtful educators and educational researchers are in agreement that students
are diverse in their culturally influenced learning styles, interactional patterns, and speech styles, there is much less discussion about culturally influenced differences among teachers.
This diversity means that the actions of teachers who differ in
worldview from those who seek to assess them can lead to misinterpretations about competence, quality, and intent.
Assessing diverse teachers becomes problematic in several
ways, which can be categorized under two general headings:

misinterpretations that occur at the les (l of the /iriitie
ha, hi ng and those that occur in tall in,i; abort; pnolet.

-A.

1
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Good teaching is not thought of in the same way in all cornmunities. Just as what is considered to be good preaching in
Harvard Square differs radically from the same in rural Georgia, beliefs about what constitutes good teaching vary across
different cultural communities. Mainstream thinking holds
that teaching begins with teachers' awareness of and ability to
transfer knowledge. In an excellent explication of this position, Lee Shulman concludes, "Thus, teaching necessarily
begins with a teacher's understanding of what is to be learned
and how it is to be taught."' However, I have learned from
interviews and personal experiences with teachers from communities of color that many of these individuals believe teaching begins instead with the establishment of relationships
between themselves and their students.
In a 1989 interview, the exemplary teacher Jaime Escalante,
widely known for his success with low-income Hispanic students in East Los Angeles (as chronicled in the movie Stand
,Ind Deliver), acknowledges his strong background in mathematics but insists that this alone does not account for his success. -Really, it's not just the knowledge of math.... My skills
are really to motivate these kids to make them learn, to give
them ganas the desire to do something to make them
believe they can learn."'
Both perspectives include the three elements of teacher,
student and content, but each provides for different relationships among the three. Perhaps the Shulman-reported model
might be graphically represented like this,
S'111)1.NT

11 A( 1-11 R

where the content mediates the relationship between teacher
and student. Teachers interact with content in order to help

students interact with content. The other model might be
portraved like this,
STI'DI.NT
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where the strongest relationship is between student and
teacher, with content only one aspect of their relationship.

Research suggests that children of color value the social
aspects of an environment to a greater extent than do "mainstream" children, and tend to put an emphasis on feelings,
acceptance, and emotional closeness. Research has also shown

that motivation in African-American children from low
socioeconomic groups is more influenced by the need for affil-

iation than for achievement: Barbara Shade contends that
African-American interpretations of the environment determine the amount and kind of effort students will expend on
classroom tasks!' In a series of studies at the University of
Alaska which sought to look at communication patterns and
Native student retention, researchers found that the single
characteristic that Native Alaskan students attributed to
those professors they judged most positively was being
'human:: For these students, it was important to get a sense of
the real human being playing the role of instru( tor.

While successful teachers of students of color may be
responding to their students' real needs, that response may
have negative consequences for the teachers assessment.
Clearly, all teachers must engage students and engage them
with content as well; the issue is which of the two is considered more irnportant. Teachers who view creating relationships between themselves and their students as central to the
teaching task may be misjudged by assessors expecting to
evaluate their knowledge of and involvement with content.
One install( e of such misjudgment occurred in an exercise
designed at Stanford University to devise teacher assessments
in real c lassroom contexts. The assessment candidates were
asked to teach a familiar lesson to a group of students brought
together solely for that purpose. The candidates, for the most
part from other parts of the country, had never met the students. An African-American reacher received poor marks for
his lesson, which appeared scattered and illogical to the assessors. To one sensitive to alternative concepts of good teaching,
however, it was clear that he was a teacher who believed it was
net essary to establish a relationship with the students before
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then moving on to teach content. He appeared incompetent
because he vacilated between trying to establish a rapport

know and be known by the students

to

and attempting to

teach the subject at hand.
Related to this sense of personal connectedness is a cultural
difference in the level of emotional display considered appropriate in the teaching role. In mainstream educational thinking, teachers are often characterized as dispassionate arbiters
of knowledge and tasks. Emotion can be viewed as counterproductive to rational scholarship and objectivity.9 Further-

more, the belief that teachers who exhibit emotion must be
"losing control" likely underlies the proliferation of methods
of discipline that remove teacher affect from the classroom.
For example, "management systems" such as "assertive disci-

pline," "behavior modification," or "logical consequences"
aim at discouraging displays of teacher emotion.'

Other cultural groups consider expressions of genuine
emotion and personal presence to be at the core of the teaching

role. A Native Alaskan graduate student shared this attitude
in her personal account of an incident with her professor at a
prestigious university. She had been having difficulty in the
class because she did not understand many of the professor's
points and felt too distanced from him/her to ask for clarification. Finally, in exasperation, she blurted out what amounted
to, "This is supposed to be a class about communication and I
don't understand a damn thing that's being said." The profes-

sor, looking equally chagrined, declared with frustration,
"Well, I don't understand what the hell it is you don't understand!" For the student, this outburst was a relief the professor had become a real person and was now opproachable. She
later commented with a chuckle, ''Now that was a rod person
using honest words, and I can deal with that!"
According to a recent study-exploring culturally influenced

notions about good teaching within the African-American
community:
I Mat k I ,ttidtit', p ran
hers a wide latitude of mot ionii Ii whidi
to make Elicit expeuat Ions and dmat Isla( t [um known. Assert ive,
II .111,1:1 1)1 havior att ,iIl ratcd as ai( plablt !mans
,112y1( +NI., and t
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ot ommunicating One 's intentions as long as these emm ions arc
perccised as 14011.11a llexpressions of emotion are too subtle, however, students arc likely to misread a teacher's intentions and become

disoriented. Responses lac king a soffic ient emotional quality are
likeb, to [be] re-ad as non-caring. Totally unacceptable, however, is
non-responsiseness. Students expect a response, and failing to get
One will generally interpret this bebas ior as non-concern. From students perspective the non-responsive teacher demonstrates not only
la( k of control, but a non-i an nc attitude as well."

The consequences of such perceptions clearly play out in
assessment situations where African-American teachers who
display strong emotions are often viewed as too authoritarian,

"pushy,- and harsh with their students. Not surprisingly, .
these teachers frequently earn poor ratings. However, in many

African-AMerican communities, teachers are expected to
show that they care about their students by controlling the
class; exhibiting personal power; establishing meaningful
interpersonal relationships; displaying emotion to garner stu-

dent respect; demonstrating the belief that all students can
learn; establishing a standard of achievement and "pushingstudents to achieve the standard; and holding the attention of
the students by incorporating African-American interactional

styles in their teaching.' Teachers who do not exhibit these
behaviors may be viewed by community members as ineffectual, boring, or uncaring.
African-American and Native American teachers may display emotions differently, but the assessment consequences
are often the same, ln schools in which the students are Native
American and the majority of teachers and administrators are
Anglo. Native teachers are often berated for "lacking a profes-

sional attitude.- In both examples described below, the
schools employed detailed managenumt systems that ail
teachers and students weru expected to honor. 1.!nfortunatelv,
these careful Is laid plans did not take into account lot al norms
about the handling of con flit t , how respec t is earned, or lmw
discipline is maintained eventually leading to many confusing situat ions for si udents and the unfair treatment ()Isom:of
the Native ICA hers.
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In the first example, a Native teacher stopped two students
she found fighting in the hallway. Fully aware of the consequences of their actions, the students asked the teacher if she
intended to tel the principal as mandated by school disciplinary policy. The teacher looked at the youngsters and bowed

her head, saying, "I'd be ashamed to.- The boys, greatly
embarrassed by her remark, refrained from figh ring for the
remainder of the school year.

In this case, rather than acting in the role of dispassionate
arbiter as dictated by the school, the teacher called upon her
personal relationship with the students as a means of changing their behavior. In other words, rather than resorting to the
power rooted in her role as a classroom teacher, she drew upon
her sense of emotional affiliation with them. Whether or not
the principal had knowledge of the cultural underpinnings of
the teacher's actions, he characterized the teacher's failure to

report the boys as "a major breach of professional conduct-

because, in his estimation, abdicating the role of teacher
amounted to placing the school's entire management system
at risk. The fact that the boys' behavior had (hanged did not
seem to matter.
In a second example, while proctoring the detention of a
student who was expected to sit silently for one hour, a Native
teacher instead discussed with the student the many accomplishments of his great-grandlat her, whom the teacher had
known as a great cluelwhett she was voting.. She strestied what
a wonderful, powerful leader he was aml how he moved clic
cm ire village to do great things. Although she did not specifically rilehr1(111 the student's misbehavior, implicit in her Mt'sage was the ma ion that a descendent of such a great man also

possessed the qualities of a great leader. As t he year progressed, the student needed only a look from the teacher or a
reference to Ills great-grandfather to stifle any negative inchnat Ions: As in the case ahf we, the principal saw the situatutil
very differently: passing b\ the &tent ion c lassroom and
tinting a smile on the student's face, the principal chastised

the tcai her for talking to thc student ,uid for failing to
prinitml him.
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Each of these examples speaks to difficulties that can arise
when perspectives differ differences grounded in the values
learned as an aspect of an individual's ethnic identity. If the
administrators previously described were unable to interpret
adequately what they were seeing, would perfnrmance-based
assessors do any better? As we seek to develop new modes of

assessment wI tich move away from simplistic paper-andpencil tests, we immediately face this dilemma. Yet we cannot
presume to develop any assessment that will be fair and equi-

table unless great efforts are made to include the culturally
influenced perspectives of diverse communities.

lf, in the future, teachers will be expected not only to perform
but to justify their actions during assessment interviews, no

area will need to be understood more than the difficulties
inhecent in talking across cultures, ethnicities, and power differentials. What issues must assessors face if they are accurately to interpret the talk and actions of diverse teachers?
Just as cultural groups determine how their members view
the world, so they determine how the world is talked about as
well. As a consequence of each cultural group having developed its own particulat communicative style, miscommuni-

cations in ethnically mixed conversations are numerous,
including differences in how turns are taken in conversations,
use of metaphor and indirect language, organization of talk,

and more subtle features such as the rhythmic or tonal patterns of speech. Being able to make accurate interpretations
requires either sharing communicative or edinic background,
or having enough communicative experience with the other
group to make sense of the alternative styles. ln an assessment
setting, where it power difklential exists between any assessor
and teac her candidate, communicative style can be a significant lac tor in a candidate's success.

It might seem fairly straightforward to devise a series
of questions for teachers which 55 ould tap the knowledge

and reasoning that underlies their instruction. However,
differences in how Mdividuals and groups communicate can
ompl 'cafe tIns dec eptively simple premise. For example,

u)

,
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members of middle-class academic culture tend to assume lit-

tle shared knowledge among one another in formal settings
and expect to state exphcicly all relevant information in order
to make their messages understood, whereas other cultures
and classes maintain communictitive ideals that consider it
unnecessary for speakers to state knowledge they presume to
share with one another value is seldom placed on displaying
information for its own sake." Stating the obvious or "saying
what everyone knows" is not encouraged; it is perceived as
"redundant," even inSulting to the listener, and lacking communicative pur pose.'

Similarly, in a study tharanalyzed the difficulties experienced by Japanese college students in a university-level speaking class, Alice Yan found that Japanese students had trouble
following the guidelines set by the teacher for giving a good
speech because they ran counter to Japanese cultural norms of
politeness. Jr was considered nick by these students to be too

explicit in developing a line of thinking that might include
information already known to the audience. Yan summarized
their reasoning as follows:
Some of the students also mentioned that they did not think it was
necessary to have an introduction because -everyone already knows
that you are going to say something- and they will listen anyway.
In addition, they mentioned that because people shared the sante
I
c..d not want to
main information (i.e . cultural bac kgn tunu , t.tey
tu() obvious or be too direct !Or tear of offending the
sis si)rnt-th
audience.

If this were an assessment situation, the reacher candidate
might, out of politeness, make a concerted effort not to talk
about "the obvious." I loweyer, the assessor might misconstrue this to mean that the candidate did not know the obvious.
Further complicating the issue. the narratives of some cultural groups take forms that are unfamiliar to Western academic c ulture, and as a consequence appear to be rambling and
without Mut h point. There is a si able body of research

reporting that during the course of conversation many
African-Americans present information indirectly, through
I

st

f mi taphor or relerent e to presumably sharcd expenent C.
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If listeners do not possefs the background understanding
needed to fill the gaps, accurate interpretation becomes a difficult task. There is also a great deal of evidence to show that

spe'akers from many Native American groups typically
recount an event by offering a series of perspectives on a topic,

with the expectation that the listener should take on the
responsibility of supplying background information, relating
subtopics, and making relevant judgments.' Western listeners, waiting for the speaker to "make the point," are often left
confused by the conversation.
There are also differences across cultures as to how long a
speaker should be allowed to speak at One turn, the length of

pauses between turns, and how to get the floor for a turn.
Researchers have identified such barriers to communication
between several Native American groups and Anglo-Americans.'9 In brief, the Native Americans usually expect to take
long speech turns, and once getting the floor they expect not

to be interrupted until all their points are made. The problems arise in part because the two groups have different
notions about how long a pause is appropriate during one's
turn and how long is appropriate between turns.

According to researchers Ron and Suzanne Scollon, for
example, the Athabaskan Indian's pause time within a turn is
just long enough to make the Anglo think the Athabaskan has
finished speaking.' The result is that the Athabaskan is left

thinking that the Anglo is rudely interrupting, without
allowing him or her to finish an idea. The Anglo-American is
left believing that the Athabaskan doesn't make much sense
and can't seem to express a complete idea. The implications of

this mutual misunderstanding for an assessment situation
should he obvious. Without knowledge about the cukural
differences in timing and speech distribution within different
groups, assessors may unduly and unintentionally penalize
diverse teacher candidates.
Further, there are forms of assessment data gathering that
could unduly penalize candidates from cultural groups different from that of the assessors. One particular strtegy might
be labeled, "On the folly of asking A when you're really trvin,t:
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to find out B." Assessment questions that ask one thing while
using the response to determine knowledge of something else
are blatantly unfair. Candidates who are members of the assessor's cultural group and who also tend toward volubility are
likely to be rated higher under such circumstances. This is not

because they know more, but because their comembership
Makes "reading between the lines" easier, and their very volubility makes eventually hitting upon an appropriate response
to an unasked question more likely.
As an example, in the "Teaching a Familiar Lesson" assessment prototype of the Stanford Teacher Assessment Project,
candidates were required to teach a group of students a lesson

in history and then respond to such questions as, "What
are your feelings about how the class went?", "Did you have

to make any significant adaptations or changes to your
plan?", "How well did the students get the point of the
lesson?"ind "What should tomorrow's lesson be?"' The
responses, however, were rated against the following criteria:

whether the candidate "identifie[d] learning objectives for
lessons described and [gave) justification of why chosen
teaching method ...[was) effective," "discussfed) history as
ongoing contributor to students' lives," and "[made] reference

to strengths and weaknesses of own teaching.' By not
informing candidates about what is really being measured,
assessors are likely to unfairly penalize some culturally different candidates.
In some cultures, what gets said is a function of the person
to whom one is speaking. In Athabaskan communities, for
example, it is expected that the individual with a higher status role (which would be the 'assessor in an assessment setting)

will speak most. The subordinate participant is expected to
take the role of spectator, to learn lw watching and listening.
This difference in the expected conversational roles can create
havoc in an assessment setting in which the assessor is e.,.pecting the candidate to speak freely about his or her work.

In academic, middle-class culture, the relationship between speaker and listener is deemphasized, and the content
of the mc55li4c k 01 primary importance. Here speakers are
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expected to lay out information in a linear fashion, provide
background information, and guide the listener to specific
conclusions." Assessors accustomed to this style are likely to
suspect that seemingly indirect, highly contextualized, or reticent responses suggest that the candidate does not have an
answer to a question. Because they believe they will not be
hearing the information requested, they are likely to interrupt
the response in midstream and, as a consequence, prevent the
candidate from demonstrating competence.
A further complication is that teachers from some cultures
do not expect to have to show competence by talking about
what they do. They expect that anyone wanting to know what
they do in a classroom will watch them teach and then make
judgments about their competence. From the perspective of
many Native American teachers, the doing of a task should be
evidence of competence, whereas Western academic culture
views competence as being evidenced only in talking about
what one has done. Teachers from some cultural groups will
likely be reluctant in an interview setting to talk about what
they may be very good at doing and the assessor may assume,
then, that the candidate is incapable of doing what he or she
can't explain.

Assessors also need to understand that some cultural
groups perform more effectively when assessment is conducted in -authentic" situations, so that the goal of talk is to
actually provide new int-ormation to the assessor. I observed an

Athabaskan Indian teacher education student in an assessment setting in which he was to teach to his professors and
classmates, who were assigned the role of second graders, a lesson on everyday items that sink or float. He apparently found

this decontextualized, inauthentic task very frustratingmd
changed abruptly and without explanation to a lesson
about the culture of his community. He changed the commu-

nicative task from a contrived test setting to a realistic
encounter in which he provided new information to his classmates and professors. Fortunately, I was a faculty member at

the student's institution. When I recognized what was happening, I was able Co Intervene when others in the grollr
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wanted to give this student a poor grade. After a thorough
discussion, the group finally agreed that there was an innate
unfairness in judging performances rooted in one set of norms

against the very different and unstated set of norms most of
the faculty in the room took for granted. The fact that these
kinds of discussions are beginning to take place in schools of
education shows promise that the perspectives of more poor
and minority groups members will be heard.

It is important to be clear about the following point.
Although I make the case that norm of communication vary
across groups, I do nor mean to imply that it would be unreasonable to ask teacher candidates co explain what they do in
the classroom and why. The problem lies not in asking teachers to explain their teaching but in recognizing that in chverse

communities there may be differences in what it nw,nr to
explain one's teaching. Such differences in conventionalized
expec ration about what counts as an appropriate response
work to the disadvantage of some speakers. If new, broad standards are to be devised, the criteria for an exemplary performance must be made explicit so that schools of education can
ensure that all students understand those criteria. Although
some students might have to make additional efforts to learn
new ways of exhibiting competence, candidates would at least

know from the beginning what standard they are being
judged against.
One way to eliminate some of the difficulties implicit in

the examples ited above would be to provide opportunities
tor candidates ro talk in real contexts. Instead of asking teachers only to talk about their teaching to assessors to whom they
are I ikely to be particularly indirect because they do nor
wish to insult assessors be stating the obvious, or because they
reel uncomfortable talking in a contrived setting teachers

can be observed instead mentoring or supervising student
tea( hers. In such authentic settings, the candidate would
likely be more direct and explic it, as prior knowledge would
not be assumed in a novit e. The teacher's actual (ompetence
might be better exhibited. Of iouse, such an approach would
require that some pool of evaluators be e(juipped to recognize
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culturally appropriate responses and not conclude that difference implies inadequacy.
Although mainstream U.S. society assumes that candidates in
an assessment setting will strive to present themselves in the

best possible light, the methods used to display one's
strengths, as we have seen, vary from group to group. An
activity as taken for granted as talking about one's accomplishments may be considered inappropriate or in poor taste
for cultural groups that maintain strong prohibitions against
appearing boastful. In some Asian and Native American cultures, for example, positive evaluations must be made by
someone else. 2.4

As a case in point, I once tried to help an Aleut woman in
completing Qraduate school applications. Although Martha
had extensiN,e experience in many areas and was skilled academically, she had not specified these talents (even after several

drafts and much encouragement) in her personal statement.
After much insistence that this information would strengthen
her application, she stated, aghast, -But then my elders will
say, *Now no one has to praise your- In other words, speaking
about her own accomplishments was the ultimate expression
of arrogance. Due to the depth of her feelings, an alternative
plan was devised in which she used her r.)ersonal statement to
discuss issues she felt comfortable addressing, including her

tribe's cultural prohibitions against exhibitionism. I wrote a
separate letter detailing her many accomplishments.
Since many candidates are often reluctant to speak on their
own behalf, then, assessment contexts might require advoates familiar enough with an individual's work to attest to
their skills and abilities.
Another major area of concern in cross-cultural assessment
lies in the sociopolitical realities of interracial interaction in
this country. Researchers have found that there are a number
of ways in which people of color are discriminated against in
interview settings. While it will be difficult to find solutions
to this problem, one po1/4.sibility might he to allow teacher

j,`J
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candidates some role in'the selection of their examiners. Perhaps the candidate could be given a list of approved examiners
from which to choose at least one. At the very least, attention
must be paid to the issue of discrimination and bias in the
selection and training of evaluators.
Although here I could neither fully explore nor offer solutions
to all the problems of assessing teachers from different cul-

tural groups, I do believe that the best solutions will arise
from the acceptance that alternative worldviews exist that
there are valid alternative means to any end, as well as valid
alternative ends in themselves. We all interpret behaviors,
information, and situations through our own cultural lenses;
these lenses operate involuntarily, below the level of conscious
awareness, making it seem that our own view is simply nthe

way it is.- Learning to interpret across cultures demands
reflecting on our own experiences, analyzing our own culture,

examining and comparing varying perspectives. We must
consciously and voluntarily make our cultural lenses apparent. Engaging in the hard work of seeing the world as others
see it must be a fundamental goal for any move to reform the
education of teachers and their assessment.

o
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The Politics of
Teaching
Literate Discourse
have encountered a certain sense of powerlessness and
paralysis, among many sensitive and well-meaning literacy educators who appear to be caught in rhe throes of a
dilemma. Although their job is to teach literate discourse
styles to all of their students, they question whether that is a
task they can actually accomplish for poor students and students of-color. Furthermore, they question whether they are
acting as agents of oppression by insisting that students who

1

are not already a part of the -mainstream learn that discourse.
Does it not SIMI& k of racism or classism to demand that these
students put aside the language of their homes and communities and adopt a discourse that is not only alien, but tliat has
often been instrumental in furthering their oppressioni? I hope

here to speak to and help dispel that sense of paralysis and
powerlessness and suggest a path of commitmen: and action
that not only frees teachers to teach what they ktiow, but to do
so in a way that can I ransform and subsequentiy liberate their
students.
RtiF,

FRA( V. AND (LE

This art it lc got its start as I pondered the dilemmas expressed
by educators.- It «intinued to evolve when a colleague sent a
set of papers to mc lOr comment.
1-,:pers, authored by literacy specialist.lames Rini Gee (-Literacy, Discourse, and Lin-

!, 'stir s: Introduction- and \\'hat Is Literacy!'), are the lead
attn. les ot A spei ial issue of tin...barred/

Fdifcatrou devoted
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solely to Gee's work. The papers brought to mind many of the
perspectives of the educators I describe. My colleague, an aca-

demic with an interest in literacy issues in communities of
color, was disturbed by much of what she read in the articles
and wanted a second opinion.
As I first read the far-reaching, politically sensitive articles,
I found that I agreed with much that Gee wrote, as I have with
much of his previous work. He argues that literacy is much

more than reading and writing, but rather that it is part of a
larger political entity. This larger entity he calls a discourse,
construed as something of an "identity kit," that is, ways of

"sayingwritingdoingbeingvaluingbelieving," examples of which might be the discourse of lawyers, the discourse
of academics, or the discourse of men. He adds that one never

learns simply to read or write, but to read and write within
some larger discourse, and therefore within some larger set of
values and beliefs.

Gee maintains that there are primary discourses, those
learned in the home, and secondary discourses, which are
attached to institutions or groups one might later encounter.
He also argues that all discourses are not equal in status, that
some are socially dominant carrying with them social power
and acc ess to economic success and some nondominant. The
status of individual, born into a particular discourse tends to
be maintained because primary discourses are related to secondary discourses of similar status in our society (for example,

the middle-class home discourse to school discourse, or
the working-class African-American home discourse to the
black church discourse). Status is also maintained because
dominant groups in a society apply frequent "tests" of fluency
in the dominant discourses, often focused on its most superficial aspects grammar, style, mechanics so as to exclude

trom full participation those who are not horn to positions
of power.

These arguments resonate it) many ways with what I also
believe to he true. I lowever, as I reread and pondered the art iles, I began to get a sense of my colleague's discomfOrt. I also
began to Understand how that discomfort related to some con-
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cerns I have about the perspectives of educators who sincerely

hope to help educate poor children and children of color to
become successful and literate, but who find themselves paralyzed by their own conception of the task.
There are two aspects of Gee's arguments which I find problematic. First is Gee's notion that people who have not been
born into dominant discourses will find it exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to acquire such a discourse. He argues
strongly that discourses cannot be "overtly" taught, particularly in a classroom, but can only be acquired by enculturation

in the home or by "apprenticeship" into social practices.
Those who wish to gain access to the goods and status connected to a dominant discourse must have access to the social
practices related to that discourse. That is, to learn the "rules"
required for admission into a particular dominant discourse,
individuals must already have access to the social institutions
connected to that discourse if you're not already in, don't
expect to get in.
This argument is one of the issues that concerned my colleague. As she put it, Gee's argument suggests a dangerous

kind of determinism as flagrant as that espoused by the
geneticists: instead of being locked into "your place" by your
genes, you are now locked hopelessly into a lower-class status
by your discourse. Clearly, such a stance can leave a teacher
feeling powerless to effect change, and a student feeling hopeless that change can occur.
The second aspect of Gee's work that I find troubling suggests that an individual who is born into one discourse with

one set of values may experience major conflicts Nyhen
attempting to acquire another discourse with another set of
values. Gee defines this as especially pertinent to 'women and
minorities," who, when they seek to acquire status discourses,

may be faced with adopting values that deny their primary
identities. When teachers believe that this acceptance of selfdeprecatory values is inevitabh in order for people of color to
acquire status discourses, then their sense of.justice and lair
play might hinder their teaching these discourses.
If teachers were to adopt both of these premises suggested

3
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by Gee's work, not only would they view the acquisition of a
new discourse in a classroom impossible to achieve, but they
might also view the goal of acquiring such a discourse questionable at best. The sensitive teacher might well conclude
that even to try to teach a dominant discourse to students who
are members of a nondorninant oppressed group would be to
oppress them further. And this potential conclusion concerns
me. While I do agree that discourses may embody conflicting
values, I also believe there are many individuals who have
faced and overcome the problems that such a conflict might
cause. I hope to provide another perspective on both of these
premises.

OVERCOMING OBSTACLES TO ACQUISITION
One remedy to the paralysis suffered by many teachers is to
bring to the fore stories of the real people whose histories
directly challenge unproductive beliefs. Mike Rose has done a
poignantly convincing job of detailing the role of committed

teachers in his own journey toward accessing literate discourse, and his own role as a teacher of disenfranchised veterans who desperately needed the kind of explicit and focused
instruction Rose was able to provide in order to "make it" in
an alien academic setting.' But there are many stories not yet
documented which exemplify similar journeys, supported by
similar reaching.
A friend and colleague who teaches in a college of education
at a major Midwestern university, told me of one of her graduate students whom we'll call Marge. Marge received a special

fellowship funded by a private foundation designed to
increase the numbers of faculty holding doctorates at black
«ffleges. She applied to the doctoral program at my friend's
university and traveled to the institution to take a few classes
while awaiting the decision. Apparently, the admissions cornniittee did not quite know what to do with her, for here was
someone who was already on campus with a fellowship, but
who, based on GRE scores and writing samples, they determined was not capable of doing doctoral-level work. Finally,

U
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the committee agreed to admit Marge into the master's program, even though she already held a master's degree. Marge
accepted the offer. My friend we'll call her Susan got to
know Marge when the department head asked her to "work

with" the new student who was considered "at risk" of not
successfully completing the degree.

Susan began a program to help Marge learn how to cope
with the academic setting. Susan recognized early on that
Marge was very talented but that she did not understand how
to maneuver her way through academic writing, reading, and
talking. In their first encounters, Susan and Marge discussed

the comments instructors had written on Marge's papers,
and how the next paper might incorporate the professor's
concerns. The next summer Susan had Marge write weekly
synopses of articles related to educational issues. When
they met, Marge talked through her ideas while Susan
took notes. Thgether they translated the ideas into the "discourse of teacher education.- Marge then rewrote the papers
referring to their conversations and Susan's extensive written
comments.
Susan continued to work with Marge, both in and out of
the classroom, during the following year. By the end of that
year, Marge's instructors began telling Susan that Marge was a
real star, that she had written the best papers in their classes.
When fiiculty got funding for various projects, she became
one of the most sought-after research assistants in the college.
And when she applied for entry into the doctoral program the
next fall, even though her GRE scores were still low, she was
accepted with no hesitation. Her work now includes research

and writing that challenge dominant attitudes about the
potential of poor children to achieve.
The stories of two successful African-American men also
challenge the belief that literate discourses cannot be acquired
in classroom settings, and highlight the significance of teachers in transforming students' futures. Clarence Cunningham,
now , vice chancellor at the largest historically black institution in the iinited States, grew up in a painfulk. poor community in rural Illinois. I le attended an all--African-American
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elementary school in the 1930s in a community where the

'

parents of most of the children never even considered attending high school. There is a school picture hanging in his den
of a ragtag group of about thirty-five children. As he shows
me that picture, he talks about the one boy who grew up to be
a principal in Philadelphia, one who is now a vice president of
a major computer company, one who was recently elected
attorney general of Chicago, another who is a vice president of
Harris Bank in Chicago, another who was the first black pilot
hired by a major airline. He points to a little girl who is now
an administrator, another who is a union leader. Almost all of
the children in the photo eventually left their home community, and almost all achieved impressive goals in life.
Another colleague and friend, Bill Trent, a professor and
researcher at a major research university, told me of growing
up in the 1940s and 1950s in inner-city Richmond, Virginia,
-the capital of the Confederacy,- His father, a cook, earned an
eighth-grade education by going to night school. His mother,
a domestic, had a third-grade education. Neither he nor his
classmates had aspirations beyond their immediate environment. Yet, many of t hese students completed college, and
almost all were successful, many notable. Among them are
teachers, ministers, an electronics wizard, state officials, career
army officers, tennis ace Arthur Ashe, and the brothers Max
and Randall Robinson, the national newscaster and the director of Trans-Africa, respec tively.

How do these men explain the transformations that
occurred in their own and their classmates' lives? Both
attribute their ability to transcend the circumstances into
which they were born directly to their teachers. First, their
teachers successfully taught what Gee calls the -superficial
features- of middle-class discourse grammar, style, mechan-

features that Gee c laims are particularly resistant to
classroom instruction. And the students successfully leamed
them.
These teachers also stic cessfully taught the more subtle
aspects of dominant discourse. According to both Trent and
Cunningham, theil cachers insisted that students be able
ics
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to speak and write eloquently, maintain neatness, diink
carefully, exude character, and conduct themselves with
decorum. They even found ways to mediate class differences

by attending to the hygiene of students who needed such
attention washing faces, cutting fingernails, and handing
out deodorant.

Perhaps more significant than what they taught is what
they believed. As Trent says, -They held visions of us that we
could not imagine for ourselves. And they held those visions
even when they themselves were denied entry into the larger
white world. They were determined that, despite all odds, we

would achieve.- In an era of overt racism when much was
denied to African-Americans, the message drilled into students was -the one thing people can't take away from you is
svhat's between your ears.- The teachers of both men insisted
that they must achieve because -you must do twice as well as
white people to be considered half as good.-

As Cunningham says, -Those teachers pushed us, they
wouldn't ler us fail. They'd say, 'The world is tough out there,
and you have to be tougher.'" Trent recalls that growing up in

the -inner-city,- he had no conception of life beyond high
school, but his high school teachers helped him to envision
one. While he happily maintained a C average, putting all of
his energy into playing football, he experienced a turning
point one day when his coach called him inside in the middle
of a practice. There, while he was still suited up for football,

all of his teachers gathered to explain to him that if he
thought he could continue making Cs and stay on the team he
had another thing coming. They were there to tell him that if
he did not get his act together and make the grades they knew
he was capable of, then his football career would be over.
Like similar teachers chronicled elsewhere, these teachers
put in overtime to ensure that the students were able to live

up to their expec tations. They set high standards and then
carefully and explicitly instructed students in how to meet
diem. -You can and will do well.- they insisted, as thee taught

at break timesifter school, and on weekends to ensure that
their students met their expec rations. All of these teachers
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wcre able co teach in classrooms the rules for dominant discoursesdlowing students to succeed in mainstream America
who were not only born outside of the realms of power and
status, bur who had no access co status institutions. These
teachers were not themselves a part of the power elite, not
members of dominant discourses. Yet they were able to provide the keys for their students' entry into the larger world,
never knowing if the doors would ever swing open to allow
them in.
The renowned African-American sociologist E. Franklin
Frazier also successfully acquired a discOurse into which he
was not born. born in poverty to unschooled parents, Frazier
learned to want to learn from his teachers and from his selfcaught father. lie learned his lessons so well that his achievements provided what must be the ultimate proof of the ability
to acquire a._se«indary dominant discourse, no matter what
one's beginnings. After Frazier completed his master's degree
at Clark I. niversity, he went on to challenge many aspects of
the white-dominated oppressive system of segregation. Ironical lyit the time Frazier graduated from Clark, he received a
reference from its president, G. Stanley I lall, who gave Frazier
what he must have thought was the highest praise possible in

a predominantly white university in I 92c. -Mr. Frazier...
seems to me to be quite gentlemanly and mcntalll
What better evidence of Frazier's haying successfully accjuired
the dominant discourse of academe!
These stories are of commitment zuld transformation. They
show how peopleLhven the proper support, can -make it- in
ulturally alien environments. They make clear that standardized test scores have little to say about one's actual ability. And

they demonstrate that supporting students transformation
demands an extraordinary amount of time and commitment,
but that teachers can make a difference if t hey are willing to
make that. commitment.
Despite the diffic ulty entailed it) the process, almost any
African-American or other disenfranchised individual who
has be«ime Sin tTssillr his d011e so by a«juiring a discourse
other than the one into win( h he or she W,V, born. And almost
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all can attribute that acquisition to what happened as a result
of the work of one or more committed teachers.

A C(.21: IsITION AND TRANSFORMATION
But the issue is not only whether students can learn a dominant
secondary discourse in the classroom. Perhaps rhe more significant issue is, should they attempt to do so? Gee contends

that for those who have been barred from the mainstream,
-acquisition of many mainstream Discourses...involves active
complicity with the values that conflict with one's home and
community-based Discourses." There can be no doubt that in
many classrooms students of color do reject literacy, for they
feel that literate discourses reject them. Keith Gilyard, in his
iolting autobiographical study of language competence. graphically details his attempt to achieve in schools that denied the
very existence of his community reality:
was torn between institutions, between value systems. At times
the tug of school was greater, therefore the 9,-.2 average. On the
other occasions the streets were a more powerful lure. thus the
heroin and the 4-) in English and a brief visit to the Adult:scent
Remand Shelter. I... Saw no middle ground or more accurately, no
total grciund on which anomalies like me wuld gather. I tried to be a
hir schoolboy, but it was Impossible to achieve that persona. In the
group I most loved, to be fully hit, meant to repudiate a school system in which African-American consciousness was undervalued or
ignored: in which, in spite or the many nightmares around us. I WAN

urged to keep my mind on the Dream, to plat the fortunate token,
to keep my head straight down and -make
And I pumped more
and more dope into my arms. It tt as a nearly fatal response, but an
almost inevitable one.'

Herb Kohl writes powerfully about individuals, young and
old, who choose to -not-learn" what is expected of them rather
than to learn that which denies them their sense of who
they are:
tends i take plait: when someone has to deal with
tinaoidable i hallenges to her or his personal and fiumIt lotalties.
integrity, and 'dent ity iii slit ii Sit llat 1011S tht:re are tort cd ht)11.1.:,
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and no appaa 11( middk ground To agree to karn trorn a strangc r
who dots not re spec y our inagrit (dusts a ma;or loss ot sc it "I he
only alternative is to not-learn and reject the stranger's world.'

I have met many radical or progressive teachers of literacy
who attempt to resolve the 7roblem of students who choose to

"not-learn- by essentially deciding to "not-teach." They

appear to believe that to remain true to their ideology, their
role must be to empower and politicize their most disenfranchised students by refusing to teach what Gee calls the superficial features (grammar, form, style, and so forth) of dominant
discourses.6 Believing themselves to be contributing to their

students' liberation by deemphasizing dominant discourses,
they instead seek to develop literacy sold.) within the language
and style of the students home discourse.

Feminist writer bell hooks writes of one of the consequences of this teaching methodology. During much of her
postsecondary school career she was the only black student in

her writing courses. Whenever she would write a poem in
black Southern dialect, the teachers and fellow students
would praise her for using her "true authentic voice- and
encourage her to write more in this voice.' hooks writes of her

frustration with these teachers who, like the teachers I

describe, did not recognize the need for African-American
students to have access to many voices and who maintained

their stance even when adult students or the parents of
younger students demanded that they do otherwise.
I am reminded of one educator of adult African-American
veterans who insisted that her students needed to develop
their "own voices- by developing "fluency- in their home language. Her students vociferously objected, demanding that
they be taught grammar, punctuation, and "Standard Eng-

lish.- The teacher insisted that such a mode of study was

"oppressive.- The students continued venting their objections
in loud and certain tones. When asked why she thought her

students had not developed -voice- when they were using

their voices to loudly express their displeasure, she responded
that it was "be( ions( of who they are,- that is, apparently
.oecause they were working-class, black, and disagreed with
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her Another educator of adults told me that she based her
teaching on liberating principles. She voiced her anger with
her mostly poor, working-class students because they rejected
her pedagogy and "refused to be liberated.- There are many
such stories to recount.'
There are several reasons why students and parents of color
take a position that differs from the well-intentioned position
of the teachers I have described. First, they know that members of-society need access to dominant discourses to (legally)
have access to economic power. Second. they know that such
discourses can be and have been acquired in classrooms
because they know individuals who have done so. And third,
and most significant to the point I wish to make now, they
know that individuals have the ability to transform dominant
discourses for liberatory purposes to engage in what Henry
Louis Gates calls "changing the joke and slipping the yoke,)
that is, using European philosophical and critical standards to
challenge the tenets of European belief systems,
hell hooks speaks of her black women teachers in the segregated South as being the model from which she acquired both
access to dominant discourses and a sense of the validity of the
primary discourse of working-class African-American people.
From their instruction, she learned that black poets were
capable of speaking in many voices, that the Dunbar who
wrote in dialect was as valid as the Dunbar who wrote sonnets.
She also learned from these women that she was capable of

not only participating in the mainstream, but redirecting its
currents: "Their work was truly education for critical consciousness....They were the teachers who conceptualized oppo-

sitional world views, who taught us young black women to
exult and glory in the power and beauty of our intellect. They
plfered to us a legacy of liberatory pedagogy that demanded
active resistance and rebellion against sexism and racism."
Carter G. \Voodson called for similar pedagogy almost so (Airy years ago. I-k extolled teachers in his r 9 3 A1 i-Educallon
2,

q. Ilk Nugro to teach African-American students not only the

language and ca n o n of the European "mainstream," but to
teac h as well the life, history, language, philosophy, and I itera-

t
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ture of their own people. Only this kind of education, he
argued, would prepare an educated class which would serve
the needs of the African-American community.
Acquiring the ability to function in a dominant discoutse
need not mean that one must reject one's home identity and
values, for discourses are not static, but are shaped, however
reluctantly, by those who participate within them and by the
form of their participation. Many who have played significant
roles in fighting for the liberation of people of color have done
so through the language of dominant discourses, from Frederick Douglass to Ida B. Wells, to Mary McCloud Bethune, to
Martin Luther King, to Malcolm X. As did bell hooks' teachers. today's teachers can help economically disenfranchised
students and students of color, both to master the dominant

discourses and to transform them. How is the teacher to
accomplish this? I suggest several pos5ibilities.

What can teachers do? First, teachers must acknowledge

and validate students' home language without using it to
limit students' potential. Students' home discourses are vital
to their perception of self and sense of community connectedness. One Native American college student I know says he
cannot write in Standard English when he writes about his
village "because that's about me!" Then he must use his own
"village English" or his voice rings hollow even to himself.
June Jordan has written a powerful essay about teaching a
course in Black English and the class's decision to write a letter of protest in that language when the brother of one of the
students was killed by police." The point must not be to
eliminate students' home languages, but rather to add other
voices and discourses to their repertoires. As bell hooks and
Henry Gates have poignantly reminded us, racism and
oppression must be fought on as many fronts and in as many
voices as we can muster.''
Second, teachers must recognize the conflict Gee details
between students' home discourses and the discourse of
school. They must understand that students who appear to be
unable to learn an. in many instances choosing to "not-learn"
as Kohl puts it, choosing to maintain their sense of identity in
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the face of what they perceive as a painful choice between alle-

giance to "them" or "us." The teacher, however, can reduce
this sense of choice by transforming the new discourse so that
it contains within it a place for the students' selves. To do so,

they must saturate the dominant discourse with new meanings, must wrest from it a place for the glorification of their
students and their forbears.
An interesting historical example is documented by James
Anderson. Anderson writes of Richard Wright, an AfricanAmerican educator in the post-Reconstruction era, who found
a way through the study of the "classical" curriculum to claim

a place of intellectual respect for himself and his people.
When examined by the U.S. Senate Committee on Education
and Labor, one senator questioned Wright about the comparative- inferiority and superiority of the races. Wright replied:
It is generally admitted that religion has been a great means of
human development and progress, and I think that about all the
great religions which have blessed this world have come from the
colored rates
believe, too, that our methods of alphabetic
writing all came from the colored racemd I think the majority of
the stiences in their origin have come from the colored races....Now
I take the testimony of those people who knowmd who. I feel are
capable of instructing me on this point, and I find them saying that
the Egyptians were actually wooly-haired negroes. In Humboldt \

Cosmos (Vol. 2, p s it you will finch that test imony, and I I umholdt, I presume, is a pretty good authority. The same thing is
stated in I icrodotus, and in a number of other authors with whom
you gentlemen are doubtless timiliar Now it that is true, the idea
that the negro race is inherently inferior, seems to me to be ,u least a

little liniping.

Noted educator Jaime Escalante prepared poor Latino students to pass the tests for advanced calculus when everyone
else thought they would do well to master fractions. To do so,
he also transfOrmed a discourse' by placing his students and
their am estors firmly within its boundaries. In a line from the
movie chronicling his successtandand Dtlirer he entreated
his students, "You hart to learn math. The Mayans discovered
zero. Math is in your blood!"
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And this is also what those who create what has been called

"Afrocentric" curricula do. They too seek to illuminate for
students (and their teachers) a world in which people with
brown and black skin have achieved greatness and have developed a large part of what is considered the great classical tradi-

tion. They also seek to teach students about those who have
taken the language born in Europe and transformed it into an
emancipatory tool for those facing oppression in the "1-1,w
world." In the mouths and pens of Bill Trent, Clarence Cun-

ningham, bell hooks, Henry Louis Gates, Paul Lawrence
Dunbar, and countless others, the **language of the master"
has been used for liberatory ends. Students can learn of that
rich legacy, and they can also learn that they are its inheritors
and rightful heirs.
A final role that teachers can take is to acknowledge the
unfair -discourse-stacking- that our society engages in. They
can discuss openly the injustices of allowing certain people to
succeed, based not upon merit but upon which family they
were born into, upon which discourse they had access to as
children. The students, of course, already know this, but the
open acknowledgment of it in the very institution that facilitates the sorting process is liberating in itself. In short, teachers must allow discussions of oppression to become a parr of
language and literature instruction. Only after acknowledging the inequity of the system can the teacher's stance then be
"Ler me show you how to cheat!" And of course, to cheat is to
learn the discourse which would otherwise be used to exclude
them from participating in and transfhrming the mainstream.
This is what many black teachers of the segregated South
intended when they, like the teachers of Bill Trent and
Clarence Cunningham, told their students that they had to
do better than those white kids." We can again let our students know that they can resist a system that seeks to limit
them to the bottom rung of the social and economic ladder.
Gee may not agree with my analysis of his work, for, in
truth, his writings are so multifaceted as not to be easily
reduced to simplistic positions. But that is not the issue. The
point is that some aspec ts of his work ca» be disturbing for the
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African-American reader, and reinforcing for those who
choose wrongly, but for "right" reasons not to educate
black and poor children.
Individuals can learn the "superficial features" of dominant
discourses, as well as their more subtle aspects. Such acquisition can provide a way both to turn the sorting system on its
head and to make available one more voice for resisting and

reshaping an oppressive system. This is the alternative perspective I want to give to teachers of poor children and children of color, and this is the perspective I hope will end the
paralysis and set teachers free to teach, and thereby to liberate.
When teachers are committed to teaching all students, and
when they understand that through their teaching change can
occur, then the chance for transformation is great.

I

()

Education in a
Multicultural Society:
Our Future's
Greatest Challenge*
In any discussion of education and culture, it is important to

remember that children are individuals and cannot be
made to fit into any preconceived mold of how they are
"supposed" to act. The question is not necessarily how to create the perfect "culturally matched" learning situation for each

ethnic group, but rather how to recognize when there is a
problem for a particular child and how to seek its cause in the
most broadly conceived fashion. Knowledge about culture is
but one tool that educators may make use of when devising
solutions for a school's difficultv in educating diverse children.
TH

CI.,sF1 13 1: TWEEN
C
RA
STUDENTS AND SCHOOL

The clash between school culture and home culture is actualized in at least two ways. When a significant difkrence exists
between the students' culture and the school's culture, teachers can easily misread students' aptitudes, intent, or abilities
as a result of the difference in styles of language use and interactional patterns. Secondly, when such cultural differences
exist, teachers may utilize styles of instruction and/or discipline that are at odds with community norms. A few exam-

ples: A twelve-year-old friend tells me that there are three
kinds of teachers in his middle school: the black teachers,
none of whom are afraid of black kids; the white teachers, a
'PR:set-m.1i at Ow I 2111 annual (lharks I I. Thompson Lecture C olloquium,
NI 0. cmher 6, I 91) I IIW ,,pecc h has betn shphtly modilitd for pulIht at Ion
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few of whom are not afraid of black kids; and the largest group
of white teachers, who are all afraid of black kids. It is this last

group that, iaccording to my young informant, consistently
has the most difficulty with teaching and whose students have
the most difficulty with learning.
I would like to suggest that some of the problems may certainly be as this young man relates. Yet, from my work with
teachers in many settings, I have come to belies e.that a major

portion of the problem may also rest with how these three
groups of teachers interact and use language with their students. These differences in discourse styles relate to certain eth-

nic and class groups. For instance, many African-American
teachers are likely ro gise directives ro a group of unruly students in a direct and explicit fashion, for example, don't want
to hear it. Sit down, be quiet. and finish your work NOW!"
Not only is this directive explicit, but with ii the teacher also
displays a high degree of personal power in the classroom. BY
contrast, many middle-class European-American teachers are
likely to sdy something likc, -Would you like to sit down now
and finish your paper making use of an indirect command
and downplaying the display of power. Partly because the first
instance is likely to be more like the statements many AfricanAmerican children hear at home, and partly because the second
statement sounds to mans. of these youngsters like the words of
someone who is fearful (and thus less deserving of respect).

African-American children are more likely to obey the first
explicit directive and ignore the second implied directive.
The discussion of this issue is complex, but, in brief, many

of the difficulties teachers encounter with children who are
different in background from themselves are related to this
underlying attitudinal difference in the appropriate display of
explicitness and personal power in the classroom.
If teachers are to teach effectively, recognition of the importance of student perception of teacher intent is critical. Problems di ising from culturalls different interactional styles seem
to disproportionately at fect African-American boys, who, as a
result of-cultural influences, exhibit a high degree of-physicality
amid desire for uncrai. non. This can be expressed both positivek.
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and negatively, as hugging and other shows of affection or as hitting and other displays of displeasure. Either expressiol is likely
to receive negative sanction in the classroom setting.

Researcher Harry Morgan documents in a 1990 study what
most of us who have worked with African-American children

have learned intuitively: that African-American children,
more than white, and boys more than girls, initiate interactions with peers in the classroom in performing assigned
tasks. Morgan concludes that a classroom that allows for
greater movement and interaction will better facilitate the
learning and social styles of African-American boys, while one
that disallows such activity will unduly penalize them. This, I
believe, is one of the reasons that there recently has been such

a movement toward developing schools specifically for
African-American males. Black boys ,ire unduly penalized in
our regular classrooms. They are disproportionately assigned
to special education. They do not have to be, and would not
be, if our teachers were taught how to redesign classrooms so
that the styles of African-American boys are accommodated.
I would like to share with you an example of a student's ability being misread as a result of a mismatch between the student's and teacher's cultural use of language. Second-grader
Marti was reading a story she had written that began, "Once
upon a time, there was an old lady, and this old lady ain't had no
sense.- The teacher interrupted her, "Marti, that sounds like
dr. beginning of a wonderful story, but could you tell me how

you would say it in Standard English?" Marti put her head
down, thought for a minute, and said softly, "There was an old
lady who didn't have any sense.- Then Marti put her hand on
her hip, raised her voice and said, "But this old lady ain't had m,

sense!" Marti's teacher probably did not understand that the
child was actually exhibiting a very sophisticated sense of language. Although she clearly knew the Standard English form,
she chose a so-called nonstandard Corm for emphasis, just as

world-class writers Charles Chesnutt, Alice Walker, Paul
Liwrence Dunbar, and 'rmra Neale Hurst on have done fin- years.
( ourse, there is no standardized test prusemly on the market

that can disc ern that les el of sophistication. Marti's misuse of
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Standard English would simply be assessed as a "mistake."
Thus, differences in cultural language patterns make inappropriate assessments commonplace.

Another example of assessment difficulties arising from
differences in culture can be found in the Latino community.
Frequently, Latino girls find it difficult to speak out or exhibit
academic prowess in a gender-mixed setting. They will often
defer to boys, displaying their knowledge only when in the
company of other girls. Most teachers, unaware of this ten-

dency, are likely to insist that all groups be gender-mixed,
thus depressing the exhibition of ability by the Latino girls in
the class.

A final example involves Native Americans. In many
Nat ive American communities there is a prohibition against
speaking for someone else. So strong is this prohibition that to
the question, "Does v'our son like moose?: an adult Native
American man responded to what should have been asked

instead: -1 like moose.'' The consequence of this cultural
interactional pattern may have contributed to the findings in
Charlotte Basham's study of a group of Native American college students' writing. The students appeared unable to write
summaries and, even when explicitly told not to, continued to
write their opinions of various works rather than summaries of

the authors words. Basham concludes that the prohibition
against speaking for others may have caused these students
considerable difficulty in trying to capture in their own words
the ideas of another. Because they had been taught to always
speak for themselves, they found doing so much more comfortable and culturally compatible.

STEREOTYPING
There is a widespread belief that Asian-American children are
the "perfect" students, that they will do well regardless of ic
academic setting in which they are placed. This stereotype has
led to a negative backlash in which the academic needs of the
majority of A:,ian-American students are overlooked. I recall
one live-year-old Asian-American girl in a Montessori kinder-

"
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garten class. Cathy was dutifully going about the task
assigned to her, that of plac ing a number of o't ,ucts next to
various numerals printed on a cloth. She appeared to be thor-

oughly engaged, attending totally to the task at hand, and
never disturbing anyone near her. Meanwhile, the teacher's
attention was devoted to the children who demanded her
presence in one form or another or to those she believed would

have difficulty with the task assigned them. Small, quiet
Cathy fit neither category. At the end of work time, no one
had come to see what Cathy had done, and Cathy neatly put
away her work. Her behavior and attention to task had been
exemplary. The only problem was that at the end of the session

no numeral had the correct number of objects next to it. The
teacher later told me that Cathy, like Asian-American students she had taught previously, was one of the best students
in the class. Yet, in this case, a child's culturally influenced.
nondisruptive classroom behavior, along with the teacher's
stereotype of -good Asian students," led to her not receiving
appropriate instruction.
Another example of stereotyping involves African-American

girls. Research has been c miducted in classroom settings
which shows that African-American girls are rewarded for
nurturing behavior while white girls are rewarded for academic behavior. Though it is likely true that many AfricanAmerican girls are excellent nurturers, having played with or
helped to care for younger siblings or cousins, they are penalized by the nurturing -rnammy" stereotype when they are not
given the same encouragement as white girls toward academic
endeavors.

Another example of stereotyping ,-oncerns Native Amenii children. Many researchers and classroom teachers have
described the -nonverbal Indian
What is often missed
iii these desc ript ions is that these children are as verbal and
eager to share their knowledgcA as any others, but they need
appropriate contcxts suc h as small groups in which to talk.

\Xthen asked inappropriat:. questions or called on to talk
before die entire c lass, milnv Native American children will
CO ansWCr, or will answer in as tew words as possible.

0
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Thus, teachers sometimes refrain from calling on Natie
American students to avoid causing them discomfort, and
these children subsequently miss the opportunity to discuss
or display their knowledge of the subject matter.
A primary source of stereotyping is often the teacher education program itself. It is in these programs that teachers learn
that poor students and students of color should be expected to
achieve less than their -mainstream- counterparts.
ASSLN1PTIONS

THAT LEAD TO TEA( 1-HNC; LEss
INSTEAD OF MORE
We say we believe that all children can learn, but few of us
really believe it. Teacher education usually focuses on research

that links failure and socioeconomic status, failure and cultural difference, and failure and single-parent households. It is
hard to believe that these children can possibly be successful

after their teachers have been so thoroughly exposed to so
much negative indoctrination. When teachers receive that
kind of education, there is a tendency to assume deficits in

students rather than to locate and teach to strengths. To
counter this tendency, educators must have knowledge of
children's lives outside of school so as to recognize their
strengths.
One of my former students is a case in point. Howard was
in first grade when everyone thought that he would need to be
placed in special education classes. Among his other academic
problems, he seemed totally unable to do even the simplest
mathematics worksheets. During the unit on money, deter-

mining the value of nickels and dimes seemed hopelessly
beyond him. I agreed with the general assessment of him
until I got to know something about his life outside of school.
Howard was seven years old. He had a younger sister who was
lOur and afflicted with cerebral palsy. II is mother was suffering from a drug problem and was unable to adequately care

for the children, so }Iowan.' was the main aretaker in the
family. Each morning, he would get his sister up, dressed, and
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off to school He also did the family laundry and much of the
shopping. To do both those tasks, he had become expert at
counting money and knowing when or if the local grocer was
overcharging. Still, he was unable to complete what appeared
to his teachers to be a simple worksheet. Without teachers
having knowledge of his abilities outside of school he was destined to be labeled mentally incompetent.
This story also exposes how curriculum content is typically
Presented. Children who may be gifted in real-life settings are

often at a loss when asked to exhibit knowledge solely
through decontextualized paper-and-pencil exercises. I have
often pondered that if we taught African-American children
how to dance in school, by the time they had finished the first
five workbooks on the topic, we would have a generation of
remedial dancers!
If we do not have some knowledge of children's lives outside of the realms of paper-and-pencil work, and even outside
of their classrooms, then we cannot know their strengths. Not

knowing students' strengths leads to our "teaching down" to
children from communities that are culturally different from
that of the teachers in the school. Because teachers do not
want to tax what they believe to be these students' lower abilities, they end up teaching less when, in actuality, these students need mort of what school has to offer. This is not a new
concept. In 19 Carter G. Woodson discussed the problem
in T/k MIN-Education (%1 tht Negro:

The teaching of arithmetic in the fifth grade in a backward county
in Mississippi should mean one thing in the Negro school and a
decidedly different thing in the white school. The Negro children,
as a rule, come from the homes of tenants and peons who have to
nligrate annually trom plantat ion to plantation, looking for light
whic h th(v has C nes Cr SCII. The ( hildren from the homes of white

planters and men hants live permanently in the midst of calculation, family budgets, and the like, whit h enable them sometimes to
learn more by conta I t han t he Negro can ac ChM re in school Instead
ot tea( hung suc Ii Neer() ciii ldren less ant hmet it, t hey should be
(might muc h more ol it than white c hildren.

Tea( Iiing less rather than teaching more can happen in sev-
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eral ways. Those who utilize skills-based approaches can
teach less by focusing solely on isolated, decontextualized
bits. Such instruction becomes boring and meaningless when

not placed in any meaningful context. When instruction
allows no opportunity for children to use their minds to create
and interpret texts, then children will only focus on low-level
thinking and their school-based intellect will atrophy. Skills-

oriented approaches that feature hea.vy doses of readiness
activities also contribute to the "teaching less" phenomenon.
Children are typically assigned to these activities as a result of
low scores on some standardized rest. However, they end up
spending so much time matching circles and triangles that no
one ever introduces them to actually learning how to read.
Should anyone doubt it, I can guarantee you that no amount
of matching circles and triangles ever taught anyone how to
read. Worse, these act ivit ies take time away from real kinds of

involvement in literacy such as listening to and seeing the
words in real books.
Teaching less can also occur with those who favor "helistic-

or -child-centered- approaches. While I believe that there
is much of 1. al tie in whole language and process Nvri ring
approac hes, some teachers seem almost to be using these
methodologies as excuses for not teaching. I am reminded ()fa

colleague who visited a classroom in CahfOrnia designed
around the state-mandated whole language approach. iqy colleague witnessed one child in a peer reading group who clearly

could not read. V'hen she later asked the teacher about this

child, the teacher responded that it was "OK" that this
tOurth-grader could not read, because he woul I understand
the content via the subsequent discussion. While it is great
that rhe allld would have the opportunity to learn through a
d isc uss I on, it is devastat ing t hat no one was providing hi
with what he also needed explic it instruction in learning
how to read.
In some "proc ess writing- 1 lassrooms, teachers unfamiliar
with the language abilities ot African-American hildren arc.
led to helie that these students have no linen( wit Ii language. Ilic theretore allos them to remain III dle
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of the writing process, producing first draft after first draft,
with no attention to editing or completing final products
They allow African-American students to remain at the level
of developing fluency because these teachers do not understand the language competence their students already possess.

The key here is nor the kind of instruction but the attitude
underlying it. When teachers do not understand the potential
of the students they teach, they will underteach them no matter what the methodology.

IGNORANCE OF COMMUNITY NORMS

Many school systems have attempted to institute -parent
training- programs for poor parents and parents of color.
While the intentions of these programs are good, they can
only be truly useful when educators understand the realities
with which such parents must contend and why they do what
they do. Often, mkkile-class school professionals are appalled
by what they see of poor parents. and most do not have the

training or the ability to see Nst surface behaviors to the
meanings behind parents actions.
In a preschool I have often visited, four-year-old David's
young mother once came to his class to provide a birthday
party for her son. I happened to hear the conversation of the

teachers that afternoon. They said she came to school in a
-bum costume- yelling, -Let's party!" and running around the
room. She had presents for all the children and a cake she or
someone else had baked for the occasion. The teachers were
horrified. They said they could smell alcohol on her breath,

that the children went wild, and that they attempted to get
the children out to recess as ciuickly as possible.
From an earlier conversation. I happened to know that this
woman cares deeply for her son and his welfare. She is even
saving money to put him in private school a major sacrifice
for her when he enters kindergarten. David's teachers, however, were not able to see that, despite her possible i napproprimeness, his mother ha(I -at wally spent a great deal of effort and
( are in putting together this party for her son. She also proba-
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bly felt the need to bolster her courage a bit with a drink in
order to face fifteen four-year-olds and keep them entertained.
We must find ways for professionals to understand the differ-

ent ways in which parents can show their concern for their
children.

Another example of a cultural barrier between teacher
understandings and parental understandings occurred ot a
predominantly Latino school in Boston. Even though the
teachers continually asked them not to, the parents, primarily
mothers, kept bringing their first graders into their classroom
before the school day officially began. The teachers wanted all
children to remain on the playground with a teacher's aide,
and they also wanted all parents to vacate the school yard as
soon as possible while the teachers readied the classrooms for

the beginning of the day. When the parents continued to
ignore the request, the teachers began locking the school
doors. Pretty soon feelings escalated to the point of yelling
matches, and the parents even approached the school board.
What the teachers in this instance did not understand was
that the parents viewed six-year-olds as still being babies and

in need of their mother's or their surrogate mother's (the
teacher's) attention. To the parents, leaving children outside
without one of their -mothers- present was tantamount to
child abuse and exhibited a most callous disregard for the
children's welfare. The situation did not have to have become
so highly charged. All that was needed was some knowledge
about the parents and community of the children they were
teaching, and the teachers could have resolved the problem
easily perhaps by stationing one of the first-grade teachers
outside in the mornings, or by inviting one of the parents to
remain on the school grounds before the teachers called the
children in to class.

INVISIB11.11 Y

W hether we are i m med iatel y aware of it or not, the United
State is surely compowd of a plethora of perspectives. I am
reminded of this every time I thild; oi my friend Mart ha, a
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Native American teacher Martha told me how tired she got of
being asked about her plans for Thanksgiving by people who

seemed to take no note that her perspective on the holiday
might be a bit different than their own. One year, in her frus-

tration, she told me that when the next questioner asked,
"What are you doing for Thanksgiving?", she answered, I
plan to spend the day saying, 'You're welcome!"
If we plan to survive as a species on this planet we must certainly create multicultural curricula that educate our children
to the differing perspectives of our diverse population. In part,
the problems we see exhibited in school by African-American

children and children of other oppressed minorities can be
traced to this lack of a curriculum in which they can find represented the intellectual achievements of people who look like
themselves. Were that not the case, these children would not
talk about doing well in school as "acting white.- Our children of color need to see the brilliance of their legacy, too.
Even with well- intentioned educators, not only our children's legacies but our children themselves can become invisible. Many of the teachers we educate, and indeed their teacher

educators, believe that to acknowledge a child's color is to
insult him or her. In her book White Teacher, Vivian Paley
openly discusses the problems inherent in the statement that I
have heard many teachers well-intentioned teachers utter,
"I don't see color, I only see children." What message does this
statement send? That there is something wrong with being
black or brown, that it should not be noticed? I would like to
suggest that if one does not see color, then one does not really

see children. Children made "invisible- in this manner
become hard-pressed to see themselves worthy of notice.

ADDRESSING THE PROBLEMS

OF EDUCATING P 0 It
AND CI- 1. TURA 1.1Y DIVERSE CHI I. DREN

To 1)egin with, our prospective teachers are exposed to
descriptions of failure rather than models of success. We
expose student teachers to an education that relies upon name
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calling and labelling ("disadvantaged," "at-risk," -learning
disabled," "the underclass") to explain its failures, and calls
upon research study after research study ro inform teachers
that school achievement is intimately and inevitably linked
with socioeconomic status. Teacher candidates are told that
culturally different" children are mismatched to the school
setting and therefore cannot be expected to achieve as well as

white, middle-class children. They are told that children of
poverty are developmentally slower than ether children.
Seldom, however, do we make available to our teacher initiates the many success stories about educating poor children
and children of color: those institutions like the Nairobi DaySchool in East Palo Alto, California, which produced children
from poor African-American communities who scored three
grade levels above the national average. Nor do we make sure

that they learn about those teachers who are quietly going
about the job of producing excellence in educating poor and
culturally diverse students: teachers like Marva Collins of
Chicago, Illinois, who has educated many African-American

students considered uneducable by public schools; Jaime
Escalante, who has consistently taught hundreds of Latino
high school students who live in the poorest barrios of East Los

Angeles to test their way into advanced-placement calculus
classes; and many other successful unsung heroes and heroines
who are seldom visible in teacher education classrooms.
Interestingly, even when such teaching comes to our consciousness, it is most often not by way of educational research

but via the popular media. We educators do not typically
research and document this "power pedagogy" (as Asa
Hillia d calls it), but continue to provide, at worst, autopsies
of failure and, at best, studies in minimalist ac hievement. In
_

other words, we teach teachers rationales for failure, nor
visions of success. Is there any wonder that those who are
products of such teacher education (from classroom teachers
to principals to central office staff ) water down the curricuhim for diverse students instead olchallenging them wit Ii
more, as Woodson says, of what school has to offer?
A second reason problems occur tor our c ulturallt (IR ersc

J
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students is that we have created in most schools institutions of
isolation. We foster the notion that students are clients of "professional" educators who are met in the "office" of the classroom

where their deficiencies are remediated and their intellectual
"illnesses" healed. Nowhere do we foster inquiry into who our
students really are or encourage teachers to develop links to the
often rich home lives of students, yet teachers cannot hope to
begin to understand who sits before them unless they can con-

nect with the families and communities from which their
students come. To do that, it is vital that teachers and teacher
educators explore their own beliefs and attitudes about nonwhite and non-middle-class people. Many teachers black,
white, and "other" harbor unexamined prejudices about people from ethnic groups or classes different from their own. This
is partly because teachers have been so conditioned by the
larger society's negative stereotypes of certain ethnic groups,

and partly because they are never given the opportunity to
learn to value the experiences of other groups.

I propose that a part of teacher education include bringing
parents and community members into the university classroom to tell prospective teachers (and their teacher educators)

what their concerns about education are, what they feel
schools are doing well or poorly for their children, and how
they would like to see schooling changed. I would also like to
see teacher initiates and their educators go out to community
gatherings to acquire such firsthand knowledge. It is unreasonable to expect that teachers will automatically value the
knowledge that parents and community members bring to
the education of diverse children if valuing such knowledge
has not been modelled for them by those from whom they
learn to teac h.
Following a speech I made at a conference a few years ago, I

have been corresponding with a very insightful teacher who
works at a prestigious university lab school. The school is
staffed by a solely European-American faculty, but seeks to
maintain racial and cultural balance among the student body.
They Iind, however, that they continue to lose black students,
espec Lilly boys. The teat her, named Richard, wrote to me that
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the school often has problems, both behavioral and academic,

with African-American boys. When called to the school to
discuss these problems, these children's parents typically say
that they do not understand, that their children are fine at
home. The school personnel interpret these statements as
indications of the parents' "being defensive,- and presume
that the children are as difficult at home as at school, but that
the parents do not want to admit it.
When Richard asked for some suggestions, my 'first recommendation was that the school should work hard to develop a

multicultural staff. Of course, that solution would take a
while, even if the school was committed to it. My next and
actually most important suggestion was that the school
needed to learn to view its African-American parents as a
resource and not as a problem. When problems arise with particular African-American children, the school should get the

parents of these children involved in helping to point out
what the school might do better.
Richard wrote hack to me:
The change though that has made me happiest so far about my own
work is that I have taken your advice and I am asking black parents

abinit stuff I never would have brought up belore....We do a lot of
journal writingind with the 6- to 8-year-olds I teach, encourage
them to draw as well as write, t.. see the journal as a form of expresk
sion. I was having a conference with the mother of
boy ....We looked at his journal and saw that he was doing beautiful

intricate drawings, but that he rarely got more than a few words
down on the page. I talked to his mother about how we were trying
to encourage C. to do the writing first, but that he hked to draw.
Du -mg the conversation I started to see this as something like
what y to were talking about, and I asked C.'s mom how she would
handl(' this at home. I only asked her about how she herself might

deal with this, hut she said, -In blac k family's, we would just tell
him write the words first I passed that mformation on to C.'s readmg teacher, and we both talked to him and told him he had to 1.Jet
wonls down first. Suddenly he began making one- and two-page
entries into his journal.
While this is pleasing in and of itself. it is an important lesson to
us in icrms of (jolty ( is n(1w getting cqu.d at ss Ill the t urn) II
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lum because he is using the journal tnr the reasons we intended it.
All we needed was ci culturally appropriate way to tell him how to
(10

it.

I am not suggesting that excellent teachers of diverse students must be of their students' ethnicity. I have seen too many
excellent European-American teachers of African-American
students, and too many poor African-American teachers of
African-American students to come to such an illogical conclusion. I do believe, however, that we should strive to make
our teaching force diverse, for teachers who share the ethnic
and cultural backgrounds of ;Air increasingly diverse student
bodies may serve, along with parents and other community
members, to provide insights that might otherwise remain
hidden.
The third problem I believe we must overcome is the narrow

and essentially Eurocentric curriculum we provide for our
teachers. At the university level, teachers are not being educated with the broad strokes necessary to prepare them properly for the twenty-first century. We who are concerned about

teachers and teaching must insist that our teachers become
knowledgeable of the liberal arts, but we must also work like
the dickens to change liberal arts courses so that they do not
continue to reflect only, as feminist scholar Peggy McIntosh
says, -the public lives of white Western men.- These new
courses must not only teach what white Westerners have to sav
about clive-se cultures, they must also share what the writers
and thinkers of diverse cultures have to say about themselves,
their history, music, art, literature, politics, and so forth.
If we know the intellectual legacies of our students, we will
gain insight into how to teach them. Stephanie Terry, a first-

grade teacher I have recently interviewed, breathes the heritage ofher .tudents into the curriculum. Stephanie teaches in
an economically strapped community in inner-city Baltimore, Maryland, in a school with a 100 percent Af-ric an
American enrollment. She begins each year with the study of
Africa, describing Africa's relationship to the United States,
resour«.s, and so fiirth. AN her st udents learn cat h
its h
new aspec t of t he regular c itywide c urricidurn, Stephanic cull-
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nects this knowledge to aspects of their African ancestry:
while covering a unit about libraries she tells them about the
world's first libraries, which were established in Africa. A unit

on health presents her w ith the opportunity to tell her students about the African doctors of antiquity who wrote the
first texts on medicine. Stephanie does not replace the current
curriculum; rather, she expands it. She also teaches about the

contributions of Asian-Americans, Native Americans, and
Latinos as she broadens her students' minds and spirits. All of

Stephanie's students learn to read by the end of the school
year. They also learn to love themselves, love their history, and
love learning.

Stephanie could not teach her children the pride of their
ancestry and could not connect it to thc material they learn
today were it not for her extraordinarily broad knowledge of
the liberal arts. However, she told me that she did not acquire

this knowledge in her formal education, but worked, read,
and studied on her own to make such knowledge a part of her
pedagogy.
Teachers must not merely take courses that tell them how
to treat their students as multicultural clients, in other words,

those that tell them how to identify differences in interactional or communicative strategies and remediate appropriately. They must also learn about the brilliance the students
bring with them "in their blood." Until they appreciate the
wonders of the cultures represented before them and they
cannot do that without extensive study most appropriatel
begun in college-level courses they cannot appreciate the
potential of those who sit before them, nor can they begin to
link their students' histories and worlds to the subject matter
they present in the classroom.
If we are to successfully educate all of our children, we roust

work to remove the blinders built of stereotypes, monoculrural instructional methodologies, ignorance, social distance,
biased research, and racism. \X/e must work to destroy those
blinders so that it is possible to really see, to really know the
students we must teach. Yes, if we are to he successful at (dot atmg diverse children, we must accomplish the I lerculean
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feot of developing this clear-sightedness, for in the words of a
wonderful Native Alaskan educator: "In order to teach you, I
must know you." I pray for all of us the strength to teach our
children what they must. learn, and the humility and wisdom
to learn from them so that we might better teach.
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